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ABSTRACT

Haemophilia A and von Willebrand Disease (VWD) are disorders which can cause mild to severe bleeding in an individual. In many cases, knowledge of the molecular basis of these disorders is required to enable appropriate genetic counselling within families, carrier diagnosis and, in some cases, prenatal diagnosis. The current ‘gold standard’ for diagnosing patients with Haemophilia A and VWD disorders is by direct sequencing of genomic DNA to identify mutations. However this method may not reveal the presence of larger heterozygous deletions or duplications of $F8$ and $VWF$ due to masking by an unaffected allele. Therefore the genetic basis of disease in a proportion of cases may remain unresolved. Multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification (MLPA) is a method based on gene dosage that can be applied to the detection of large gene deletions or duplications in Haemophilia and VWD, aiding effective genetic diagnosis.

This project developed and applied MLPA to investigate the molecular basis of disease in a selected cohort of patients diagnosed with Haemophilia A, type 1 and type 3 VWD, where standard direct sequencing protocols of $F8$ and $VWF$ had failed to reveal causative mutations, and to assess its application in the genetic diagnosis of these disorders. This extended previous work on the molecular basis of Haemophilia A and VWD carried out in the Molecular Diagnostics Centre (MDC) at Central Manchester NHS Foundation Trust.

MLPA confirmed the presence of large deletions in seven Haemophilia A index patients, two type 1 VWD patients, seven type 3 VWD patients and one possible duplication in a female haemophiliac. The presence of a masked gene abnormality was also confirmed in two carrier females.

This demonstrates that MLPA is a useful diagnostic tool for detecting or confirming larger scale mutations not suited to DNA sequence analysis. MLPA is an important addition to the range of molecular diagnostic tools for the investigation of these haemostatic disorders and may be utilised when conventional mutation screening has failed to identify a causative mutation.
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<td>--------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINEs</td>
<td>Long interspersed repeat elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LMAN-1</td>
<td>Lectin Mannose Binding Protein gene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LREC</td>
<td>Local Research Ethics Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>μg</td>
<td>Micrograms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>μL</td>
<td>Microlitres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>μM</td>
<td>Micromolar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>Molar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCFD2</td>
<td>Multiple Coagulation Factor Deficiency 2 gene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDC</td>
<td>Molecular Diagnostics Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mg/mL</td>
<td>Milligrams per millilitre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mL</td>
<td>Millilitres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgCl₂</td>
<td>Magnesium chloride</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLPA</td>
<td>Multiplex Ligation-dependent Probe Amplification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mRNA</td>
<td>Messenger RNA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MREC</td>
<td>Multi-Centre Research Ethic Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI</td>
<td>Manchester Royal Infirmary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N13F</td>
<td>N13 forward primer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N13R</td>
<td>N13 reverse primer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEQAS</td>
<td>National External Quality Assurance Scheme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGRL</td>
<td>National Genetics Reference Laboratory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NHS</td>
<td>National Health Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NW</td>
<td>North West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ng</td>
<td>Nanograms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nt</td>
<td>Nucleotides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p.</td>
<td>Nomenclature for protein level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCR</td>
<td>Polymerase chain reaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFA-100™</td>
<td>Platelet function analyser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT</td>
<td>Prothrombin time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNA</td>
<td>Ribonucleic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGD</td>
<td>Arginine – Glycine – Aspartic Acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIPA</td>
<td>Ristocetin induced platelet aggregation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT</td>
<td>Room temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SINEs</td>
<td>Short interspersed repeat elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNP</td>
<td>Single nucleotide polymorphism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taq</td>
<td>Thermus aquaticus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBE</td>
<td>Tris borate EDTA buffer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCT</td>
<td>Thrombin clotting time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TE</td>
<td>Tris EDTA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF</td>
<td>Tissue factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFPI</td>
<td>Tissue factor pathway inhibitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF/FVIIa</td>
<td>Tissue factor / factor VII complex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT</td>
<td>Thrombin time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFPI</td>
<td>Tissue factor pathway inhibitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UKHCDO</td>
<td>United Kingdom Haemophilia Centre Doctor’s Organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK NEQAS</td>
<td>United Kingdom National External Quality Assurance Scheme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UTR</td>
<td>Untranslated region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VWD</td>
<td>von Willebrand disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VWF</td>
<td>von Willebrand factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VWF</td>
<td>von Willebrand factor gene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VWFP</td>
<td>von Willebrand factor pseudogene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VWF-FVIII</td>
<td>VWF-FVIII complex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VWF:Ag</td>
<td>von Willebrand factor antigen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VWF:CB</td>
<td>von Willebrand factor collagen binding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VWF:FVIIIIB</td>
<td>von Willebrand factor factor VIII binding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VWF:RCo</td>
<td>von Willebrand factor ristocetin co-factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amino acid</td>
<td>Single letter code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alanine</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arginine</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asparagine</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspartic acid</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cysteine</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glutamic acid</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glutamine</td>
<td>Q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glycine</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Histidine</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isoleucine</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leucine</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lysine</td>
<td>K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methionine</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phenylalanine</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proline</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serine</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threonine</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tryptophan</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrosine</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valine</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stop codon</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.1 NORMAL HAEMOSTASIS

Normal haemostasis is responsible for ensuring the free flow of blood within the circulatory system. The efficient flow of blood and prevention and control of bleeding from damaged blood vessels is maintained by haemostatic mechanisms which depend on a series of complex interactions involving the vascular endothelium, circulating platelets and activation of coagulation pathways. The balance of normal haemostasis maintains the equilibrium between keeping the blood fluid and preventing excessive activation of the procoagulatory components leading to intravascular thrombosis.

1.1.1 The Haemostatic Response to Injury

The initial haemostatic response to vascular damage is an immediate vasoconstriction of the injured vessel and constriction of adjacent small arteries and arterioles to reduce the flow of blood to the area of injury. The reduced blood flow allows contact activation of platelets and coagulation factors. The lumen of blood vessels is lined with endothelial cells (ECs) which form an impermeable layer preventing passive transfer of blood cells, except in the case of inflammation. Within the sub endothelial layer are a number of components which have specific functions in both primary and secondary haemostasis.

Following damage to the endothelial layer, the sub endothelial layer is exposed. This leads to activated platelets which adhere to exposed subendothelial fibrils, potentiated by von Willebrand factor (VWF). Collagen fibers are the most thrombogenic components of the extracellular matrix. Glycoprotein VI (GpVI) expressed on the surface of platelets binds to exposed collagen inducing platelet adhesion, degranulation and aggregation. The platelets release chemical messengers such as adenosine diphosphate (ADP), serotonin and thromboxane A2 which cause them to aggregate to form a platelet plug covering the exposed connective tissue and providing temporary control of bleeding.
1.1.2 Coagulation Pathway

The complete response is achieved by the process of secondary haemostasis. This involves the activation of the coagulation system leading to the generation of fibrin strands which are laid down between platelets and reinforce the platelet plug. The classical model of blood coagulation was represented by a coagulation cascade mediated via two pathways - the contact activation pathway (intrinsic) and the tissue factor pathway (extrinsic) which were initiated by separate mechanisms and converged on a common pathway leading to clot formation (Davie and Ratnoff 1964; Macfarlane 1964). The intrinsic system explained the reaction of enzymes intravascular to the blood, involving Factor XII, high-molecular-weight kininogen (HMWK), prekallikrein and Factor XI (FXI), Factor IX (FIX) and Factor VIII (FVIII) whilst the extrinsic system was named because it was activated by factors external to the blood system, i.e. tissue factor (TF). The pathways merged with the binding of Factor X (FXa) to Factor V (FVa) to form prothrombinase leading to the subsequent conversion of prothrombin into thrombin and the thrombin mediated formation of fibrin from fibrinogen. The fibrin clot was subsequently stabilised by the action of the activated Factor XIII (FXIIIa).

More recently, a cell based model has been described which explains the pathophysiology of the mechanisms leading to clot formation, highlighting the roles of different cells and phospholipid surfaces for the localisation of the coagulation network to the site of vascular injury. According to the cell based model, coagulation occurs in three different overlapping stages of initiation, amplification and propagation on tissue factor bearing cells and platelets (Hoffman 2003) (see Figure 1.1).

1.1.2.1 Initiation

In response to vascular damage, the coagulation process is initiated by the release of tissue factor (TF) by the endothelial cells. The circulating zymogen Factor VII (FVII) is exposed to cells expressing TF on their surface and is activated to become the protease Factor VIIa (FVIIa). FVIIa forms a high affinity complex with TF (TF/FVIIa) which leads to the activation of Factors IX (FIXa) and X (FXa). FXa then activate FV and forms a prothrombinase
complex (FXa/FVa) which generates trace amounts of thrombin from pro-thrombin.

1.1.2.2 Amplification
Under normal conditions, haemostatic components in the vascular tissue are not able to leave the endothelial layer due to their size. However, upon vessel wall injury, platelets, FVIII and VWF are able to leave the vascular tissue and come into close contact with thrombin generated in the initiation stage. Platelets become activated by the small amount of thrombin leading to exposure of binding sites and receptors on their surfaces for activated clotting factors. The activated platelets release increased quantities of FV which becomes activated by thrombin. Thrombin also cleaves FVIII from its stabiliser molecule VWF activating it on the platelet surface and activates Factor XI (FXIa) which binds to the surface of activated platelets.

1.1.2.3 Propagation
The propagation stage occurs on the phospholipid surface of activated platelets that have joined the site of vascular injury. FXIa activates increased amounts of Factor IX (FIXa) which forms a complex with its cofactor FVIIIa on the surface of platelets known as the ‘tenase’ complex. This complex activates sufficient FXa which in turn forms the ‘prothrombinase’ complex with FVa resulting in the explosive generation of thrombin from prothrombin. This ultimately leads to generation of a fibrin clot by cleaving fibrinogen to fibrin monomers which polymerise to form a platelet plug. The clot is stabilised by Factor XIII (FXIIIa) which is also activated by the large burst of thrombin.
Figure 1.1: The three stage cell-based model of coagulation (figure adapted from Jurlander, Thim et al. 2001). The initiation phase results in an initial burst of thrombin generation followed by amplification of the procoagulant signal, which leads to propagation of the procoagulant response causing increased thrombin generation and the formation of a stable fibrin plug.

1.1.3 Regulation of Coagulation
Normal haemostasis is maintained by surface expression of molecules on endothelial cells, circulating inhibitors of plasma proteins and negative feedback mechanisms. Tissue factor pathway inhibitor (TFPI) and antithrombin (AT) are both key regulators of coagulation. TFPI is regulated by binding to glycosaminoglycans on the surfaces of ECs while AT is bound to heparin sulphate proteoglycans on the surface of ECs. Together they are able to inhibit any FXa that dissociates from the TF-bearing cell (on which it should form the prothrombinase complex with FVa).

Thrombin plays a key role in the coagulation system because as well as its procoagulant role, it also has anticoagulant properties since it activates factors involved in fibrinolysis to dissolve the fibrin clot. Thrombin dispersing from the site of vascular injury forms a complex with thrombomodulin (expressed on
ECs) to activate protein C which when bound to protein S inactivates FVIIIa and FVa, thus restricting clotting factors to the site of injury.

1.1.4 Hypercoagulable States and Bleeding Disorders
Abnormal bleeding is the result of defective vascular function or disturbed haemostasis after injury. The great variety of congenital bleeding disorders provides clear evidence of the key role played by single components of normal haemostasis. The bleeding tendency in patients with disorders such as von Willebrand disease (VWD) and the haemophilias demonstrates that all of the components are required for normal haemostasis, as a severe deficiency of one cannot be compensated for by normal activity/concentration of the others (Rasche 2001).

1.2 FACTOR VIII
FVIII is a complex plasma glycoprotein of 2351 amino acids that has an essential role in the haemostatic system. It is involved in the intrinsic pathway of the coagulation cascade where it functions as a cofactor for the factor X-activating complex, which consists of FVIIIa, the serine protease FIXa, calcium ions and phospholipid membranes (Mann 1999).

1.2.1 The role of Factor VIII in haemostasis
The bleeding associated with haemophilia patients is due to failure of the secondary phase of haemostasis. The formation of the platelet plug occurs normally but there is defective stabilisation by fibrin due to inadequate thrombin generation. This is because FVIII and FIX are now known to be central to the blood coagulation process and for generation of adequate amounts of thrombin. Following blood vessel injury, TF activates FVII which mediates generation of FXa, and FVIII and FIX are required for amplification of this production to enable completion of the coagulation process. If either FVIII or FIX are absent, bleeding will arise due to the insufficient amplification and generation of FXa to maintain haemostasis (Bolton-Maggs and Pasi 2003).
1.2.2 Physiology of FVIII

The major source for plasma FVIII is the hepatocytes although the kidney, sinusoidal endothelial cells and lymphatic tissues can also synthesise small amounts of FVIII (Hollestelle, Thinnes et al. 2001). It is produced as an inactive single-chain protein but following endoproteolytic processing, it is released into the circulation as a set of heterodimeric proteins. FVIII freely interacts with VWF, circulating in a non-covalent complex which protects it from premature proteolytic degradation and concentrates it at sites of vascular injury (Lenting, van Mourik et al. 1998) (see Figure 1.2). It is one of the largest and least stable coagulation factors and has a half life of about 12 hours in adults (shorter in children) (Bolton-Maggs and Pasi 2003).

Figure 1.2: The lifespan of FVIII (figure adapted from Lenting, van Mourik et al. 1998)

Biosynthesis and secretion

1.2.3. Molecular Biology of FVIII

The molecular characterisation of the human FVIII gene (F8) was first carried out in 1984, where it was found to be the largest gene that had been characterised by that time, spanning nearly 0.1% (186 kb) of the X-
chromosome. It has been mapped to the long arm of X-chromosome at Xq28, and consists of 26 exons which range in size from 69 to 3,106 base pairs (bp) (Gitschier, Wood et al. 1984) and encode a polypeptide chain of 2351 amino acids (aa) (see Figure 1.3a&b). This includes a signal peptide of 19 and a mature protein of 2332 aa. The primary structure of FVIII has been shown to consist of a number of domains (see Figure 1.3c). The A domains show approximately 30% homology to one another and display a comparable level of homology to the copper-binding protein ceruloplasmin and to FV, the cofactor in the prothrombinase complex. These domains are surrounded by short spacers (a1, a2 and a3) that contain clusters of aspartic acid and glutamic acid residues, known as acidic regions. The C domains are structurally associated with the C domains of FV. The large B domain does not exhibit any major homology with any other known protein, its function is unknown and is not required for coagulant activity (Lenting, van Mourik et al. 1998).

Figure 1.3: Schematic representation of the chromosomal localisation (a), exonic structure of F8 (b) and protein domains (c).
1.3 VON WILLEBRAND FACTOR

VWF is a multimeric adhesive glycoprotein that is found in plasma, platelet α-granules and subendothelial connective tissue. Plasma VWF plays two essential roles in primary haemostasis as a carrier protein for FVIII, and a promoter of platelet adhesion to the damaged vessel wall (Hoffbrand 2005).

1.3.1 VWF function in haemostasis and coagulation

The main purpose of VWF is to promote thrombus formation by aiding adhesion of platelets to each other and the damaged vessel wall. The circulating pool of VWF is essential for initiating platelet adhesion as it is not found in many vessels where platelet function is required for haemostasis (Bahnak, Wu et al. 1989). VWF is especially important in small blood vessels where there is high shear stress due to rapid blood flow and platelet adhesion and normal primary haemostasis rely on its adhesive properties (Savage, Saldivar et al. 1996).

The initial step in platelet interaction to exposed subendothelium is the binding of the VWF A1 domain to glycoprotein Ib (GpIb) which tethers the platelets to the vessel wall whilst they roll on the surface. The platelets then become activated and VWF binds to the glycoprotein IIb/IIIa (GpIIb/IIIa) complex in an irreversible manner to consolidate the platelet plug. Fibrinogen and thrombin formation are required but not crucial to the process (Ruggeri 1997). The stable adhesion is reinforced by GpVI which is exposed on the platelet surface and binds to collagen which is exposed by the subendothelium at the site of endothelial cell injury.
Figure 1.4: Mechanism of Platelet Adhesion to VWF (figure adapted from Robertson, Lillicrap et al. 2008) In high shear stress conditions, platelets roll along the endothelial cell surface and are tethered to the site of injury through the binding of subendothelial VWF to the GpIb protein of the Ib/IX receptor. Subsequently platelets are activated and the GpIIb/IIIa and GpVI are exposed on the platelet surface. GpIIb/IIIa binds to VWF to permanently tether the platelet to the vessel wall and GpVI binds to collagen as an additional anchor. Interaction of fibrinogen and VWF with GpIIb/IIIa then consolidates the platelet adhesive events and initiates platelet aggregation.

VWF also plays a key role in the stabilisation of FVIII in the blood as it forms a non-covalently bound complex with FVIII (VWF-FVIII) (see Figure 1.4). This complex protects FVIII from activated protein C degradation and carries it to sites of platelet plug and subsequent clot formation (Koppelman, van Hoeij et al. 1996). As a result reduced levels of VWF are associated with reduced levels of circulating FVIII, which are often seen in patients with VWD.

1.3.2 Synthesis of VWF
VWF is synthesised within EC’s as a polypeptide of 2813 aa (Jaffe, Hoyer et al. 1973) which undergoes initial dimerization and then multimerization up to a
multimer with a molecular weight (MW) of 20 million Daltons. The higher molecular weight multimers are functionally more effective in promoting platelet adhesion and aggregation. The endothelial cells either directly release VWF into the plasma through a constitutive secretory pathway or store it in endothelial Weibel-Palade bodies where it also drives their formation (Michaux, Abbitt et al. 2006). The VWF stored within these Weibel-Palade bodies is thought to be made up of the largest multimeric species which is not usually seen in the blood of normal individuals. When released at sites of injury they present the most thrombogenic forms of VWF exactly where needed. Circulating high molecular weight (HMW) multimers are cleaved by the metalloproteinase, known as ADAMTS-13 (a disintegrin and metalloproteinase with thrombospondin type 1 motif), which regulates VWF platelet dependent activity by reducing the size of VWF multimers.

VWF is also synthesised in the megakaryocytes (Nachman, Levine et al. 1977) and stored in the platelet α-granules (which may contain as much as 20 % of the total VWF present in blood) and on activation, secreted by the platelet release reaction. The VWF stored within the platelet α-granules consists of the ultra-large VWF multimers and can be released upon stimulation by a number of agonists including ADP, collagen and thrombin. This allows accumulation of VWF at the site of vascular injury where it can promote further platelet adhesion and thus haemostasis. The VWF that is released from storage sites does not have FVIII bound to it, unlike circulating VWF/FVIII complex which enables FVIII to be concentrated at the site of vascular damage prior to subsequent detachment from VWF to serve as a clotting factor (Nesheim, Pittman et al. 1991).

1.3.3. Molecular Biology of VWF
The VWF gene (VWF) was first cloned in 1985 and is located on the short arm of chromosome 12 at the locus 12p13.2. It is a large gene spanning 178 kb and is composed of 52 exons (Ginsburg, Handin et al. 1985). VWF transcribes a messenger ribonucleic acid (mRNA) product of 8.7 kb. This is translated to produce a 2813 aa product which consists of a signal peptide of 22 aa, a large propeptide of 741 aa and a mature VWF molecule containing 2050 aa
A non-processed VWF partial pseudogene (VWFP) is located on chromosome 22 which duplicates the region spanning exons 23 through 34. The pseudogene has 97% homology with the genuine VWF which may complicate VWF analyses upon examination of genomic deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) (Mancuso, Tuley et al. 1991). The partial pseudogene does not produce a functional transcript due to the presence of splice site and nonsense mutations.

The mature VWF protein of 2050 aa is composed of a sequence of four classes of homologous domains (D, A, B and C) which have specific functions (see Figure 1.5). The domains D1, D2, D’ and D3 are involved in multimerisation of the VWF dimers, which altogether span exons 3-28 of VWF (Verweij, Hart et al. 1988; Wise, Pittman et al. 1988; Voorberg, Fontijn et al. 1990; Journet, Saffaripour et al. 1993). These domains are rich in cysteine residues which are vital for the multimerisation process. The D’ domain displays a binding site for FVIII and heparin as well as possible binding sites for P-selectin which is capable of anchoring ultra-large VWF to the surface of EC’s, thus introducing VWF cleavage sites to ADAMTS-13 (Padilla, Moake et al. 2004). The A1 domain exhibits binding sites for the platelet receptor GPIbα, and contains supplementary sites for heparin, sulphated glycolipids, the snake venom botrocetin and collagen type VI (Ruggeri 2003). Mutations present in this region will cause the molecule to be either more reactive (gain of function mutation, type 2B) or less reactive (type 2A or 2M). The A3 domain is the binding region for collagens type I and III. The C1 domain with its Arginine-Glycine-Aspartate (RGD) sequence is the binding site for integrin αIIbβ3 (GPIIbIIIa). The A2 domain contains the cleavage site for ADAMTS-13. The cysteine knot (CK) domain spanning exons 49 to 52, is rich in cysteine residues which are essential for the dimerisation of VWF monomers (Voorberg, Fontijn et al. 1991). The domains D4, B1, B2 and B3 which cover exons 33-44 do not yet have a known role, however they may play an important part in the structure of the VWF protein.
1.4 HAEMOPHILIA A

Haemophilia A is the most common X-linked inherited bleeding disorder affecting about 1 in 5000 males worldwide. The disorder is caused by low concentrations of FVIII and can be diagnosed by measuring plasma levels of FVIII (FVIII:C). The clinical severity is closely related to the level of activity of FVIII in the plasma and can be classified as mild, moderate or severe, depending on the level. Severely affected haemophiliacs have plasma levels below 1 IU/dL (<1% of normal) and most frequently suffer from serious muscle and joint bleeds. Individuals who are moderately affected have plasma levels of between 1 and 5 IU/dL (1-5% of normal) and those with mild disease have levels of between 5 and 40 IU/dL (>5 to <40% of normal) (White, Rosendaal et al. 2001).

Most cases are referred for investigation due to family history of the disease, however approximately one third of cases occur sporadically. Severe haemophiliacs usually present at about 1 year of age when they become active with unexplained bruising and bleeding. Earlier presentation may be seen in those who have received an intramuscular injection or experienced surgery or trauma. Spontaneous bleeding is also common, occurring once or twice weekly. A diagnosis is usually made following measurement of their FVIII:C. In
males where there is a family history of haemophilia, the cord blood can be tested at birth for FVIII:C. Those with mild or moderate disease may not present until they are adults when they are likely to be exposed to greater trauma (Keeney, Mitchell et al. 2005).

The most common sites for bleeds are the main load-bearing joints i.e. knees, elbows, ankles, hips and shoulders. The bleeding from the synovium into the joint cavity causes severe swelling, stiffness, pain and inflammation. As blood is highly irritating to synovium, this initiates a strong inflammatory reaction which leads to synovial overgrowth and friable vascular tissue, which predisposes it to further haemorrhage. If left untreated, the joint will be considerably weakened by the repeated bleeds and secondary osteoarthritis can occur, leading to physical disability. The large weight bearing muscles such as the iliopsoas, calf, gluteal and forearm muscles can also be affected by bleeding leading to impairment of the blood supply, tissue ischemia, necrosis and subsequent fibrosis and muscle shortening (Hoffbrand 2005).

1.4.1 Laboratory diagnosis of Haemophilia A
In the phenotypic diagnosis of haemophilia A, an initial screening test may show a prolonged activated partial thromboplastin time (APTT), normal prothrombin time (PT), thrombin clotting time (TCT) and bleeding time (BT) with a normal platelet count. Specific assays using factor deficient plasma can be used to detect and quantitate a deficiency. Once it has been established that FVIII is involved the FVIII:C assay is performed. This consists of measuring the intrinsic and common pathways of the coagulation cascade, with FVIII deficient plasma and varying dilutions of the patient plasma. Correction of the clotting time of the deficient plasma by the patient plasma indicates there is no deficiency, however if the times are not corrected then the patient has a FVIII deficiency. The results are compared to reference plasma containing known factor levels and the deficient FVIII level in the patient plasma can be quantitated (showing FVIII clotting activity below 50 IU/dL). Assays for VWF antigen (VWF:Ag) and ristocetin cofactor activity (VWF:RCo) display normal results and it is important that these are carried out in order to distinguish FVIII deficiency due to haemophilia A from VWD (see section 1.13).
Prior to the advent of routine genetic analysis, attempts were made to diagnose the carrier status of haemophilia A in females by phenotypic tests. The routine clotting assay FVIII:C can be used to measure FVIII activity together with FVIII antigen (FVIII:Ag) as the defective gene is the one responsible for FVIII production. VWF antigen levels can also be estimated by immunoassay although these should be normal as VWF production is autosomally controlled and is unaffected in haemophilia. In the normal population the range of values for these factors is between 50 and 200 IU/dL. The FVIII:C level in carriers with the haemophilia defect will be lower and average levels of about 50 IU/dL are found. The ratio of FVIII:C/VWF:Ag can be a useful indicator, averaging at 1.0 in normal individuals and 0.5 in carriers. However the effect of lyonisation (skewed inactivation of the X-chromosome) can result in carriers with markedly decreased FVIII:C levels and some with normal FVIII:C, making carrier detection in the latter group extremely difficult. There are approximately 10% of carriers who will appear phenotypically normal (Lillicrap, White et al. 1987). Therefore, a diagnosis should not be based on these results alone as there are a number of factors affecting FVIII:C and VWF:Ag levels which can hinder the ability to distinguish a minority of carriers from normal females which include ABO blood group, age and pregnancy (Graham, Rizza et al. 1986). To improve the accuracy of phenotypic carrier diagnosis, discriminant function analysis can be used which takes these factors into account as well as FVIII:C and VWF:Ag levels. Phenotypic tests for carrier diagnosis have now been effectively superseded by genetic analysis although they may still be used in developing countries.

1.4.2 Treatment of Haemophilia A

As there is no cure for haemophilia, treatment is based upon raising the concentration of FVIII to arrest haemorrhage or to cover surgery. In some mild haemophiliacs, the level of FVIII can be raised transiently by the use of desmopressin (DDAVP) which is an analogue of antidiuretic hormone. In all other cases, a concentrate of FVIII should be administered. Plasma-derived and recombinant FVIII concentrates are available. Recombinant products are the preferred treatment if available and affordable as they remove the risk of transmission of human and animal infectious agents (Bolton-Maggs and Pasi
2003). Prophylactic treatment with FVIII concentrates can be given regularly to prevent spontaneous joint bleeds from occurring. Prophylaxis is the recommended strategy for children with severe haemophilia and should begin by the age of 4 years, as by this time most affected children will have experienced their first joint bleed. The initial cost of prophylaxis is expensive due to the products, however over the lifetime of an adult with normal joints and good quality of life it proves to be cost effective (Bolton-Maggs and Pasi 2003).

1.4.3 Differential Diagnosis of Haemophilia A

1.4.3.1 Type 2N VWD

Specific variants of coagulation proteins that directly interact with FVIII such as VWF, FII, FIX and FX may affect the amount and function of FVIII. In some cases mutations in VWF associated with the VWD variant type 2N, have an impact on the level of FVIII in the circulation and are responsible for the bleeding phenotype seen in these patients, indistinguishable from the one dependent upon mutations in F8 itself. Both disorders display reduced levels of FVIII:C (~5-40 IU/dL) and normal-to-borderline-low levels of VWF. The symptoms of type 2N VWD are similar to those of mild haemophilia A and include excessive bleeding during surgery or other invasive procedures. The best way to distinguish between the two disorders is to use the VWF:FVIII binding test (VWF:FVIIIIB), which determines the ability of VWF to bind FVIII (Casonato, Pontara et al. 2007). Type 2N VWD should be suspected in patients diagnosed with mild haemophilia A who either do not respond well to FVIII infusions or belong to families in which males and females are equally affected. Missense mutations in VWF reduce the ability of VWF to bind and protect FVIII, therefore VWF and FVIII levels can look identical to those in males with mild haemophilia A or in symptomatic haemophilia A carrier females.

1.4.3.2 Combined Deficiency OF FV and FVIII (F5F8D)

The combined deficiency of coagulation FV and FVIII (F5F8D) is an autosomal recessive bleeding disorder. F5F8D is distinguished by coexisting low levels (usually between 5 and 30 IU/dL) of both FV and FVIII and exhibits a mild to moderate bleeding tendency (Zhang and Ginsburg 2004). However F5F8D is
completely independent of FV deficiency and FVIII deficiency and is unusual because it arises because of mutations in two genes (*LMAN-1* and *MCFD2*) which encode proteins involved in the FV and FVIII intracellular transport rather than DNA defects in the genes which encode the corresponding coagulation factors. Null mutations in the *LMAN-1* gene (Lectin Mannose Binding Protein) have been found in approximately 70% of affected patients, while null and missense mutations in *MCFD2* (Multiple Coagulation Factor Deficiency 2) account for the remaining 30% (Zhang, McGee et al. 2006). Bleeding episodes are treated by replacing FV through fresh frozen plasma and FVIII by DDAVP or specific FVIII concentrates. While F5F8D is extremely rare (1:1,000,000 in the general population), it has an increased frequency in populations where there is a high incidence of consanguineous marriages and therefore should be considered in some cases of mild haemophilia A where no mutation is detectable.

### 1.5 MOLECULAR PATHOLOGY OF HAEMOPHILIA A

The molecular basis of haemophilia A is extremely diverse and there are approximately 2100 individual mutations which have been found in *F8* which have been attributed to the clinical phenotype. The most common gene defects seen in approximately 90% of patients are point mutations (single nucleotide substitutions), followed by deletions which are found in approximately 5-10% of patients. Insertions and rearrangements/inversions are rarely seen in haemophilia patients, with the exception of two common inversions involving intron 1 and 22 the intron found in patients with severe haemophilia A (Bowen 2002). The Haemophilia A Mutation Database and FVIII Resource Site (HAMSTeRS) is a locus specific database which lists mutations that have been characterised in haemophilia A and can be readily accessed (www.hadb.org.uk).

This molecular characterisation has also led to developments in the production of recombinant therapeutic clotting-factor concentrates, the generation of animal disease models and the production of wild-type and mutant proteins for structure-function analysis (Bolton-Maggs and Pasi 2003).
1.5.1 Gross DNA Rearrangements

1.5.1.1 Common Partial Inversions of FVIII

The intron 22 inversion mutation is responsible for disease in 20% of all patients and always results in severe disease. It is the causative mutation in nearly 45% of severe haemophilia A cases (Lakich, Kazazian et al. 1993; Naylor, Brinke et al. 1993). The intron 22 inversion occurs because of homologous recombination between copies of a repeated DNA sequence, the intron 22 homologous region (int22h), one copy located in intron 22 of FVIII, the other two copies distal and telomeric to FVIII. It is primarily an error of DNA replication during spermatogenesis and completely disrupts F8 leading to severe disease. Until relatively recently the intron 22 inversion was detected by Southern blot analysis, however this has been replaced by long polymerase chain reaction (PCR) protocols which are able to detect normal and inverted genes (Liu, Nozari et al. 1998) and more recently still by inverse PCR protocols (Rossetti, Radic et al. 2005; Rossetti, Radic et al. 2008).

The intron 1 inversion is the second most common mutation in severe haemophilia A and has been reported to have a frequency of 1.8% in the UK population (Cumming 2004). The mutation can be detected by a robust dual PCR assay which has been designed to amplify sequence flanking the intron 1 homologous (int1h) regions independently (Bagnall, Waseem et al. 2002).

1.5.1.2 Large Deletions

Deletions affecting F8 include whole gene deletions, partial gene deletions at the 5’ end, 3’ end, or within the gene, and microdeletions of one to several base pairs. They do not seem to be confined to a specific region of the gene but appear to be randomly distributed throughout. Deletions have the capability of damaging genetic function, removing amino acids, or introducing a frameshift which is why they are generally associated with severe disease.

Large deletions (more than 100 nucleotides) are found in approximately 5% of patients with haemophilia A (Antonarakis 1998). As of November 2012, the HAMSTeRS database contains 255 large deletion mutations which range from less than 1 kb up to more than 210 kb deleting the entire gene, which is
probably the result of non-homologous recombination (Woods-Samuels, Kazazian et al. 1991). Large deletions in F8 are normally associated with clinically severe disease with no measurable FVIII activity in plasma samples and undetectable antigen as any truncated proteins produced are either poorly expressed, inactive or cleared from the circulation. There are known reports of a deletion of exon 22 and also of exons 23-24 that are associated with moderate disease. This may result from in-frame splicing of mRNA leading to the production of hypoactive FVIII which lacks short stretches of amino acids (Youssoufian, Antonarakis et al. 1987; Lavergne, Bahnak et al. 1992). Exon-spanning deletions are easily detected in affected males due to lack of PCR amplification of missing exons of F8. However, in carrier females, these mutations are masked by amplification of the normal allele. For methods used to identify female carrier status see section 1.9.

1.5.1.3 Insertions of Retrotransposons
A very small number of patients have an insertion of a repetitive element (LINE1 or Alu) which causes severe haemophilia by disrupting the coding sequence of the gene. The de novo insertion of long interspersed nuclear elements (LINEs) in the human genome was first reported in F8 in two severe haemophilia A patients (Kazazian, Wong et al. 1988). The first case was a 3.8 kb portion of a LINE element inserted in exon 14 of FVIII. The inserted DNA had a poly(A) tail, produced a target site duplication, and was inserted in a relatively adenine-rich sequence of exon 14. The second case involved the insertion of a 2.1 kb portion of a LINE element in a different section of exon 14 and had all the features of a retrotransposition. LINE insertions or other retrotransposons are relatively uncommon as there has only been two examples in >1000 patients studied.

1.5.1.4 Duplications
There have been several cases reported involving duplications in F8. The first report described a duplication of 23 kb of intron 22 inserted between exons 23 and 25 (Gitschier 1988). This rearrangement found in two female siblings was apparently unstable and led to deletion of exons 23-25 in the male offspring of one of the females. A second exon duplication of F8 was identified in 1990 and
was characterised as an in-frame tandem duplication of exon 13 that produces an unstable FVIII protein with a short half-life (Murru, Casula et al. 1990). This has since been shown to be present in up to one third of cases in the northern Italian mild haemophilia population (Acquila, Pasino et al. 2004).

As standard PCR-based techniques do not indicate relative template dosage, further F8 duplications have not been reported until recently following the introduction of Multiplex Ligation-dependent Probe Amplification (MLPA) (see section 1.9.1). A study carried out by Rost, Loffler et al. (2008) reanalysed 80 mutation-negative haemophilia A patients from a cohort of about 2000 using MLPA and identified exon duplications in nine cases, a frequency of ~0.5% (see section 1.10).

1.5.2 Point Mutations
The point mutations that arise in haemophilia are made up of missense mutations (where a codon is changed so that a different amino acid is encoded), nonsense point mutations (where an amino acid codon is changed into a premature translation stop codon) and mRNA splice site point mutations (which corrupt a true mRNA splice site, or create a novel one). The HAMSTeRS database last updated in November 2012 reported a total of 1349 unique single base (point) mutations, of which 983 were missense, 208 were nonsense and 158 were splice site related.

1.5.2.1 Missense Mutations
Missense point mutations can give rise to varying severity of haemophilia depending on the nature and location of the amino acid substitution. Less severe disease is associated with semi-conservative amino acid substitutions where the new amino acid has very similar properties to the normal one, unless they occur in regions of structural and functional importance. Whereas moderate to severe disease tends to arise because of non-conservative amino acid substitutions, no matter where they occur in the protein. With non-conservative amino acid substitutions there is a higher chance of them having an overall more damaging effect as they have the capacity for structural perturbation/destabilisation (Bowen 2002).
1.5.2.2 Nonsense Mutations
Severe haemophilia is associated with nonsense mutations and this is because the resulting transcripts may undergo nonsense mediated ribonucleic acid (RNA) decay or, if translated, result in a truncated protein molecule which is highly likely to lack function. Another negative effect which can arise from nonsense mutations is exon skipping which can cause either an in frame skip leading to a protein lacking the amino acids encoded by the skipped exon, or an out of frame skip which results in a frame shift (Bowen 2002).

1.5.2.3 mRNA Splice Site Mutations
Mutations that destroy or create mRNA splice sites are associated with variable severity of haemophilia, depending on whether some correct transcripts can be processed (mild to moderate disease) or whether there is a complete loss of correct mRNA processing (severe disease). Splice site mutations can also cause exon skipping with the overall severity depending on whether the skip is in frame or results in a frame shift.

1.5.2.4 Small Deletions/Insertions
Small deletions in the coding region of F8 are generally associated with severe haemophilia A. They vary in size from 1 bp to 86 bp and most result in frame shifts which consequently eliminate FVIII expression. More than one-third of small deletions are found in the largest exon, exon 14 and the majority occur in DNA regions of short direct repeats (Antonarakis 1998).

Insertions have also been characterised in F8 and like deletions can be gross or as small as one or several nucleotides. They range in size from 1 bp up to 2.1 kb and 3.8 kb LINE elements. Most insertions are of 1 bp, often an A in a stretch of A residues. They are usually associated with severe disease as gene function or the gene product can be adversely affected. However an exception to this is small deletion/insertion mutations within poly-A runs of F8 which have been shown to be associated with a less severe haemophilia A phenotype. Small deletions/insertions resulting in uninterrupted stretches of adenines are likely to be sensitive to DNA replication/RNA transcription and translation errors thereby promoting the mechanism of partial correction of the reading frame.
Subsequently, affected individuals have a milder than expected form of haemophilia A (Young, Inaba et al. 1997).

### 1.6 FACTOR VIII INHIBITORS

Approximately 30-50% of patients with severe haemophilia A develop antibodies (known as inhibitors) to FVIII following treatment with exogenous FVIII which is due to insufficient synthesis of endogenous FVIII protein by the individual to induce immune tolerance. These inhibitors may be either low titre antibodies, managed by increased or continuing treatment with FVIII concentrates, or high titre antibodies which prevent treatment with factor concentrates (Bolton-Maggs and Pasi 2003).

The risk of developing an inhibitor is related to the nature of the molecular defect in *F8*. Nonsense mutations, deletions and inversions in *F8* are most commonly found in the majority of reported inhibitor cases. Patients with these types of mutation have a 35% higher incidence of developing an inhibitor compared to those carrying missense mutations or small deletions because they can either severely truncate or stop production of the protein. Gross deletions of *F8* have also been found to cause a two- to three-fold increased incidence of inhibitors than for patients without detectable deletions (Millar, Steinbrecher et al. 1990).

### 1.7 INHERITANCE OF HAEMOPHILIA A

A female carrier of the defective X-linked gene has a 50% chance of passing it on to her children, resulting in affected males or carrier females (see Figure 1.6a). The daughters of a haemophiliac father will be obligatory carriers of the defective gene (see Figure 1.6b). Sporadic haemophilia is caused by *de novo* mutations and represents approximately one third of cases. Females at risk of being a carrier can be identified by validating the pattern of inheritance by genetic analysis which is the definitive diagnostic tool for carriership analysis. In families with sporadic cases, the risk of somatic mosaicism must be considered as it causes uncertainty about the recurrence risk in parents who appear to be non-carriers (Peyvandi, Jayandharan et al. 2006). Severe haemophilia in females is rare, however it can arise from genetic mechanisms.
such as extreme lyonisation, Turner’s syndrome or transmission of a mutation by both parents (father with haemophilia and mother a carrier). Following haemophilia diagnosis, an accurate family history must be taken in order to create a pedigree by which other family members at risk of passing it on to their offspring can be counselled.

**Figure 1.6: Inheritance in haemophilia** (figure adapted from Peyvandi, Jayandharan et al. 2006). The X indicates the defective gene that is inherited.
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**1.8 GENETIC DIAGNOSIS OF HAEMOPHILIA A**
The practice guidelines for the molecular diagnosis of haemophilia A recommend that all children with haemophilia in the UK are investigated to
establish the causative $F8$ mutation (UKHCDO 2010). Genetic analysis is also necessary for the reliable identification of female carriers following phenotypic testing, therefore allowing them to make informed choices should they wish to start a family or in the early stages of pregnancy. Genetic counselling should always be carried out by suitably qualified health professionals who have a detailed knowledge of haemophilia. All testing should be performed in a member laboratory of the UK Haemophilia Centre Doctors’ Organisation Haemophilia Genetics Laboratory Network (UKHCDO-GLN) working to agreed peer-reviewed standards of quality (Keeney, Mitchell et al. 2005).

The genetic diagnostic strategy is influenced by the severity of the disorder within a family therefore this should be determined before any screening is undertaken. Severe haemophiliacs should be screened for the $F8$ intron 22 inversion mutation followed by the $F8$ intron 1 inversion mutation, which will identify the underlying mutation in 45-50% of cases. For the remaining pedigrees, full mutational analysis of $F8$ should be performed. Mild/moderate haemophiliacs require full mutation analysis as they are not associated with a common mutational mechanism (UKHCDO 2010).

Historically, the most common method for resolving female carrier status was linkage analysis; however this has now been overtaken by direct mutation detection, including DNA sequencing, which is considered the gold standard for mutation detection. Linkage analysis may also fail in a number of families due to either lack of prior family history, key pedigree members not being available, polymorphisms which are uninformative in key females or non-paternity. In the UK, mutations are usually identified by direct DNA sequencing of $F8$ in affected males and then confirmed or excluded in female relatives. Intragenic linked markers may still be useful in circumstances where a family has previously been investigated by linked markers and the mutation has not been identified, or where a mutation has not been verified or found, although where a mutation has not been identified in an index male after full mutation analysis has been performed then linkage of the FVIII deficiency to $F8$ cannot be assumed.
1.8 MOSAICISM

Genetic diagnosis in haemophilia A can be complicated by germ line and somatic mosaicism which has been reported in 13% of families with sporadic severe haemophilia associated with point mutations (Leuer, Oldenburg et al. 2001). Therefore the prospect of mosaicism should be considered in sporadic haemophilia where the mother of an affected male does not seem to carry the mutation in her leucocyte DNA, especially when the de novo mutation appears to be a point mutation.

1.9 DETECTION OF LARGE SCALE DELETIONS IN HETEROZYGOUS CARRIERS

Large scale mutations are easily detected in affected males as the missing regions of \( F8 \) fail to amplify. However heterozygous carriers with these mutations may not be identified due to amplification of one normal allele. Methods that can be applied to the \( F8 \) locus to establish female carrier status in these families include; linkage analysis, gene dosage analysis, gap-PCR (where deletion boundaries are already known) and other indirect methods such as Multiplex Ligation-dependent Probe Amplification (MLPA) (Keeney, Mitchell et al. 2005).

1.9.1. MULTIPLEX LIGATION-DEPENDENT PROBE AMPLIFICATION (MLPA)

MLPA is a fairly new multiplex PCR method which is used to quantify the relative copy number of up to 50 different genomic DNA or RNA sequences of a gene in one single reaction (Schouten, McElgunn et al. 2002). The MLPA reaction consists of denatured genomic DNA which is hybridised with region or exon-specific probes. Each probe is made up of 2 oligonucleotides, one synthetic and one M13-derived which hybridise to adjacent target sequences and are then ligated. The probe ligation products are subsequently amplified by PCR using only one primer pair. The quantity of amplification product is a measure for the number of total target sequences in the sample. The amplification products are separated by capillary electrophoresis and compared to a control DNA sample, to determine the relative copy number of the target.
The use of MLPA for detecting copy numbers offers many advantages compared to other techniques. Methods such as sequencing fail to detect copy number changes, while Southern Blot analysis which is capable of detecting many aberrations is not ideal as a routine technique due to its laborious, technically demanding nature which has been largely superseded by PCR based methods where possible. When compared to fluorescent in situ hybridisation (FISH), MLPA is more sensitive at detecting some single gene aberrations. It can be used on purified DNA and is a relatively simple and fairly robust method. Probe sets are now commercially available from MRC Holland (P178-B1 F8) for the F8 locus capable of detecting deletions/duplications of one or more exons. In the case of F8, the deletion of probe recognition sequences in affected males will be obvious by the absence of the probe amplification product. In female carriers, you would expect to see a 35-50% reduced relative peak area of the amplification product of a probe. For full explanation of the MLPA technique see Materials and methods section 2.4.

1.10 MOLECULAR STUDIES OF LARGE SCALE DELETIONS / DUPLICATIONS IN HAEMOPHILIA

Various studies have been recently carried out to determine the underlying genetic defect in patients where it was not clear. It is still true that the intron 22 and intron 1 inversion mutations are the most common causative mutation in severe haemophilia and in the remainder of cases, the molecular defects are predominantly single base-pair substitutions, but large deletions or insertions are found in approximately 5% of patients (Becker, Schwaab et al. 1996).

Pavlova, Forster et al. (2008) reported an assay based on multiplex amplification of a number of exons of F8 of differing lengths which they consequently quantitated by liquid chromatography (LC). Using this method they investigated 19 families with severe haemophilia A where an index patient exhibited a large deletion of one or more exons. Of 24 possible carriers they were able to accurately classify 16 female carriers and eight non-carriers for the presence of a large deletion. One mother and one grandmother were determined to be non-carriers. This study high-lighted the high de novo mutation rate of large deletions in female germ cells. They concluded that the
multiplex PCR-LC technique has been shown to be a rapid, simple and reliable method for detection of heterozygous large deletions in carrier females.

A study by Rost, Loffler et al. (2008) investigated 80 mutation negative cases comprising severe, moderate and mild haemophiliacs from a cohort of 2000 haemophilia A patients. The 80 patients were screened using MLPA analysis and among these patients they detected nine large duplications. Two cases showed duplications of single exons 13 and 14, while the other duplications affected more than one exon. In the patients studied they discovered seven novel large deletions and one recently described single-exon duplication within F8. Only one patient with mild haemophilia A was found to have an exon 13 duplication which leads to an internal in frame duplication within the FVIII protein. This mutation has been shown to be present in 32% of northern Italian patients with mild haemophilia A, likely due to a founder effect. The mother of this single patient was also found to have an exon 13 peak with a ratio of 1.5 by MLPA which identified her as carrier for the duplication and hence haemophilia A. The remaining eight patients all had severe haemophilia A with less than 1% FVIII activity. All the novel duplications found were expected to produce frame shifts of the F8 mRNA and protein sequence if they were re-arranged in a head-to-tail mode (tandem duplication) which is in concurrence with the severe phenotype of these patients. The development of inhibitors did not occur in seven of the severe haemophiliacs.

Not all large duplications occur in tandem and may result in transposition to a genomic position outside of the affected gene locus. However the haemophilia phenotype is unlikely to be caused by this type of mechanism as it should not influence the transcription and translation of the intact F8. In conclusion from the cohort studied, approximately 0.5% of 2000 haemophilia A patients showed large duplications of one or more exons which add to the recurrent low-frequency mutation types like the inversion of intron 1.

Another study by Zimmermann, Oldenburg et al. (2010) was the first to carry out a broad analysis of sequences that produced exon-spanning duplications affecting F8 using MLPA. They identified breakpoints in 10 out of 16 unrelated
cases with large duplications, including those identified by Rost, Loffler et al. (2008). These involved nine tandem duplications plus one mixed duplication (exons 1-22) and triplication (exons 23-25), affecting regions throughout F8 and ranging from the duplication of exon 6 alone to duplication of exons 2-25. Characterisation of these duplications showed that LINEs and SINEs are often found in proximity to F8 duplication breakpoints. Three mutations with Alu SINEs at each breakpoint shared significant sequence homology (>78%) while two mutations with LINEs at each breakpoint illustrated only slight flanking-sequence homology. These events could originate from mechanisms such as homologous and illegitimate recombination. Other more complex rearrangements could also be responsible as six mutations were unable to be characterised due to unsuccessful amplification. Most introns involved in breakpoints are the same as those already associated with large F8 deletions, for example introns 13, 22 and 25. This is due to the fact that some of these regions have an abundance of repetitive sequence elements which present sequences that are prone to recombination.

Theophilus, Baugh et al. (2011) investigated 11 families among a cohort of about 400 in whom a mutation could not be identified by traditional screening methods, using MLPA analysis. They identified whole exon deletions or duplications in seven families affected with severe haemophilia, but not in one family with moderate or the three families with mild haemophilia A. In four of the severe patients, they suspected that deletions of 1 to 6 exons of F8 were responsible due to repeated failure to amplify the corresponding exons by PCR. Using MLPA they were able to confirm deletions of exons 1, 1-6, 6 and 25 in these severe families which have all been previously associated with a severe phenotype. In two cases, they were also able to confirm the gene abnormality in the affected male’s carrier mother. In the remaining three families with severe haemophilia A, they identified novel duplications of exons 2-12 and exon 15 and a previously reported duplication of exons 14-22. These duplications would result in a frame shift if located in tandem orientation. Rost, Loffler et al. (2008) have previously reported duplications of exons 14, 1-5, 5-25, 23-25, 2-25, 14-21 and 7-11 and one recently described duplication of exon 13 within F8.
In the remaining families with mild and moderate haemophilia, MLPA analysis demonstrated normal gene dosage results for all 26 F8 exons. They had been fully analysed by DNA sequencing and combined F5F8D and type 2N VWD had been ruled out. Therefore they speculated that the underlying mutations responsible for their disease may be located deep within introns or comprise undiscovered mutation types in F8 that are undetectable by current methods. On the other hand the reduced FVIII:C levels may be due to mutations in other genes which affect F8 expression.

Theophilus, Baugh et al. (2011) also looked into the inhibitor status for each index case and they found that only one index case with a deletion encompassing the promoter region to exon 6) had high titre non-transient inhibitors. Interestingly, in comparison, a study carried out in 100 Korean patients with severe haemophilia A found that when inhibitor status was correlated with the genotype, the highest risk (100%) was observed in large deletion mutations (4/4). This is consistent with the opinion that large deletions are the single most significant inhibitor risk factor in severe haemophilia A (Kim, Chung et al. 2012).

Another recent study by Rafati, Ravanbod et al. (2011) found ten large deletions and one duplication in F8 of eleven unrelated Iranian severe haemophilia A families using MLPA. Their results illustrated that 3.2% (11/347) of their severe haemophilia A patients have large deletions or duplications in their F8 among whom 8 patients developed high-titre antibodies to FVIII.

A report by Lannoy, Abinet et al. (2009) illustrated the importance of genetic analysis of F8 in female patients presenting with FVIII deficiency in the absence of a family history of haemophilia or VWD. They identified two F8 de novo deletions which had not been previously reported, using MLPA, in two girls with isolated factor VIII deficiency. Both deletions were predicted to result in a severe form of haemophilia. The slight reduction in FVIII levels seen in the two girls is attributed to the preferential inactivation of the X chromosome, which carries no deletion. As the patients had no family history of haemophilia and no mutations were identified in both mothers, they concluded that the deletions
were caused by \textit{de novo} mutations occurring in the male germ cells. Therefore both patients were deemed to be carriers of a severe form of haemophilia A and the risk of having an affected son 1:2. The risk of an affected male offspring developing inhibitors to FVIII was estimated at 40\%. They also concluded that in cases such as these, MLPA should be employed to exclude \textit{F8} deletions in the absence of the common inversions involving intron 22 or 1 or point mutations.

These studies have shown that the introduction of copy number variation (CNV) analysis, in particular MLPA, are essential for determining haemophilia A carrier-status in female relatives of males with large \textit{F8} deletions. It can also be used to confirm previously suspected exon deletions in males with haemophilia A. MLPA can also be used to successfully detect \textit{F8} duplications following DNA sequence analysis due to the fairly low frequency of duplication mutations. MLPA is an important addition to the repertoire of tests used to detect \textit{F8} mutations and can be implemented after traditional methods or where the latter has failed to identify a causative mutation.

\textbf{1.11 VON WILLEBRAND DISEASE (VWD)}

VWD is the most commonly inherited bleeding disorder in humans with a prevalence of 1:100-1:1000 (Rodeghiero, Castaman et al. 1987; Holmberg and Nilsson 1992). It was first described in 1926 by Erik von Willebrand who discovered a novel bleeding disorder in a large family from Foglo, an island in the Åland archipelago of Finland. He reported a serious haemorrhagic condition which he called ‘pseudohaemophilia’ because of the autosomal dominant inheritance and attributed to a platelet or vessel wall defect (von Willebrand 1926; von Willebrand 1931).

VWD is now defined as a deficiency of VWF function leading to impaired haemostasis, caused by either a decrease in VWF levels (quantitative deficiency) or a decrease in VWF function (qualitative deficiency). The pattern of inheritance is autosomal dominant or recessive, however women with milder VWD forms appear more symptomatic than men.
1.11.1 Clinical Manifestations
As described in section 1.3, VWF is essential for primary haemostasis, therefore individuals with VWD present with bleeding symptoms such as bruising, epistaxis, oral cavity bleeding, menorrhagia, gastrointestinal bleeding and bleeding after trauma or surgery (Federici 2004). The severity of clinical symptoms varies in individuals as they are dependent upon a number of molecular and genetic factors. Most patients with severe forms of VWD present in childhood whilst milder forms may not present until adulthood when an individual may experience a significant haemostatic challenge. As VWD is such a heterogeneous disorder some patients with milder forms of the disease remain asymptomatic and therefore remain under- or mis-diagnosed (Laffan, Brown et al. 2004). This had led to the classification of VWD based on distinct types and treatment decisions are made according this. Multiple tests are used to diagnose and classify VWD accurately as no single clinical or laboratory assessment can give a definitive diagnosis.

1.11.2 Bleeding history
The three key components needed to make a diagnosis of VWD are: a positive bleeding history since childhood, a family history of bleeding with an autosomal dominant or recessive pattern of inheritance, and reduced VWF activity in the plasma (Federici 2009). The bleeding severity score (BSS) is a summary score which can be used to quantify the bleeding symptoms in patients suspected of having VWD and is essential in the diagnosis of VWD.

1.12 CLASSIFICATION OF VWD
In 1994 the Subcommittee on VWF published recommendations for the classification of VWD based upon available laboratory tests and clinical characteristics (Sadler 1994). Further research into understanding the pathophysiology of VWD has led to re-evaluation of this classification. The classification now identifies three main categories (see Table 1.1). Type 1 refers to a partial quantitative deficiency of VWF, type 2 represents qualitative abnormalities and type 3 includes a complete deficiency of VWF. Type 2 is further subdivided into four categories based on their phenotype (2A, 2B, 2M, 2N) (Sadler, Budde et al. 2006). These six variants manifest due to different
pathophysiologic mechanisms and are associated with individual clinical features and therapeutic requirements. Although mixed VWF phenotypes can arise due to complex VWF mutations which work alone or in combination.

1.12.1 Type 1 VWD
The most common form of VWD is type 1 which results from a partial, quantitative deficiency of VWF and accounts for 50-75% of all VWD cases seen. A number of factors including reduced secretion, accelerated clearance or enhanced sensitivity to proteolysis can lead to reduced VWF levels. Type 1 VWD diagnosis can often be difficult and the main criterion used is low VWF levels, however this can be influenced by age, sex, exercise and stress and blood group. The significant laboratory findings for type 1 disease include a normal ratio of VWF activity to VWF level in plasma (VWF:RCo/VWF:Ag >0.6), normal multimer size distribution but with a reduced concentration (Ruggeri, Mannucci et al. 1982).

The bleeding diathesis seen in type 1 VWD patients is mild to moderate. Mild type 1 VWD can be harder to diagnose as it is difficult to identify them from individuals with low normal VWF levels due to the broad normal range of plasma VWF (Laffan, Brown et al. 2004).

A definitive diagnosis can be made by autosomal dominant inheritance, abnormal bleeding symptoms and decreased levels of qualitatively normal VWF (Federici 1998; Laffan, Brown et al. 2004). A diagnosis of type 1 VWD can be made difficult by incomplete penetrance and variable expression of the disease (Sadler and Rodeghiero 2005). Several subgroups of VWD type 1 have been identified based on the relative levels of plasma and platelet VWF which indicates that different molecular mechanisms may be responsible. In many affected families it has been seen that a spectrum of mutations rather than one single mutant allele is responsible for disease symptoms. These consist of mainly deletions, frameshifts and nonsense mutations and are similar to that in type 3 VWD (Sadler, Mannucci et al. 2000). Type 1 VWD can also be inherited infrequently as a dominant trait with extremely high penetrance and very low VWF levels. This has been attributed to dominant negative missense
mutations that impair the intracellular transport and secretion of normal VWF subunits (Eikenboom, Matsushita et al. 1996).

1.12.2 Type 2 VWD
Type 2 VWD is due to a qualitative defect of VWF function and is subdivided into four variants (2A, 2B, 2M and 2N) which contribute to 25% of all VWD cases diagnosed (Holmberg and Nilsson 1985).

1.12.2.1 Type 2A VWD
Type 2A VWD is associated with reduced VWF-dependant platelet adhesion and a deficiency of HMW VWF multimers resulting in disproportionate reductions in platelet interaction and collagen binding relative to VWF levels (VWF:RCo/VWF:Ag and VWF:CB/VWF:Ag, respectively). The deficiency of HMW multimers may result from impaired multimer assembly or greater sensitivity to cleavage by ADAMTS-13. The loss of large multimers is associated with unequal reductions in platelet interaction and collagen binding in relation to VWF levels (Favaloro, Lillicrap et al. 2004). The minimum criteria for diagnosis include a personal or family history of bleeding, VWF:RCo below 50 IU/dL and a VWF:Ag level of <0.7 in the absence of HMW multimers. Patients present with a history of mucosal or trauma-related bleeding and inheritance is generally autosomal dominant although some cases may be autosomal recessive (Holmberg and Nilsson 1992).

1.12.2.2 Type 2B VWD
Type 2B VWD is defined as a qualitative gain of function variant of VWF with increased affinity for platelet GpIb. This VWD variant is quite uncommon and accounts for less than 5% of all cases. Patients are diagnosed by a personal or family history of mucosal bleeding, increased sensitivity to RIPA at low-dose ristocetin (≤0.75 mg/mL) and exclusion of pseudo (platelet type) VWD. Patients present with a history of mucosal or trauma-related bleeding and inheritance is normally autosomal dominant although recessive cases have been described (Laffan, Brown et al. 2004).
1.12.2.3 Type 2M VWD
Type 2M VWD is a qualitative variant characterised by decreased platelet-dependant function that is not caused by the absence of HMW multimers. Patients present with a history of mucosal or trauma-related bleeding and inheritance is autosomal dominant. A diagnosis can be made by a VWF:RCo below 50 IU/dL and <0.7 of the VWF:Ag level and the presence of HMW multimers (Laffan, Brown et al. 2004). Type 2M is caused by mutations that inactivate specific binding sites for ligands in connective tissue or on the platelet surface without affecting multimer assembly or stability.

1.12.2.4 Type 2N VWD
Type 2N VWD is a recessively inherited disorder with decreased affinity for FVIII. FVIII/VWF binding is essential for normal FVIII survival in the circulation therefore the reduced binding results in accelerated clearance of FVIII. Therefore a diagnosis can be made by decreased FVIII:C level and decreased binding of control FVIII to patient VWF. However this can also cause confusion between a diagnosis of haemophilia A and type 2N VWD and it has been reported that a small number of patients with apparent haemophilia A actually have type 2N VWD (Schneppenheim, Budde et al. 1996). It is important to distinguish VWD type 2N from haemophilia A so that bleeding episodes can be treated appropriately, valid genetic counselling can be given and accurate carrier or pre-natal diagnosis provided (Laffan, Brown et al. 2004).

1.12.3 Type 3 VWD
Type 3 VWD is a severe autosomal recessive disorder which arises because of a quantitative deficiency of the VWF protein. It is characterised by an absence or virtual absence of VWF (<5% of normal) and FVIII activity is notably reduced due to the requirement for VWF to stabilise FVIII in the plasma (Budde and Schneppenheim 2001; Federici 2003). In the general population the incidence of type 3 VWD is reported to be 0.55 to 3.2 per million (Mannucci, Bloom et al. 1984) in Western countries, however a higher prevalence may be seen in populations where consanguinity is widespread (Berliner, Seligsohn et al. 1986; Sadler, Mannucci et al. 2000). Type 3 VWD patients usually present in childhood with symptoms such as severe mucocutaneous haemorrhage and
bleeding following minor trauma (Laffan, Brown et al. 2004). Heterozygous relatives can be seen to have normal or mildly reduced levels of VWF, and are generally asymptomatic although a minority may suffer from mild bleeding symptoms (Schneppenheim, Krey et al. 1994). Both type 3 and type 1 VWD arise from quantitative defects and have a similar pathophysiology, however they have been classified separately as type 3 symptoms are more severe and require a different treatment regime.

### Table 1.1: Classification of VWD (adapted from Sadler, Budde et al. 2006).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Partial quantitative deficiency of VWF.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Qualitative VWF defects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2A</td>
<td>Decreased VWF-dependant platelet adhesion and a selective deficiency of HMW VWF multimers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2B</td>
<td>Increased affinity for platelet glycoprotein Ib.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2M</td>
<td>Decreased VWF-dependant platelet adhesion without a selective deficiency of HMW VWF multimers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2N</td>
<td>Markedly decreased binding affinity for FVIII.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Virtually complete deficiency of VWF.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 1.13 LABORATORY DIAGNOSIS OF VWD

Laboratory investigations for VWD are only carried out if a diagnosis will be of benefit to advise or treat a patient with bleeding symptoms. The VWF protein can be characterised by a number of different techniques and relies upon these to identify the correct classification of VWD. Primary screening tests are used to initially evaluate a bleeding patient, specific tests are required to confirm a diagnosis of VWD and discriminating tests are essential in distinguishing the subtypes from one another (Sadler, Mannucci et al. 2000).

### 1.13.1 SCREENING TESTS

#### 1.13.1.1 Bleeding Time (BT)

The BT is the length of time that it takes for a standardised skin wound to stop bleeding. The BT is always prolonged in severe VWD (types 3 and some forms
of type 2). In milder forms of VWD the BT is usually found to be normal or minimally prolonged but can vary in a particular patient. Limitations of this test include insensitivity, lack of specificity and poor reproducibility (Sadler, Mannucci et al. 2000) and should not form part of a standard diagnostic workup for the disorder.

1.13.1.2 Closure time (CT)
CT is the determination of VWF dependant platelet function using the PFA-100™ (Platelet Function Analyser). This involves a high shear stress system and can produce sensitive and reproducible results to screen for VWD, however the CT is normal in type 2N VWD (Sadler, Mannucci et al. 2000). Studies have shown that the PFA-100 has a higher sensitivity than the BT for detecting moderately severe VWD, however has reduced sensitivity for identifying cases of mild type 1 VWD (Cattaneo, Federici et al. 1999; Nitu-Whalley, Lee et al. 2003; Posan, McBane et al. 2003).

1.13.1.3 Platelet count
The platelet count, which is part of a full blood count, is usually included in the initial screening tests for VWD. It is not directly affected by other types of VWD but may be decreased in VWD type 2B, especially in relation to surgery or pregnancy (Sadler, Mannucci et al. 2000).

1.13.1.4 Activated Partial Thromboplastin Time (APTT)
The APTT may be found to be prolonged in patients with VWD as plasma levels of FVIII commonly depend on the VWF levels, therefore it is useful in identifying type 3 and type 2N where FVIII is always reduced. However, it is not sensitive for screening milder forms of VWD where FVIII levels are normal or near-normal (Sadler, Mannucci et al. 2000).

1.13.2 Specific Tests
Plasma VWF and FVIII levels can be influenced by many physiological parameters such as age, ethnic group and hormonal status. The observed normal values show a wide range from 40 to 240 IU/dL and diagnosis may not always be clear-cut as one or more of the activities of FVIII/VWF may be
borderline normal or even normal. It is often necessary to repeat testing on at least three occasions, as the concentration of both proteins can be affected by a number of endogenous factors (e.g. intercurrent illness). The ABO blood group is also related to both FVIII and VWF levels. Those with blood group O have FVIII/VWF levels that are 15-20% lower than those with blood group A; this should be taken into account when investigating people with borderline results (Gill, Endres-Brooks et al. 1987). In some patients with normal or borderline VWF levels, a primary platelet disorder should also be taken into account, as the clinical presentation of bleeding can be identical.

1.13.2.1 Factor VIII Activity (FVIII:C)
Factor VIII secretion and plasma half-life are dependant on VWF because of its function as a carrier and stabiliser of FVIII in the plasma. Therefore FVIII:C levels usually mirror those of VWF:Ag. Low FVIII levels relative to VWF levels (FVIII/VWG:Ag <1) suggests type 2N disease, which is characterised by poor interaction between VWF and FVIII.

FVIII:C is measured by either a one-stage or two-stage clotting assay based on the APTT method or by a chromogenic assay based on the generation of activated FX (Sadler, Mannucci et al. 2000).

1.13.2.2 von Willebrand Factor Antigen (VWF:AG)
Plasma VWF antigen (VWF:Ag) measures the level of VWF in circulation using immunological methods. Previous electrophoretic immunoassays have been replaced with more sensitive enzyme immunoassays. Decreased levels of plasma VWF:Ag are seen in patients with quantitative VWF defects but may be normal in type 2 variants (Sadler, Mannucci et al. 2000). Type 3 VWD is characterised by very low levels of VWF:Ag (<1 IU/dL) as this indicates an almost total absence of VWF in the plasma.

1.13.2.3 Ristocetin CoFactor Activity (VWF:RCo)
The VWF:RCo assay is used to determine VWF activity by measuring the interaction between VWF and platelet GPIb in the presence of the antibiotic ristocetin. Aggregometry is used to assess platelet agglutination following
addition of ristocetin to a suspension of normal platelets and patient plasma (Macfarlane, Stibbe et al. 1975). The rate and extent of platelet agglutination is dependant upon the concentration of VWF. This is a useful VWD screening test; however it is limited by poor reproducibility.

Quantitative type 1 and type 3 VWD and VWF variants with conserved platelet-dependant function (type 2N) show a normal ratio of VWF:RCo/VWF:Ag. Although type 1 disease can also be identified by an equal reduction in both the activity and amount of VWF (VWF:RCo/VWF:Ag ratio of >0.6). Some type 2 forms of VWD are indicated by a disproportionate reduction in VWF activity compared to VWF levels (VWF:RCo/VWF:Ag ratio of <0.6) as normal ristocetin-mediated platelet agglutination is dependant upon the largest multimeric forms of VWF.

1.13.3 Discriminating Tests
Following a diagnosis of VWD, these tests are required to identify a specific subtype.

1.13.3.1 Ristocetin-Induced Platelet Aggregation (RIPA) Assay
The primary haemostatic function of VWF is best assessed by it ability to support ristocetin-induced platelet aggregation in vitro. This involves measuring the ability of a patient’s VWF to bind to platelets in vitro in platelet-rich plasma at varying concentrations of ristocetin. RIPA is undetectable with any ristocetin concentration in VWD type 3, but may be normal in patients with VWD type 1. Type 2B disease can be characterised by RIPA as they have VWF that has a higher affinity for GpIbα receptor binding and so can stimulate platelet aggregation at lower concentrations of ristocetin (<0.8 mg/ml) compared to other patients with VWD (>1.2 mg/ml).

1.13.3.2 VWF Collagen Binding (VWF:CB)
The VWF:CB assay measures the binding of VWF to collagen and measures preferentially the HMW multimers of VWF and complements the results of the VWF:RCo. VWF:CB activity is measured using ELISA plates coated with collagen and the amount of patient VWF that binds is quantified and compared
to a plasma standard. This assay is helpful in distinguishing certain subtypes of type 2 VWD from type 1 as it has the ability to preferentially bind HMW multimers which are lacking in type 2A and type 2B VWD (Favaloro 2000).

1.13.3.3 VWF Multimer Analysis

VWF multimeric analysis is used to visualise the pattern of VWF multimers in plasma in order to distinguish VWD subtypes. VWF multimer analysis can be performed by sodium dodecyl sulphate-agarose discontinuous gel electrophoresis with enzyme-labelled antibodies. The VWF multimers are visualised using enhanced chemiluminescence kits followed by autoradiography (Cumming and Wensley 1993). Normal plasma VWF is visible as a series of bands separated in size by the mass of two VWF subunits and range in size from 500 to >10,000 kDa.

Type 1 patients exhibit the full range of VWF multimers but they may be reduced in intensity whereas they are absent in patients with type 3. Type 2A and 2M both have low VWF activity compared to the amount of VWF present therefore they can be distinguished from one another by assessing the size distribution of multimers, as type 2A VWD patients lack HMW VWF multimers whereas type 2M do not.

1.13.3.4 VWF-FVIII Binding Assay

This assay measures the affinity of FVIII-VWF binding (VWF:FVIIIb) by isolating patient VWF by immunoadsorption, with subsequent binding of purified, exogenous, FVIII. The bound FVIII is then measured either by a chromogenic assay or an ELISA method. This test can be used to confirm a diagnosis of VWD type 2N in those with a low FVIII/VWF:Ag from mild or moderate forms of haemophilia A.

1.13.4 Treatment of VWD

Treatment for VWD patients is targeted at correcting the functional deficiency of VWF and increasing low FVIII levels (Favaloro, Lillicrap et al. 2004). The two main treatment options are DDAVP and transfusion with blood products that contain the FVIII-VWF complex (replacement therapy). DDAVP is most useful
in treating patients with type 1 VWD however patients with type 3 VWD are usually unresponsive. Unresponsive patients are generally treated with replacement therapy.

Other non-transfusional treatments include antifibrinolytic drugs such as tranexamic acid and hormonal therapy (i.e. oral contraceptive). Antifibrinolytic drugs can either be given alone or in combination with other therapies and are effective in the treatment of nasopharyngeal, oral or gastrointestinal bleeding (Mannucci 1998).

1.14 MOLECULAR PATHOLOGY OF VWD
Mutations identified in VWF are generally thought to be the main cause of VWD as they have been found in coding regions which alter the expression, processing, structure and function of VWF and mature VWF (Sadler 1994). However, it is now understood that VWD is not only associated with mutations in VWF. The underlying genetic defects associated with types 2 and 3 VWD are well defined but the molecular pathogenesis behind type 1 VWD still remains inconclusive, particularly in milder cases. There have been many mutations reported to be associated with the various subtypes of VWD and a database of known VWF mutations and polymorphisms is maintained by The International Society on Thrombosis and Haemostasis Scientific and Standardisation Committee (ISTH SSC) (Ginsburg and Sadler 1993). The database is maintained by the School of Medicine and Biological Sciences at the University of Sheffield and can be accessed at http://www.vwf.group.shef.ac.uk.

1.14.1 Type 1 VWD
As mentioned earlier the underlying molecular mechanisms of type 1 VWD have only been identified in a small proportion of patients and lacking a common mechanism causing the disease state. Three large population studies in the UK, Canada and Europe have been carried out to investigate the genetic defects causing type 1 VWD and reported inconclusive results (Cumming, Grundy et al. 2006; Goodeve 2007; James, Notley et al. 2007). Therefore supporting the hypothesis that the type 1 VWD phenotype does not always
correlate with the genotype rendering the genetic diagnosis of type 1 as limited (Collins, Cumming et al. 2008). According to the ISTH VWF mutation database the majority of mutations or candidate mutations associated with type 1 VWD are missense mutations. The rest are made up of small deletions, splice site mutations, promoter region mutation, insertions, duplications and nonsense mutations. These reported mutations are spread throughout the entire length of the gene and not restricted to a specific region of VWF (see Figure 1.7).

**Figure 1.7:** Diagram representing the distribution of type 1 VWD mutations in VWF (Cumming et al. 2010), used with the authors’ permission. N = nonsense, F = frameshift, D = small deletion, S = splice site, M = missense

The three recent population studies have highlighted the need for further studies to be carried out to examine the cause of type 1 VWD which include the possibility of small or large deletions (see section 1.17), or splicing variants not caused by changes at the invariant splice sites. Although it was also made clear that there may be no apparent mutational mechanism responsible for a large proportion of type 1 VWD.
1.14.2 Type 2 VWD

The majority of the mutations are found within the VWF domain A2 which is located in exon 28 of VWF, with fewer in VWF domain A1 (Schneppenheim, Budde et al. 2001) (see Figure 1.8). The majority of mutations reported on the ISTH VWF database are missense, with a smaller percentage caused by frame shifts, insertions and deletions. The most commonly reported missense mutations are c.Arg1597Trp and c.Ser1506Leu within the A2 domain which account for up to a third of type 2A cases (Meyer, Fressinaud et al. 1997; Nichols and Ginsburg 1997).

1.14.2.1 Type 2A VWD

Two classes of mutations are known to produce type 2A VWD, referred to as group 1 and group 2 mutations (Lyons, Bruck et al. 1992; O'Brien, Sutherland et al. 2005). Group 1 mutations cause defective intracellular transport of VWF and damages the assembly, storage and secretion of large VWF multimers in both the plasma and platelet compartments. Group 2 mutations do not affect VWF assembly or secretion but make the multimers more sensitive to proteolysis in plasma (Dent, Berkowitz et al. 1990). In both cases of type 2A VWD mutations, the mutant subunit results in the characteristic loss of large VWF multimers.

1.14.2.2 Type 2B VWD

All of the mutations associated with type 2B VWD are located in the A1 domain of VWF which contains the GpIb binding site. Nearly all of these are missense mutations with the most frequently reported mutations being p.Arg1306Trp, p.Arg1308Cys, p.Val1316Met and p.Arg1341Gln accounting for 70% of type 2B VWD (Cooney, Nichols et al. 1991; Lillicrap, Murray et al. 1991; Eikenboom, Reitsma et al. 1994; Casana, Martinez et al. 1998).

1.14.2.3 Type 2M VWD

The majority of mutations associated with type 2M are located in the A1 domain which mediates VWF interaction with platelet GpIb. Therefore these mutations, which are primarily missense, result in impaired binding of VWF to platelet GpIb (Meyer, Fressinaud et al. 1997; Casana, Martinez et al. 1998; Casonato,
Another variant known as VWD type 2M (Vicenza) displays extra large VWF multimers in plasma and low VWF antigen and activity, caused by candidate mutations in exon 28 of VWF (Casonato, Pontara et al. 2006).

1.14.2.4 Type 2N VWD

Individuals with type 2N VWD are expected to be homozygous, compound heterozygous or pseudo-homozygous (i.e. inheritance of one allele containing a type 2N VWD mutation and one allele with a VWF null mutation). According to the ISTH database the majority of mutations associated with type 2N are missense and are located in exons 18-20 of VWF. The most commonly reported mutation is p.Arg854Gln and has been shown to interfere with VWF binding to FVIII which causes low level FVIII levels (Hilbert, Jorieux et al. 2004). There have been reports of mutations associated with type 2N which lie outside the FVIII binding domain, however these may cause key structural changes to VWF which result in loss of ability to bind to FVIII effectively (Gu, Jorieux et al. 1997; Casonato, Sartorello et al. 2003). Co-inheritance of a type 2N VWD mutation with a type 1 VWD allele has also been reported which may contribute to the variable expressivity of type 1 VWD (Eikenboom, Reitsma et al. 1993; Casonato, Gaucher et al. 1998).

Figure 1.8: Diagram representing the distribution of type 2 VWD mutations in VWF (Cumming et al. 2010) used with the authors permission.
1.14.3 Type 3 VWD

Type 3 VWD arises because of homozygous or compound heterozygous recessive mutations at the VWF locus that produce null alleles. A wide spectrum of mutations are associated with type 3 VWD and can be found throughout the 178 kb length of VWF, including the promoter region, coding and non-coding regions, and the 5’ and 3’ untranslated regions (see Figure 1.9).

Initially type 3 VWD was presumed to arise from large deletions of the gene encoding VWF, however according to the ISTH VWF database only 12 of 109 type 3 VWD mutations are large gene deletions. Large deletions are generally defined as ranging from the deletion of one or more exons of VWF and have been shown to be a relatively infrequent cause of type 3 VWD (Baronciani, Cozzi et al. 2000; Baronciani, Cozzi et al. 2003). However a recent study by Sutherland, Cumming et al. (2009) identified a large deletion of VWF exons 4-5 in a cohort of type 3 VWD patients from the north-west of England. This mutation was seen in 7 of 12 Caucasian type 3 VWD patients from unrelated families but was absent in nine patients of Asian origin with haplotype analysis indicating a possible founder origin of the mutation in families originating from Britain. This mutation was found to be Alu-mediated which has also been seen in at least two other deletions in type 3 VWD as Alu repeats are known to promote unequal homologous recombination which results in deletion mutations (Xie, Wang et al. 2006; Mohl, Marschalek et al. 2008). Heterozygous carriers of VWF deletions are usually found to be clinically asymptomatic and have normal levels of VWF which proves that the presence of a single VWF locus can supply sufficient functional VWF. Although it has been reported that some carriers do have reduced levels of VWF:Ag and VWF:RCo and that some heterozygous carriers of type 3 VWD demonstrate a mild type 1 VWD phenotype (Peake, Liddell et al. 1990; Anvret, Blomback et al. 1992).

The exon 4-5 deletion discussed above has also been found in a number of type 1 VWD families segregating with VWD in an autosomal dominant fashion and exerting a dominant-negative effect to produce a type 1 VWD phenotype. The most common mutations are total or partial VWF deletions, nonsense, splicing and frame shift mutations. Deletion mutations result in the elimination
of vital sequences of *VWF* and range from the deletion of one or more exons of *VWF* to the deletion of the entire gene (see section 1.17). The presence of large or complete *VWF* deletions or other gene deletions which lead to the production of a truncated or absent protein, can cause the development of alloantibodies to *VWF* following the transfusion of *VWF* replacement therapy products. These anti-*VWF* alloantibodies can produce severe anaphylactic reactions in patients who are receiving replacement treatment at the time (Mannucci, Tamaro et al. 1987). Therefore it is important to identify the underlying VWF defect in type 3 VWD patients to aid the assessment of risk for inhibitor development.

**Figure 1.9: The distribution of type 3 VWD mutations in *VWF* (Cumming et al. 2010) used with the authors permission.**  
N = nonsense, F = frameshift, D = deletion (small or whole exon), S = splice site, M = missense, GC = gene conversion event.

Nonsense mutations or small deletions or insertions associated with a null allele make up approximately 80% of reported *VWF* mutations in type 3 VWD. These types of mutations produce mutant alleles which fail to generate any mature *VWF* protein leading to a complete quantitative deficiency. A few
studies have identified splice-site mutations associated with type 3 VWD which result in exon skipping in affected VWF mRNA transcripts (Eikenboom, Castaman et al. 1998; Baronciani, Cozzi et al. 2000; Hollestelle, Thinnes et al. 2001; Baronciani, Cozzi et al. 2003). Homozygous or compound heterozygous missense mutations are responsible for 15-20% of type 3 sequence variants (Cumming et al. 2010). Missense mutations specifically located at a cysteine amino acids are expected to have a detrimental effect on mature VWF because cysteine residues aid the formation of disulphide bonds, which are required for the proper function and tertiary structure of the mature VWF protein. Unpaired cysteine residues are recognised to inhibit the intracellular transport of many proteins. It has been shown in expression studies of normal and mutant VWF that these mutations can interfere with dimerisation of VWF monomers (Schneppenheim, Krey et al. 1994; Eikenboom, Castaman et al. 1998; Castaman, Eikenboom et al. 2000; Schneppenheim, Budde et al. 2001; Tjernberg, Vos et al. 2004) and impair VWF multimerisation and secretion through a dominant-negative mechanism (Zhang, Blomback et al. 1994; Allen, Abuzenadah et al. 2000; Baronciani, Cozzi et al. 2000; Baronciani, Cozzi et al. 2003; Baronciani, Federici et al. 2008). It is also thought that mutations which cause frame shifts result in defective protein folding hence interfering with normal propeptide processing (Mohlke, Nichols et al. 1996).

Gene conversions between VWF and VWFP have been identified as making a significant contribution to the molecular mechanism behind type 3 VWD. The conversion event occurs due to the high degree of sequence homology between VWF and VWFP (97%) and is generally constrained to the region of the 3’ part of intron 27 and 5’ part of exon 28 of the gene and pseudogene. This is a result of chi sequences (CCTGGTGG) or chi-like sequences (GCTGGTGG) present in the region which encourage DNA recombination (Kenter and Birshtein 1981). The identification of multiple base substitutions within the region of VWF corresponding to the VWFP sequence signifies that a gene conversion has taken place. A common mutation that has often been seen in association with a gene conversion event in type 3 VWD is the nonsense mutation p.Gln1311X in exon 28 of VWF (Casana, Martinez et al. 2000; Surdhar, Enayat et al. 2001; Baronciani, Cozzi et al. 2003; Gupta,
Adamtziki et al. 2005; Gupta, Saxena et al. 2008). The phenotypic expression can differ depending on the length of the gene conversion or whether it is homozygous, heterozygous or compound heterozygous.

### 1.15 GENETIC TESTING IN VWD

Section 1.13 describes the phenotypic diagnosis of VWD based on the patient’s clinical and familial features. The practice guidelines for the molecular analysis of VWD describe how molecular analysis of \( VWF \) can help to identify the underlying genetic defect responsible for the phenotypic characteristics and help to confirm a diagnosis (Keeney, Bowen et al. 2008). Now that gene sequencing technology is more straightforward and is more widely available it is possible to screen the whole or relevant parts of \( VWF \) for specific mutations to aid VWD classification. This may be significant when confirming a diagnosis of type 2A, 2B, 2M or 2N, however in cases where the subtype is clear from the phenotype, its clinical use is limited. In type 3 VWD, genetic investigation is particularly beneficial for family studies and prenatal diagnosis. It can also provide important information for clinicians involved in the management of the birth of an affected child and postnatal care of the neonate. Genetic counselling is an essential requirement for patients and families with VWD, before and after genetic investigations are undertaken. This is so that individuals understand the inheritance of VWD in their families and the results of subsequent genetic tests (Keeney, Bowen et al. 2008).

In the UK, genetic testing for VWD should be performed in a member laboratory of the UKHCDO-GLN which is a consortium of laboratories who work to peer-defined, peer reviewed standards (Laffan, Brown et al. 2004) to provide a comparable quality of testing nationally.

### 1.15.1 Diagnostic Strategy

Mutation analysis is carried out by DNA sequencing of the essential regions of \( VWF \) which is considered to be the gold standard. The essential regions of \( VWF \) are characterised by the promoter region, exons 1 to 52 together with the splice junctions and flanking sequences, and the 3’ UTR region.
Genetic testing and family studies in type 3 VWD are important because of the severity of the bleeding tendency and the autosomal recessive pattern of inheritance. It is particularly valuable for the identification of asymptomatic carriers of type 3 VWD as this cannot be diagnosed phenotypically or by pedigree analysis. If no causative mutations are found in a type 3 VWD patient, or if a patient appears to be homozygous for a given mutation, the presence of an insertion, rearrangement or whole or partial gene deletion on the other VWF allele should be taken into account. Southern blot analysis can be used to investigate this, however this is no longer a mainstream routine diagnostic technique (see section 1.9 for other described methods).

For the majority of type 2 VWD cases a diagnosis is made following phenotypic testing, however, now that the molecular basis for type 2 is more clearly understood, genetic testing may help to confirm a phenotypic diagnosis.

1.16 DETECTION OF LARGE SCALE HETEROZYGOUS DELETIONS

CNV’s involving large deletions within VWF have been reported, although in the past only homozygous deletions have been found in type 3 VWD, as heterozygous deletions (or duplications) are not easily detected during PCR amplification due to the presence of one normal VWF allele. The presence of a large homozygous VWF deletion is generally predicted to disrupt protein translation and prevent VWF expression. A few reports have identified large heterozygous deletions in types 1 and 2 VWD using linkage analysis which has highlighted unusual polymorphic marker inheritance (Bernardi, Marchetti et al. 1990; Johansson, Hallden et al. 2011) or by using a mutation specific PCR assay for a previously characterised type 3 VWD deletion (Sutherland, Cumming et al. 2009). These mutations tend to be in-frame and function in a dominant-negative manner.

Since standard diagnostic methods, including DNA sequencing, are unable to detect large heterozygous deletions, various techniques can be used to identify mutation status in heterozygous carriers. These include linkage analysis (which may reveal loss of heterozygosity for markers in the deleted region), analysis of platelet derived VWF mRNA (which may reveal an aberrantly sized RT-PCR
gene dosage analysis, such as MLPA and Gap or Long PCR protocols (to partially or fully map deletion boundaries) (Keeney, Bowen et al. 2008). MLPA can be used to detect homozygous and heterozygous CNV’s and recently has been used to identify additional deletions contributing to VWD in both heterozygous type 2 and in compound heterozygous type 3 patients (Yadegari, Driesen et al. 2011).

1.17 MOLECULAR STUDIES OF LARGE DELETIONS IN VWD USING MLPA

Large deletions are regarded as a rarity for being the underlying genetic defect in VWD, which generally result in a complete absence of VWF protein (Schneppenheim, Castaman et al. 2007). In type 3 VWD, 12 large deletions have so far been reported, ranging in size from a single exon to the entire gene. It is also worth noting that a large deletion spanning all VWF A domains has been identified in type 2A VWD (www.vwf.group.shef.ac.uk).

As discussed above, the identification of large deletions is harder in autosomal conditions, where the presence of a normal allele masks the failure to amplify the mutant one. Therefore false-negative results are often found in carriers of heterozygous large deletions. MLPA as described in section 1.9.1 can be used to successfully identify heterozygous deletions. To date there have been two reports of large deletions identified in patients without a causative mutation using MLPA.

The first report was from Cabrera, Casana et al. (2011) who were investigating the underlying genetic defects of two severe type 3 VWD patients. In the two patients with VWD they identified a large homozygous deletion after the PCR technique failed to amplify from exon 15 to exon 43. However in the parents, sister and a non carrier relative of the patients, all exons successfully amplified. Further analysis using MLPA showed that the patients had an almost total reduction in peaks corresponding to exons 16-43 whereas the area of these same peaks was around 50% in their relatives indicating their heterozygous state. The fact that exon 15 had failed to amplify using PCR indicated that the breakpoint of the deletion was located behind the exon 15 reverse primer used for PCR. Therefore long and accurate (LA) PCR was used to determine the
deletion breakpoints and this showed that the deletion covered from the 5’ end of intron 15-3266 bp within intron 43. This gave an explanation for the discordant results between PCR and MLPA as the intron 15 breakpoint was located within the nucleotide sequence annealing to the reverse primer. In conclusion they reported a type 3 VWD family whose patients are homozygous for a large 84 kb deletion and all carriers share the same deletion in the heterozygous state. This has allowed them to offer tailored genetic counselling to all members of the family.

Yadegari, Driesen et al. (2011) performed a study on a cohort of patients in Germany using MLPA analysis to look for large deletions in patients where analysis had failed to identify the causative mutations for their VWD. MLPA analysis was carried out using a kit supplied by MRC-Holland. In total they detected 6 large deletions (5 novel) in their cohort of 23 VWD patients. They found five large gene alterations in patients with type 3 VWD and one in a patient with type 2 VWD, however they did not detect any large deletions in 11 index patients with type 1 VWD in whom the VWF antigen level was more than 33 IU/dL. Therefore they concluded that the presence of large deletions should be taken into account for the diagnosis of type 3 VWD, especially in patients who do not have two clear causative mutations. If sequencing results reveal the presence of homozygous polymorphisms or a homozygous mutation then the possibility of a large deletion should always be taken into consideration. Also, patients diagnosed with type 2 VWD without a VWF mutation should also be analysed for large gene deletions and although no large deletions were detected in type 1 VWD, they should be investigated for the presence of possible heterozygous large deletions where no causative mutation has been identified.

These studies show that MLPA can be successfully used to determine the dosage of the 52 exons of VWF and can aid the identification of possible carriers with heterozygous deletions/insertions.
1.18 PROJECT AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

Knowledge of the molecular basis of inherited bleeding disorders is required in many cases to enable genetic counselling within families, carrier diagnosis and, in some cases, prenatal diagnosis. Genetic information may also be useful for differential diagnosis, and the nature of the genetic defect can inform clinical management in certain circumstances. The current gold standard for genetic diagnosis in patients with VWD and haemophilia A is direct sequencing of genomic DNA to identify gene mutations. However there are cases where large heterozygous gene deletions or duplications in patients with VWD and in haemophilia A carriers are undetectable by DNA sequencing (Sutherland, Cumming et al. 2009). Therefore the genetic basis of disease in a proportion of cases remains unresolved. Recent studies have shown that the MLPA technique which is based on gene dosage can be applied to detect large gene deletions in haemophilia and VWD and therefore establish carrier status (Rost, Loffler et al. 2008; Lannoy, Abinet et al. 2009; Zimmermann, Oldenburg et al. 2010; Cabrera, Casana et al. 2011; Rafati, Ravanbod et al. 2011; Theophilus, Baugh et al. 2011; Yadegari, Driesen et al. 2011).

The aim of this study was to determine the molecular basis of disease in patients with haemophilia A and VWD using MLPA, where direct sequencing of $F8$ and $VWF$ failed to reveal causative mutations, and to assess its application in the genetic diagnosis of these disorders.

Objectives:

1. To develop, optimise and validate MLPA assays for the detection of large deletions/duplications in $F8$ and $VWF$.
2. To apply these methods to investigate the genetic basis of disease in selected patients with Haemophilia A and VWD.
3. To introduce MLPA as part of the routine diagnostic strategy for Haemophilia A and VWD cases analysed within the Haematology Molecular Diagnostics Centre (MDC) at Manchester Royal Infirmary (MRI).
1.19 PREVIOUS STUDIES RELATED TO THIS PROJECT

1.19.1 General Mutation Detection Strategies for Haemophilia A

The diagnostic strategy used for mutation detection is determined by the severity of the haemophilia in the index case. The initial approach for severe haemophiliacs is to screen them for the intron 22 inversion mutation, followed by the intron 1 inversion mutation, which would identify the underlying genetic defect in 45-50% of severe haemophilia A patients. Following this, full mutation analysis of the essential regions of $F8$ is carried out on the remainder of severe haemophilia A cases. The strategy for mild and moderate haemophilia cases is that full sequence analysis is performed as there is no common mutational mechanism linked to these forms. This general diagnostic strategy had been applied previously to the patients included in this study and the methods used are outlined below.

1.19.1.1 Intron 22 inversion detection by Long PCR

A Long range PCR method was used for the detection of the $F8$ intron 22 inversion. The method has been modified from standard long range PCR methods to include the addition of DMSO (Dimethyl sulfoxide) to enable read through of a high GC content upstream of $F8$. The ABgene Extensor PCR kit is also used to simplify the reaction set-up procedure from the original publications of the method. The multiplex PCR protocol relies on overlapping PCR to generate a constant 10 kb PCR product which appears with all templates, and acts as a control to show that the reaction has worked efficiently. The large fragments produced by long-range PCR are analysed on conventional agarose gels (0.7% w/v for the intron 22 PCR). The largest amplification product seen using this method is 12 kb. Full method details, including full primer sequences, are available in the paper by (Liu, Nozari et al. 1998).

1.19.1.2 PCR Amplification of the $F8$ Intron 1 Inversion

A dual PCR assay was used to detect the intron 1 inversion. Both are standard PCR assays designed to amplify independently sequence flanking the int1h regions (from intron 1 homologous sites). $Int1h\text{-}1$ specifies the assay for the copy in $F8$ and $Int1h\text{-}2$ the homologous region 140 kb more telomeric.
Full details for this method are available in the paper by Bagnall, Waseem et al. (2002).

1.19.1.3 Direct DNA Sequencing

Full DNA sequence analysis of the coding regions of \( F_8 \) was used to identify unknown Haemophilia A mutations in index cases and their relatives. The protocol utilised custom-designed PCR primers that allows rapid DNA identification and sequencing of \( F_8 \). Thirty-seven sets of primers have been designed to amplify the essential regions of \( F_8 \) under the same thermal cycling conditions. Both forward and reverse primers for each PCR have a common tail (N13F and N13R respectively) to facilitate the use of one complementary sequencing primer in all forward and reverse strand sequencing reactions. This was an in-house protocol developed within the MDC.

1.19.1.4 Detection of Partial Gene Deletions

Large deletion mutations are easily identified in affected males due to failure of amplification of the missing regions of \( F_8 \). However, in carrier females it is especially difficult to identify these mutations as the failure to amplify part of \( F_8 \) will be masked by the normal gene sequence on the corresponding allele.

Previous diagnostic approaches developed in the MDC could be applied to this problem. Large deletions were identified in affected males by the absence of amplification products for one or more exons using the standard set of 37 PCR primer pairs. The presence of a partial gene deletion was confirmed by combining the forward and reverse primers from the exons either side of the expected breakpoint in a PCR reaction or long PCR reaction (for method details see Keeney et al. 2007). This enables fragments over 2.5 kb long to amplify across the breakpoint. The ABgene Extensor Hi-Fidelity PCR Master Mix was used for long PCR protocols, however if this method failed to amplify any fragments, the \( \text{TaKaRa Ex Taq} \ 10x \ \text{PCR Buffer, } \text{dNTP (deoxyribonucleoside triphosphates) mixture for PCR} (\text{TAKARA BIO INC}) \) was used under the same PCR and thermal cycling conditions.
The size of the fragments produced were analysed on an agarose gel. In affected males with the deletion, a smaller than expected amplified fragment was seen. Long PCR amplification was performed for carrier females and the presence of a deletion was revealed by a larger band representing the normal allele and a second smaller band representing the deleted allele. Normal control samples only produced the larger band representing the normal allele, or it failed to amplify since the product would be too large. In these cases a gap PCR approach was used to confirm the presence of the normal allele.

DNA sequencing was used where possible to confirm the identity of the fragments produced, and to investigate the position of the partial gene deletion breakpoint. Sequence traces from patients with partial gene deletions were compared with the normal \textit{F8} sequence to identify the position of the deletion breakpoint.

1.19.2 General Mutation Detection Strategies for VWD
There are a number of mutations that are recurrent in certain VWD subtypes (in particular in type 2 VWD), therefore patients can be directly screened for relevant characterised mutations or for previously identified familial mutations in \textit{VWF}. The following diagnostic strategies had been applied previously to the type 1 and type 3 VWD patients included in this study and the methods used are outlined below.

1.19.2.1 Type 1 VWD
As part of a UK national type 1 VWD study, all index cases entered were initially screened for mutations in exon 27 and exon 28 of the \textit{VWF}. This was performed to screen for any type 2 VWD or qualitative variant mutations. Exon 28 is the largest exon in \textit{VWF} and has the most described mutations identified in type 1 and type 2 VWD (http://www.vwf.group.shef.ac.uk/). The remaining index cases with no mutation identified within these regions were screened for mutations in all 52 exons and the promoter region of \textit{VWF} by DNA sequencing.
1.19.2.2 Type 3 VWD
As part of the UK type 3 VWD study, patients had been screened for mutations in \textit{VWF} by direct DNA sequencing. In patients where heterozygosity for a single \textit{VWF} change or no detectable \textit{VWF} mutation was present, platelet-derived \textit{VWF} mRNA was studied to search for large heterozygous deletions or cryptic splice site mutations that could not be detected using conventional PCR techniques. Platelet-derived \textit{VWF} mRNA studies had also been previously carried out on patients from the UK national type 1 VWD study where no mutation had been identified to account for the bleeding phenotype.

1.19.2.3 Screening of \textit{VWF}
Fifty one previously designed in-house primer pairs, each consisting of a forward and reverse primer, were used in order to amplify the essential regions of \textit{VWF} including the 5’ promoter region, 52 exons, flanking intronic regions and 3’ untranslated region. Amplification of genomic DNA was performed by PCR (Saiki, Scharf et al. 1985; Saiki, Gelfand et al. 1988) using standard thermal cycling conditions followed by direct DNA sequencing utilising automated capillary electrophoresis. The DNA sequence data generated were analysed using comparative sequence analysis software and any sequence variants were compared with the published \textit{VWF} sequence (http://www.vwf.group.shef.ac.uk/).

Exon 15 of \textit{VWF} had previously shown to be difficult to amplify using conventional PCR techniques as it is extremely GC rich in content, which leads to the formation of secondary structures, such as hairpin loops. Therefore this causes problems when trying to amplify genes using standard PCR approaches. Previous work by Cumming, Grundy et al. (2006) had been carried out to optimise the PCR reaction using the TripleMaster® PCR System (QIAGEN® LongRange PCR System, supplied by Qiagen UK) and the annealing temperature of the primers at 57 °C. The cycling conditions for the PCR reaction were also modified from the standard PCR conditions according to the manufacturer's instructions.
Exon 28 of VWF had also been shown to be difficult to amplify due to its large, highly polymorphic nature. It proved difficult to design primers that would successfully amplify appropriate segments of the exon without the primers lying over a polymorphism, which would mean that pathogenic mutations would potentially be missed due to allele dropout. Therefore primers were designed to amplify the whole of exon 28 producing a product that is 1556 bp in size. Consequently, sequence analysis of this product had to be performed in two segments using overlapping internal primer pairs which allowed forward and reverse sequence analysis of the full length of exon 28.

1.19.2.4 Identification of the VWF exon 4 and 5 deletion
Previous work by Sutherland et al. (2009) had led to the identification of a large deletion mutation encompassing exons 4 and 5 of VWF at the genomic level in the homozygous state in type 3 VWD patients of Caucasian origin. The exact locations of the deletion breakpoints were determined by primer walking. Amplification of the genomic region from exon 3 to exon 6 (26 kb) was performed using 18 primer sets which produced ~1.5 kb overlapping fragments. The truncated product produced using combinations of these primers was analysed by direct sequencing. This led to the design of further primers to amplify a smaller product (1084 kb) so that sequencing could be performed to determine the precise deletion breakpoints. Development of a multiplex PCR enabled the homozygous/heterozygous status of the deletion to be confirmed, as described in Sutherland et al. (2009). For those patients in whom the exon 4 and 5 deletion mutation was identified, haplotype analysis was performed to investigate the possibility of a founder effect for this mutation.
CHAPTER 2: MATERIALS AND METHODS

All analyses were performed at the MDC in MRI which is a Clinical Pathology Accreditation (CPA) laboratory. The MDC is a participant in the UK national external quality assurance scheme (NEQAS) for haemophilia and VWD diagnostic screening through direct DNA sequencing. The appropriate guidance on ethics had been obtained. No specific ethical approval was required for the project as the research carried out was an extension of the patients’ diagnostic analysis and all patients whose specimens were used had given appropriate consent at the time of collection. Statistical analysis was not used in this project as the cohort of patients being studied have had the conventional mutation mechanisms eliminated, and therefore pre-selected on this basis for the investigation of the presence of partial gene deletions. For previous work in support of this study, see Introduction section 1.19.

2.1 SELECTION OF PATIENTS

2.1.1 Haemophilia A
Patients were selected from those who had given informed consent for the genetic diagnosis of haemophilia A referred to the MDC for investigation. Full F8 sequence analysis has been carried out at the MDC since 2003 on all referred patients. All index cases with suspected partial gene deletions detected by absence of amplification of one or more exons were chosen for further study by MLPA. The patient cohort also included index cases where no causative mutation had been identified by DNA sequence analysis. Carrier female relatives of index patients selected were also included (where samples were available). The selected patient group included those with mild, moderate and severe types of haemophilia A. Nineteen patients were investigated in the study which included hemizygous males who could not be detected by conventional techniques and carrier diagnosis of their relatives (see Results Table 3.3).

2.1.2 Type 1 VWD
Patients were selected individuals who had previously been recruited through the UKHCDO clinical network into a UK national study of type 1 VWD. Each
patient had a historical diagnosis of type 1 VWD made by the referring centre and had previously sent blood samples to the MDC for mutation analysis of VWF. In total, sixteen patients were investigated by MLPA which included those with suspected partial gene deletions and those where no causative mutation had been previously identified (see Results Table 3.5). Ethics approval, including permissible extension of the work into which the current study fitted, had previously been obtained for the UK national study from the Multi-centre Research Ethics Committee (MREC) for Wales (reference number: MREC 01/9/32).

2.1.3 Type 3 VWD
Patients were selected individuals who had either previously been invited to participate in a study of type 3 VWD in Manchester or had been referred to the MDC for genetic diagnosis. Each patient had been previously diagnosed with type 3 VWD at MRI and had sent blood samples to the MDC for mutation analysis of VWF. All patients with the novel exon 4-5 deletion (c.221-977_532+7059del mutation) discovered in this study were included for additional study by MLPA. In total, ten patients were investigated by MLPA including those previously found to have the exon 4-5 deletion and those with a small deletion, duplication or point mutation (see Results Table 3.4). Ethics approval, including permissible extension of the work into which the current study fitted, had previously been obtained for the study of type 3 VWD patients in Manchester from the Central Manchester Local Research Ethics Committee (LREC) (reference number: 05/Q1407/191).

2.2 PHENOTYPIC DATA
Phenotypic data were obtained for all patients included in the study. For the haemophilia A patients, phenotypic laboratory results were acquired from individual patient records which included FVIII:C levels and inhibitor status. Phenotypic data for the type 1 VWD and type 3 VWD index cases were attained from the previous respective studies.
2.3 SAMPLE COLLECTION AND PROCESSING
Previously extracted genomic DNA was obtained for patients from an archived bank of DNA samples at the MDC which are stored at -80 °C indefinitely. For each patient, DNA had been extracted from 10-20 ml of EDTA (Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid 7.2 mg in a 4 ml tube) anticoagulated fresh whole blood. DNA extraction was performed by an ammonium acetate method (the procedure is a modification of the method described by SA Miller of the Analytic Genetic Centre Inc, Denver). Additional patient samples in the form of extracted DNA were analysed from external referral centres where deletions had been detected by other means.

2.4 MLPA® TECHNOLOGY
MLPA is a high-throughput method that can be performed to detect quantitative genomic changes such as deletions or insertions. It allows the copy number of up to 50 different genomic DNA sequences to be determined in one multiplex PCR-based reaction. The MLPA reaction produces a mixture of amplification fragments ranging between 100 to 500 nt in length, which can be separated and quantified by capillary electrophoresis. SALSA® MLPA® kits are sold by MRC-Holland (The Netherlands).

The principle of the MLPA technique is based upon amplification of the MLPA probes themselves, not the sample DNA. Each probe is made up of two adjacent oligonucleotides which hybridise to their target sequence in genomic DNA and are then ligated. Amplification only occurs following successful ligation of the probes, which then produce exon-specific PCR products of differing lengths. In comparison to conventional multiplex PCR which requires one pair of primers for each fragment to be amplified, only one pair of PCR primers is used in the MLPA PCR reaction, making it a more robust system. This is because in standard multiplex PCR, primers are present in large amounts in the reaction mixture which can lead to various technical complications. Firstly since the efficiency of different primers usually varies, it is difficult to determine the relative quantitation of target sequences. In addition, small differences in reaction conditions often result in large differences in the results obtained. Following the resulting amplification,
products ranging between 130 and 480 nt in length are separated by capillary electrophoresis. The peak patterns obtained can be compared to reference samples (see 2.6.3.1) to see which sequences show aberrant copy numbers.

2.4.1. MLPA Probe Chemistry
MLPA probes consist of two oligonucleotides, each containing a PCR primer sequence and a sequence complimentary to the target, known as the hybridisation sequence (see Figure 2.1).

The two probes hybridise immediately adjacent to each other. When the probes correctly hybridise to the target sequence they are ligated by a thermo stable ligase enzyme. The PCR primers exponentially amplify the ligated probes. One of the primers is labelled with a fluorescent dye to visualise the amplification product of the probe. Probe oligonucleotides that are not ligated only contain one primer sequence therefore they cannot be amplified exponentially and will not generate a signal. The non-ligated probes do not need to be removed therefore the MLPA assay can be analysed in a single tube. Sequencing electrophoresis is used to separate the resulting PCR products. Each MLPA probe set is designed so that the length of each product is unique and can be easily identified when electrophoresed through a gel. The difference in size is achieved with the help of a stuffer sequence.

Figure 2.1: MLPA® probe set

![Diagram of MLPA probe set]

- **Synthetic oligonucleotide 50-60bp**
- **M13-derived oligonucleotide 60-450bp**
- **PCR primer sequence X**
- **PCR primer sequence Y**
- **Hybridisation sequence**
- **Stuffer sequence (different for each probe)**
2.4.2 MLPA Reaction
The MLPA reaction can be separated in five major steps: 1) DNA denaturation and hybridisation of MLPA probes; 2) Ligation; 3) PCR reaction; 4) Fragment analysis by electrophoresis; and 5) data analysis (see Figure 2.2). During step 1 the DNA sample is denatured to single strands and incubated overnight with the MLPA probe mix. Each MLPA probe consists of two sequence specific oligonucleotides which hybridise to immediately adjacent target sequences. In step 2, the oligonucleotides are ligated with a thermostable ligase but only if they have successfully hybridised to their target sequence. In step 3, a universal primer pair is added to the reaction. The successfully ligated probes are amplified to generate exon-specific products of differing lengths which can be used to determine gene dosage. In step 4, the amplification products are separated using capillary electrophoresis.

Figure 2.2: MLPA reaction overview

1. Denaturation and hybridisation

2. Ligation

3. PCR with universal primers X and Y

4. Fragment Analysis
2.4.3 Experimental set up

2.4.3.1 Reference samples
Identification of deletions and duplications by MLPA is achieved by analysis of relative changes in probe amplification signals, therefore slight differences between experiments and samples used may affect the MLPA peak pattern. Therefore it was necessary to include reference (control) samples in each MLPA experiment. The reference samples used were DNA samples that had been obtained from healthy individuals. The DNA samples were all derived from peripheral blood and had been extracted using the same method as the test samples, as recommended by MRC-Holland.

At least 5 reference samples from individuals with normal copy numbers of the gene to be analysed were included in each run, together with a 'no DNA control' reaction. The 'no DNA control' reaction was carried out on TE (10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.2 + 0.1 mM EDTA) and was used to show any possible contamination of dH$_2$O, TE, MLPA reagents, electrophoresis reagents or capillaries.

Positive controls were not included in the MLPA experiments; it is recommended but not essential.

2.4.3.2 Sample treatment
It is recommended that a total quantity of between 50-250 ng of human genomic DNA in a 5 µL volume is used for each MLPA reaction. MLPA results can be affected by extraction methods, handling and storage of DNA. Although MLPA does not require a unique DNA extraction method, it is essential that the extraction method does not leave a high concentration of contaminants such as salt as it is known to interfere with the technique. Also heparinised samples are not recommended for use as traces of heparin are difficult to remove from DNA preparations and can alter the MLPA reaction.

All DNA samples (including reference samples) used were extracted from peripheral blood in EDTA by the ammonium acetate method. The overall DNA concentration of each sample was measured using a NanoDrop ND-1000
spectrophotometer (supplied by LabTech, UK). Each sample was diluted in TE (10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.2 + 0.1 mM EDTA) to make a working stock of 40 ng/µL concentration at least 24 hours (h) before use. Some DNA samples which were considered to be of poor quality were diluted in TE to a working stock of 10-20 ng/µL. This was due to the premise that reducing the amount of sample DNA also reduces the amount of impurities and often has a favourable effect on the MLPA result, although too little DNA in the reaction may lead to failure of ligation and amplification. An RNase treatment was used for some samples which consistently failed (see section 2.6.1 for details). This can be used for every sample however it is only essential when screening for a gene that is very highly expressed in the sample tissue under investigation.

2.5 SALSA® MLPA® KITS
The SALSA® MLPA® kits are sold by MRC-Holland. The following kits were used in this study:

1. Haemophilia A – SALSA® MLPA® KIT P178-B1 F8
2. von Willebrand disease (2 part kit) – SALSA® MLPA® KIT P011-B1 / P012-B1 VWF

The SALSA® MLPA® kits consisted of reagents shown in Table 2.1. They were stored at -20 °C and were shielded from light. Prior to use all buffers and probe mix reagent tubes were thawed on ice, briefly vortexed and spun down for a few seconds to dislodge drops that may have adhered to the lid. Enzyme solutions were never vortexed to avoid inactivation. To reduce viscosity, it was recommended to hold the enzyme solution in your hand for 10 seconds (s) and then mix by pipetting up and down. Mastermix containing the enzyme was also mixed by pipetting gently before use. For details of SALSA® MLPA® probemixes for F8 and VWF see Appendices 1, 2a and 2b.
Table 2.1: Components of SALSA® MLPA® kit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SALSA® MLPA® kit component</th>
<th>INGREDIENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SALSA MLPA Buffer (yellow cap)</td>
<td>KCl, Tris-HCl, EDTA and PEG-6000, pH 8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probemix (black cap)</td>
<td>Synthetic oligonucleotides, oligonucleotides purified from bacteria, Tris-HCl, EDTA, pH 8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ligase Buffer A (transparent cap)</td>
<td>NAD (bacterial origin), pH 3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ligase Buffer B (white cap)</td>
<td>Tris-HCl, non-ionic detergents, MgCl₂, pH 8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SALSA Ligase-65 (green cap)</td>
<td>Glycerol, BRIJ (0.05%), EDTA, β-Mercaptoethanol (0.1%), KCl, Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, Ligase-65 enzyme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SALSA PCR Buffer (red cap)*</td>
<td>Tris-HCl, EDTA, KCL, non-ionic detergents, pH 8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SALSA PCR Primer Mix (brown cap)**</td>
<td>Synthetic oligonucleotide, one of which is fluorescently labelled with FAM, dNTP’s, TRIS-HCl, KCl, EDTA, BRIJ (0.04%), pH 8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SALSA Polymerase (orange cap)</td>
<td>Glycerol, BRIJ (0.5%), EDTA, DTT (0.1%), KCl, Tris-HCl, Polymerase enzyme (bacterial origin), pH 7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SALSA Enzyme Dilution Buffer (blue cap)*</td>
<td>Tris-HCl, KCl, EDTA, non-ionic detergent, pH 8.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Not required for one-tube protocol, introduced in June 2011

**New MLPA PCR primer mix introduced for one-tube protocol

2.6 MLPA REACTION METHOD

The MLPA reaction method is a two day method with the first day requiring an 18 h overnight incubation.

The use of a thermocycler with a heated lid (99-105 °C) was essential (2720 Thermocycler, Applied Biosystems, UK). Before any initial MLPA experiments were set up, a test was performed on the thermocycler for excessive evaporation, which could be due to problems with the heated lid or brand of tubes (the plastic of the tubes is weak at high temperatures and so can deform). This was carried out by incubating 8 µL water overnight at 60 °C in two different brands of tubes. The next day at least 5 µL water was required to still present at the bottom of the tube. The 0.2 ml 8-strip PCR tubes with individually attached dome caps from Starlab (Cat no. I1402-2900) had the least amount of evaporation had and so were used in all MLPA experiments.
2.6.1. DNA Denaturation (Day 1)
On day 1, 5 µL of DNA sample (50-250 ng) was aliquoted into each tube of 0.2 ml strips (or TE for the ‘no DNA control reaction’) and spun down in a strip microcentrifuge (PeqLab, Perfect Spin Mini). The tubes were placed in the thermocycler and the MLPA thermocycler program started (see Table 2.2). The sample DNA was denatured for 5 min at 98 °C and cooled to 25 °C before being removed from the thermocycler (see Table 2.2).

2.6.1.1 RNase treatment
If using an RNase treatment, 4 µL of DNA sample was aliquoted into each tube of 0.2 ml strips together with 1 µL of RNase treatment. The tubes were placed in the thermocycler and the MLPA thermocycler program started with an extra RNase treatment step for 30 min at 37 °C prior to denaturation (see Table 2.2).

A working stock of the RNase treatment was made by making a 1 in 8 dilution of the stock RNase A Solution (Promega, code A7973; 4 mg/mL solution) in TE buffer to obtain a concentration of 0.5 mg/mL. This was then kept at -20 °C for future use.

2.6.2. Hybridisation reaction (Day 1)
Prior to the hybridisation reaction, a PCR mastermix was prepared containing MLPA buffer and probemix:

Per reaction:
1.5 µL MLPA buffer (yellow cap)
1.5 µL probemix (black cap)

Following DNA denaturation, the samples were removed from the thermocycler and spun down. Using a multi-channel pipette, 3 µL of the hybridisation master mix was added to each sample tube (the thermocycler program is held at 25 °C for 15 min to allow enough time for the hybridisation master mix to be added). The strips were returned to the thermocycler and the program continued with incubation for 1 min at 95 °C and then for 18 h at 60
°C overnight (see Table 2.2). As part of optimisation, different thermal cycler parameters were assessed to determine which would produce the best results (see Results section 3.2.4).

### 2.6.3. Ligation reaction (Day 2)

On day two, a ligase mastermix was prepared shortly before the end of the 18 h hybridisation reaction using the following reagents:

Per reaction:
- 25 µL dH₂O
- 3 µL Ligase Buffer A (transparent cap)
- 3 µL Ligase Buffer B (white cap)
- 1 µL Ligase-65 enzyme (green cap)

Following the 18 h at 60 °C, the thermal cycling reaction was cooled to 54 °C and paused (the pause button on the thermocycler allows a 10 min pause, in which time the ligase master mix should be added while the samples are still on the block). Using a multi-channel pipette, 32 µL of ligase master mix was added to the tubes and mixed gently by pipetting up and down, making sure not to introduce any bubbles. The thermocycler program was continued with 15 min incubation at 54 °C (for ligation) followed by 5 min at 98 °C for heat inactivation of the Ligase-65 enzyme. The samples were then held at 4 °C until removed from the thermocycler.
Table 2.2: Thermocycler Program for the MLPA Denaturation, Hybridisation and Ligation Reactions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Temperature</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>No. of cycles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RNase treatment*</td>
<td>37 °C</td>
<td>30 min</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNA Denaturation</td>
<td>98 °C</td>
<td>5 min Pause</td>
<td>Held for 15 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25 °C</td>
<td>Pause</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybridisation reaction</td>
<td>95 °C</td>
<td>1 min</td>
<td>Held for 18 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60 °C</td>
<td>pause</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ligation reaction</td>
<td>54 °C</td>
<td>pause</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>54 °C</td>
<td>15 min</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>98 °C</td>
<td>5 min</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4 °C</td>
<td>pause</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Only required if using an RNase treatment

2.6.4. PCR reaction (Day 2)

2.6.4.1 One tube protocol

The following instructions are for the one-tube protocol introduced by MRC-Holland in June 2011. This also required the use of a new MLPA PCR primer mix (FAM: lot number F44 onwards). The complete ligation reaction is now used for the PCR and the PCR should be started at room temperature. For the PCR reaction a polymerase master mix was prepared and stored on ice prior to use:

Per reaction:
7.5 µL dH₂O
2 µL SALSA PCR primer mix (brown cap)
0.5 µL SALSA polymerase (orange cap).

At room temperature using a multi-channel pipette, 10 µL of polymerase mix was added to each tube, mixed gently by pipetting up and down and spun down in a strip micro centrifuge. The strips were then placed back onto the thermocycler and the PCR reaction program started (see Table 2.3). Once the PCR reaction had completed, samples were stored at 4 °C for up to one week in a dark box wrapped in aluminium foil to protect the light sensitive fluorescent dyes, until fragment separation by capillary electrophoresis.
Table 2.3: Thermocycler Program for the MLPA PCR Reaction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Temperature</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>No. of cycles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PCR reaction</td>
<td>60 °C**</td>
<td>pause</td>
<td>35 cycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>95 °C</td>
<td>30 s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60 °C</td>
<td>30 s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>72 °C</td>
<td>60 s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>72 °C</td>
<td>20 min</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8 °C</td>
<td>pause</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Not required for one-tube protocol, introduced in June 2011

2.6.4.2 Two-tube protocol

Prior to June 2011, the two-tube protocol was used which required an extra PCR buffer and Enzyme dilution buffer (see Table 2.1). A new set of strip tubes were required for the PCR reaction. A PCR buffer mix was prepared:

Per reaction:
26 µL dH₂O
4 µL SALSA PCR buffer (red cap)

Then 30 µL of the buffer mix was added to each tube with a multi-channel pipette. At room temperature, 10 µL of the ligation product was transferred to the corresponding PCR tube.

A separate polymerase master mix was then prepared and stored until required:

Per reaction:
5.5 µL dH₂O
2 µL SALSA PCR primers (brown cap)
2 µL SALSA Enzyme dilution buffer (blue cap)
0.5 µL SALSA polymerase (orange cap)

The thermocycler was preheated to 60 °C and paused whilst the PCR tubes were placed in the thermocycler. At this stage, 10 µL of the polymerase mix was added to each tube using a multi-channel pipette and mixed gently by
pipetting up and down. The thermocycler program was continued immediately (see Table 2.3).

2.6.5 Fragment Separation by Capillary Electrophoresis (CE)
For fragment separation the amount of MLPA PCR reaction, run conditions and fluorescent label required for analysis all depend on the type of capillary electrophoresis instrument used.

The following equipment and reagents were used supplied by Applied Biosystems, UK:

1. Capillary electrophoresis instrument with fragment analysis software: **ABI-3130xl with Standard Foundation Data Collection Software**
2. High quality formamide: **Hi-Di Formamide**
3. Labelled size standard: **GeneScan™ 500 ROX™**
4. Electrophoresis polymer: **POP-7**

Immediately prior to fragment analysis, a master mix was prepared with the following reagents:

Per reaction:
9 μL Hi-Di Formamide
0.3 μL ROX size standard

A 96 well plate was used for set-up and 9.3 μL of the mastermix was added to each sample well for the required number of samples. Using a multi-channel pipette, 1 μL of the PCR reaction was added to each well containing the mastermix. The plate was then sealed with a silicone mat and centrifuged at 170 x g for 30 s to spin down the contents. The plate was placed onto the thermal cycler for denaturation at 94 °C for 5 min. Immediately after denaturation, the plate was placed on ice to prevent the subsequent re-formation of secondary structures in the product.
The plate was then loaded onto the ABI-3130xl sequencer and the data analysis parameters selected:

1. Application – Genemapper DF3HOXLI
2. Results group – MLPA_RESULTS.DF3HOXLI
3. Instrument protocol – FragmentAnalysis_POP7

A 16 channel 50 cm capillary was used to analyse 16 samples per automatic loading.

2.6.6 Overview of fragment analysis

The fluorescently labelled fragments are detected using the ABI-3130xl analyser and then interpreted using GeneMapper v.4.0 (Applied Biosystems, UK) analysis software.

During capillary electrophoresis, molecules from the samples are electrophoretically injected into thin, fused-silica capillaries filled with liquid polymer (POP-7, Applied Biosystems, UK). Electrophoresis of all samples begins at the same time when a voltage is applied across all capillaries. The DNA fragments migrate toward the other end of the capillaries through the electrophoresis medium with the shorter moving faster than the longer fragments. As the fragments enter the detection cell, they pass through the path of a laser beam, which causes the dyes attached to the fragments to fluoresce. The dye signals are separated by a diffraction system and a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera detects the fluorescence. Five different coloured fluorescent dyes can be detected in the one sample. One of the dye colours is used for a labelled size standard (ROX 500, Applied Biosystems, UK) that is added to each lane to allow comparison of samples from lane to lane or gel to gel. The analysis software uses the size standard to create a standard curve for each lane and the length of each dye-labelled fragment can then be determined by comparing it with the standard curve for that specific lane. Data were collected and stored as electropherograms prior to analysis.
2.7 ANALYSIS OF DATA

Initial analysis of the fragment analysis data were performed using the GeneMapper analysis software version 4.0 (Applied Biosystems, UK). This was prior to probe ratio calculation to evaluate the quality of the MLPA experiments by inspecting the MLPA peak patterns (electropherograms).

2.7.1 Evaluating data

Raw peak patterns were first analysed using the GeneMapper software. The MRC-Holland probemixes contain MLPA probes for each exon of the gene (some exons may have more one probe), reference probes and internal quality control fragments. The various control fragments (see Table 2.4) are included to identify common errors in the MLPA reaction. Once the raw data had been size-called and visualised to obtain the genotypes, it was essential to evaluate the MLPA internal quality control fragments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Length (nt)</th>
<th>PURPOSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>92 nt control</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>Ligation-dependant probe, works in same way to other MLPA probes. Acts as a standard for comparison of other control fragments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q-fragments</td>
<td>64, 70, 76, 82</td>
<td>Indicators of when the amount of DNA is too low. Signals which are higher than ⅓ of the 92 nt control fragment = DNA quantity insufficient.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-fragments</td>
<td>88, 96</td>
<td>Identify denaturation problems. Signals which are lower than 40% of the 92 nt control fragment = DNA denaturation problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X and Y fragments</td>
<td>100, 105</td>
<td>Controls for male and female samples</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Q-fragments are four oligonucleotides which are present in all SALSA MLPA probemixes. As they contain both MLPA PCR primer sequences in a single molecule, they are able to amplify in the PCR reaction without the need for hybridisation to the target DNA or ligation. When there is enough sample DNA in the extraction, the Q-fragments are outcompeted by the amplicons of the MLPA probes as they are present in such small quantities. Therefore if the Q-fragment peaks are low or invisible, this indicates that adequate sample
DNA was present and the ligase reaction was successful. However if the peaks of all four Q-fragments are higher than $\frac{1}{3}$ of the height of the 92 nt ligation-dependant control fragment and the MLPA probes, this is an alert that the amount of sample DNA was insufficient or the ligation reaction failed.

The two denaturation D-fragments are synthetic MLPA probes which detect a sequence within a strong CpG island. CpG islands are chromosomal regions which are difficult to denature because of their very high CG content. Incomplete denaturation is signified if the two D-fragment peaks are much lower (<40%) than the 92 nt fragment and the other MLPA probes. This means that results are unreliable for probes that are detecting sequences in or near (<5 kb) CpG islands. This can be as a result of salt contamination of the DNA sample as the melting temperature of DNA is increased at higher salt concentrations. Figure 2.3 illustrates a sample with peaks representing the D-fragments at 88 nt and 96 nt (1$^{st}$ and 3$^{rd}$ peaks, circled in red) which are of equal height to the 92 nt fragment (2$^{nd}$ peak, circled in red) indicating successful denaturation. Exon 1 probes are most often affected by incomplete DNA denaturation as CpG islands are usually located near mRNA transcription start locations. When using the ABI POP-7 polymer for CE, a non-specific fragment of ~87 nt is usually present and may overlap with the 88 nt D-fragment. If this affected analysis of the 88 nt D-fragment then only the 96 nt peak was used.

The X and Y fragments at 100 nt and 105 nt respectively indicate whether the sample is from a male or female. This can be helpful in the case of identifying that a sample swap has occurred if running only male or female samples.

In the no DNA control reaction, only the Q-fragments generate a probe signal. However, MLPA PCR reactions are more prone to having non-specific peaks than a normal PCR reaction as they contain numerous long MLPA probe oligonucleotides, each of which contain a perfect copy of one of the PCR primers. In the majority of cases, the non-specific peaks do not influence the MLPA results as they are outcompeted by the genuine MLPA probe amplification products in the same way as the Q-fragments.
Figure 2.3: Raw peak pattern for a sample tested with the P178-B1 F8 MLPA kit visualised using GeneMapper Software. The probe signals show successful amplification from male DNA indicated by the 4\textsuperscript{th} and 5\textsuperscript{th} peaks (circled in red) representing the X and Y fragments at 100 nt and 105 nt respectively. The 1\textsuperscript{st}, 2\textsuperscript{nd} and 3\textsuperscript{rd} peaks (circled in red) show successful amplification of the fragments for the 88 nt D-fragment, 92 nt control and 96 nt D-fragment respectively.

2.8 INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

Once the data had passed raw data and peak pattern evaluation, it was ready for data normalisation. The data needs to be normalised as the absolute fluorescence intensities detected by the CE instrument depend on many factors (degradation of the fluorescent dye, variability between capillaries, pipetting accuracy). MLPA normalisation happens in a two step model. First the relative fluorescence intensity of each peak within a sample is determined (intra-normalisation) by dividing the peak area of each probe’s amplification product by the total area of only the reference probes in the probemix; in a second step, this relative peak is compared to that in other samples (inter-normalisation) by dividing the intra-normalised probe ratio in a sample by the average intra-normalised probe ratio of all reference samples. The final ratio for a given probe in a test sample compared to the same probe is called the Dosage Quotient of that probe.

MLPA dosage quotients were calculated using spreadsheets designed by the National Genetics Reference Laboratory (Manchester) and were obtained from their website www.ngrl.org.uk/Manchester. The spreadsheets have been
created in Microsoft Excel 2003 and are specific for the different MLPA kits used. They analyse data to produce DQ’s in the standard way, however they also include two original features of analysis to help with interpretation.

The first feature is that they are able to generate a likelihood probability of agreeing with one of three hypotheses, that a ligation product is present at either one, two or three copies within the test sample. This figure is a result of comparing the test sample to five normal controls. The amount of variability for each ligation product can be determined from the controls, therefore allowing the probability of deviation from expectation of the test sample to be estimated using the t-statistic.

The second feature measures the standard deviation of the DQ’s obtained for all the control ligation products which can be used as a control for the overall quality of the test. Each sample is deemed to be of good quality or poor quality (see Figure 2.4). The samples that have a standard deviation of more than 0.1 are deemed to be poor quality. Retrospective studies by Dr Ruth Charlton, Regional Genetics Service, Leeds (unpublished data) have shown that samples with control standard deviations less than 0.1 shows no overlap between normal, duplicated and deleted ranges. Therefore those samples with higher degrees of variability are excluded which reduces the possibility of making an incorrect diagnosis.
Figure 2.4: Example of the NGRL spreadsheet. This illustrates the appearance of a typical sample where the data quality has been judged to be good (highlighted in green). If the sample quality has been judged to be poor, it will be highlighted in red.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test 1</th>
<th>Lab No</th>
<th>C1 Xp22.11</th>
<th>C1 Xp22.11 CXq27.3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Operator</td>
<td>C2 Xq27.3</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle</td>
<td>C3 Xq13.1</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worksheet</td>
<td>C4 Xq22.1</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C5 Xq13.1</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C6 Xp21.3</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C7 Xq28</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C8 Xq26.2</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>1.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C9 Xq22.3</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C10 Xp11.3</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C11 Xq21.2</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C12 Xp21.2</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MEAN</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The peak height data generated from a GeneMapper output table is pasted directly into the cells of the raw data sheet. The spreadsheets must have five normal controls in order to function properly and can accept up to 10 test samples. Once the test samples have been added to the raw data sheet, the results may be visualised on the results spreadsheet. This is estimated by measuring the standard deviation of all the test ligation products against each other. The results are presented in a tabular format and the cells are conditionally formatted to highlight deleted/duplicated and aberrant results. The actual settings that have been given for the conditional formats are given in the spreadsheet, for typical ranges see Table 2.5.
Table 2.5: Typical ranges for Dosage Quotients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>copy number STATUS</th>
<th>Dosage Quotient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>0.85 – 1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deleted</td>
<td>0.35 – 0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duplicated</td>
<td>1.35 – 1.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivocal</td>
<td>0.65 – 0.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The spreadsheets also incorporate a graphical representation of the results in the form of a histogram (see Figure 2.5). The probes for each exon of the gene are represented by the green bars in the histogram. The internal reference probes also included in the probemix are represented by the blue bars in the histogram. The \( F8 \) exon numbering used by MRC-Holland adopts the NCBI Refseq exon numbering for \( F8 \). There is no probe for exon 23 therefore exons 24, 25, 26 and 27 in the MLPA kit relate to exons 23, 24, 25 and 26 of \( F8 \) respectively.

Figure 2.5: Example of a histogram from the P178-B1 F8 MLPA spreadsheet summarising the mean DQ data. The green bars represent \( F8 \) exons while the blue bars represent internal reference probes. Ratios are calculated by intra-sample normalisation of peak areas to reference probes, and inter-sample normalisation of probe ratios to the corresponding ratios in the reference samples. This particular sample showed normal odds ratios for all ligation products.
The output from the above process could then be interpreted as representing either failed data which required repeat MLPA analysis, or good quality data which could be analysed for evidence of the presence of deletions or duplications associated with the gene undergoing analysis.
At the MDC, a genetic diagnostic service for haemophilia A and VWD has been set-up in line with guidelines from the UKHCDO and is offered for Greater Manchester and the North West. Recent publications have demonstrated the advantages of including MLPA analysis in the genetic diagnosis of haemophilia A and VWD to help identify those with large deletions/duplications and aid carrier diagnosis. MLPA is a technique which was first described in Nucleic Acid Research by Schouten, McElgunn et al. (2002). I have investigated patients with haemophilia A and VWD using this technique in order to identify any mutations which may have gone undetected using conventional analytical methods or confirm deletions detected by an independent method and to introduce it as part of the routine diagnostic service.

3.1 CHOICE OF METHOD
The MLPA kits used in this study were obtained from MRC-Holland who first established MLPA technology. They are the primary producers of MLPA kits and currently offer probe kits for a large number of genes. In this study MLPA probe kits for F8 and VWF were chosen to investigate haemophilia A and VWD respectively.

3.2 MLPA EXPERIMENT OPTIMISATION
As MLPA was a new method to be investigated, it was necessary to carry out a number of optimisation steps before patient samples could be tested. Different parameters such as extraction methods, handling and storage of DNA and experimental set-up have an important role in the quality of MLPA results produced. As part of my investigation into setting up this method, I visited the haematology laboratory at Edinburgh Royal Infirmary who already had this method established as part of their genetic diagnostic service for Haemophilia and VWD.

3.2.1 Results of the Evaporation test
As recommended by MRC-Holland, the use of a thermal cycler with a heated lid (99-105 °C) was essential in order to minimise evaporation losses. A test for
excessive evaporation was performed on the thermocycler to be used for the MLPA experiments. Eight µL of water was incubated overnight at 60 °C in all 8 tubes of two different brands of 0.2 ml 8-strip PCR dome capped tubes (see Table 3.1). The following day, the volume of the water in each tube was compared to see which had the least amount of evaporation. Each of the 8 tubes of the StarLab brand had only ~1 µL of water evaporated compared to ~3.5 µL in each of the 8 Alpha Labs tubes, therefore it was decided that the StarLab brand of tubes would be used in all experiments.

Table 3.1: Results of the evaporation test comparing two brands of tubes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tube brand</th>
<th>Volume before O/N incubation</th>
<th>Vol. after O/N incubation</th>
<th>Vol. of evaporation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Starlab (I1402-2900)</td>
<td>8 µL</td>
<td>7 µL</td>
<td>1 µL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha Labs (LW2510)</td>
<td>8 µL</td>
<td>4.5 µL</td>
<td>3.5 µL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.2 Evaluation of the MRC-Holland MLPA method using control samples

The MRC-Holland MLPA kits for *F8* and *VWF* were first tested using a fresh control sample obtained from a healthy patient. DNA had previously been extracted from the control sample using standard protocols (see Materials and Methods section 2.3). The amount of DNA was measured and diluted to a final concentration of 40 ng/ul as per the protocol. The control samples were tested according to the standard MLPA procedure and thermal cycler parameters outlined by MRC-Holland (see Materials and Methods section 2.6). Initial results for both kits are shown in Figure 3.1. The histograms showed equal peak heights for all the exons in both kits with a standard deviation of less than 0.1 which demonstrated good results. From this preliminary experiment it was clear that the MLPA technique was a robust method and therefore patient samples could now be tested. It was advised that at least 5 control samples should be included with each MLPA run, therefore it was decided that 7 control samples should be used to cover for any controls that might fail.
Figure 3.1: Initial test control sample histograms for MLPA kits. The height of the columns represents the normalised data obtained in genomic DNA. In a) F8 and b) VWF kit 1, the blue bars represent the internal reference probes and the green bars indicate the probes of each exon. In c) VWF kit 2 the first 10 blue bars represent the internal reference probes and the rest represent the probes for each exon. In all the normal controls, the probes are at a height of around 1.0.

a)

b)

c)
3.2.3 Assessment of sample quality

The extraction methods, handling and storage of DNA have an important role in the quality of MLPA results produced. The DNA used in this project was not from fresh samples and had been stored at -80 °C for a number of years. For best results it is recommended that DNA should be extracted from fresh samples and that a concentration of between 50-250 ng of DNA in a 5 µL final volume is recommended for each MLPA reaction. As the samples had been frozen for a long time, DNA degradation had occurred and so the concentration was often low which would contribute to consistently poor results found for some patients. An example of this can be seen in the histogram below (figure 3.2) for a patient tested with the F8 MLPA kit. The reference probes in blue are not of a consistent height with the third reference probe, marked by an arrow, considerably lower than the others. This leads to failure of internal normalisation and a standard deviation of more than 0.1 indicating a sample of poor quality where the results cannot be reliably reported.

Figure 3.2: Example of a poor quality sample used for MLPA analysis of F8 with a standard deviation of >0.1. The third blue reference probe indicated by the arrow is significantly lower than the rest of the reference probes, which leads to failure of intra-normalisation.

3.2.4 Optimisation of the MLPA thermal cycler programme

On examination of the optimised MLPA protocol in use at Edinburgh Royal Infirmary it was apparent that there were slight differences in the conditions of the hybridisation, ligation and PCR reactions compared to the standard MLPA
protocol supplied by MRC-Holland (see Table 3.2 below and Table 2.2 in Materials and methods). These differences may have allowed more consistent MLPA results, especially for samples which repeatedly failed quality control, so they were noted down with the intention of testing these conditions on the thermocycler in Manchester to see if they had an effect.

Table 3.2: Thermocycler Program for the MLPA Denaturation, Hybridisation, Ligation and PCR Reactions as per Edinburgh laboratory.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Temperature</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>No. of cycles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DNA Denaturation</td>
<td>98 °C</td>
<td>5 min</td>
<td>Held for 15 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22 °C</td>
<td>Pause</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybridisation reaction</td>
<td>95 °C</td>
<td>1 min</td>
<td>Held for 16 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60 °C</td>
<td>pause</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ligation reaction</td>
<td>54 °C</td>
<td>pause</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>54 °C</td>
<td>15 min</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>98 °C</td>
<td>5 min</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22 °C</td>
<td>pause</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCR reaction</td>
<td>60 °C</td>
<td>pause</td>
<td>33 cycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>95 °C</td>
<td>30 s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60 °C</td>
<td>30 s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>72 °C</td>
<td>60 s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>72 °C</td>
<td>20 min</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>08 °C</td>
<td>pause</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To establish whether better quality MLPA results could be obtained using the conditions used in Edinburgh, two experiments were tested in parallel using the two different cycler programmes but with the same set of 6 samples for the F8 MLPA kit. The PCR products for both sets of experiments were tested together on the fragment analyser to ensure identical analysis conditions. The results from this experiment showed a definite difference between the samples tested with different cycler parameters. Five of the six samples tested showed better results using the standard MRC-Holland protocol compared to the optimised Edinburgh protocol. This was demonstrated by better peak amplification and morphology. An example of this can be seen in Figure 3.3 which shows the genotype plots generated by the GeneMapper® software for one of the samples using the two different parameters. The top plot shows the sample
tested with MRC-Holland parameters and it can be seen that all the peaks to evaluate internal quality control showed good amplification together with peaks for each exon. In comparison the genotype plot below for the same sample tested using Edinburgh parameters showed some non-specific peaks at the beginning of the trace and absence of peaks where the probes had not bound which could potentially indicate the false presence of a deletion. One of the six samples tested using both parameters showed identical results. Following this, when the results were analysed using the NGRL spreadsheet, five out of six of the samples using the Edinburgh parameters showed a standard deviation of more than 0.1 and therefore did not pass quality control indicating that the results were not reliable. From this experiment it was decided that better results were obtained using the standard MRC-Holland protocol and that this method would be used routinely.
Figure 3.3: Genotype plots for a sample tested in parallel to compare the MRC-Holland and Edinburgh parameters. The top plot shows the sample tested with MRC-Holland parameters with good peak amplification of quality control fragments and exons. The bottom plot shows the sample tested with the Edinburgh parameters illustrating non-specific peak amplification at the beginning of the trace and complete absence of peaks for certain exons.

3.2.5 Internal quality controls and Non-specific peaks

As outlined in section 2.7.1 of the Materials and methods, SALSA MLPA probe mixes contain a number of control fragments which identify common problems in the MLPA reaction. The four Q-fragments at positions 64, 70, 76, and 82 nt should be low or invisible when there is sufficient sample DNA present and the successful ligation has occurred as they are present in low quantities and so are outcompeted by the amplicons of the MLPA probes. If the peaks of all four Q-fragments are higher than 1/3 of the height of the 92 nt ligation-dependant control fragment and the MLPA probes this can indicate that the sample DNA was insufficient or failure of the ligation reaction. However if there are only one
or two increased peaks visible in the 64-82 nt range, this is classed as a non-specific peak rather than a Q-fragment. The presence of non-specific peaks was commonly observed when reviewing the genotype plots for both controls and patient samples. Figure 3.4 shows an example of a non-specific peak (circled in red) observed in the 64-82 nt range for a patient sample tested with the F8 MLPA kit. This peak would not affect the reliability of the results produced.

**Figure 3.4: Example of a non-specific peak in the 64-82 nt range.** The peak observed in the 64-82 nt range (circled in red) for a patient sample tested with the F8 MLPA kit is not considered to be a Q-fragment and therefore would not affect the reliability of the result.

The MLPA probe mixes for F8 and VWD also contain two DNA denaturation fragments (D-fragments) at 88 and 96 nt which show low amplification compared to the 92 nt control fragment if there is incomplete DNA denaturation. A non-specific fragment of ~87 nt was often observed in samples which was close to the 88 nt D-fragment (see Figure 3.5). According to the MRC-Holland MLPA protocol this non-specific fragment at ~87 nt is usually present when using the ABI POP7 polymer for capillary electrophoresis. It can be ignored as it represents non-specific amplification of a long primer-dimer that has the same mobility as one of the quality fragments. If the non-specific peak affected the analysis of the 88 nt D-fragment, only the 96 nt peak was used.
Figure 3.5: Examples of non-specific peaks at ~87 nt observed in two different patient samples. The non specific peaks at ~87 nt (circled in red) observed in two different patient samples tested with VWD MLPA kits 1 (top) and 2 (bottom) which can occur when using the ABI POP7 polymer for capillary electrophoresis.

Non specific peaks were also commonly observed in the ‘no DNA’ control reaction of some experiments. These were generally found to not have an impact on the overall MLPA results and could be distinguished from any form of contamination. MLPA PCR is more prone to generation of unspecific long amplification products in the absence of sample than a normal PCR as the reaction contains numerous long MLPA probe oligonucleotides, each of which contain a perfect copy of one of the PCR primers.

3.2.6 Bioinformatic analysis

Following experimental set-up and method optimisation, it was necessary to evaluate the software programs that were available for fragment analysis and gene dosage. Initial peaks generated by fragment analysis were evaluated using the ABI GeneMapper® software which was already available in the Molecular Diagnostics Centre. Gene dosage was determined by MLPA spreadsheets devised by the NGRL in Manchester which were available for free download from their website. The gene dosage spreadsheets were first reviewed in April 2011 and it was noted that the spreadsheets for both F8 and VWD did not contain the latest cross reference data for the MLPA probe mixes which had been updated by MRC-Holland in March 2011. Therefore new
spreadsheets were obtained from Sheffield Regional Genetics Service who had updated them for use in their routine diagnostic service.

In the Edinburgh laboratory, an alternative software programme was used called GeneMarker v1.8 (Softgenetics.com) which allowed both raw data to be viewed for evaluation of probe peaks and gene dosage analysis. It was important to establish whether this software was more user friendly and if it was worth considering for future use instead of the combined ABI GeneMapper software and NGRL MLPA spreadsheets. A free one month download version of GeneMarker v1.8 was obtained and previous results were analysed using the software. The previous results analysed by GeneMapper and MLPA spreadsheets were validated using the GeneMarker software. The software proved just as user friendly as the other methods and although it had the added benefit of being able to generate reports, this was not enough to account for the financial cost of the licence needed for use of the full version. Therefore it was decided that the analysis methods that were already in place were sufficient enough for use in the routine service at the MDC.

3.3. RESULTS OF MLPA ANALYSIS IN THE HAEMOPHILIA A PATIENT GROUP

In total, nineteen patients were investigated for large deletion/duplications in \( F8 \) (see Table 3.3). These included haemophilia A patients where no causative mutation had been identified and those with suspected partial gene deletions detected by absence of amplification of one or more exons and relevant female carrier relatives.
Table 3.3: Haemophilia A patients and query carrier relatives investigated by MLPA analysis following routine F8 screening.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PATIENT</th>
<th>CASE</th>
<th>SEVERITY</th>
<th>FVIII (IU/DL)</th>
<th>INHIBITORS</th>
<th>RESULT PRIOR TO MLPA ANALYSIS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Index</td>
<td>Mild</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>None found</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Index</td>
<td>Mild</td>
<td>11-16</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>None found</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Index</td>
<td>Mild</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>None found</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Index</td>
<td>Mild</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>None found</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Index</td>
<td>Severe</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Hemizygous for deletion removing exons 16-22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Carrier (Sister of Patient 5)</td>
<td>Severe</td>
<td>Not done</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>None found, consistent with non-carriership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Index</td>
<td>Severe</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>?hemizygous deletion involving exon 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>?Carrier (Mother of Patient 7)</td>
<td>Severe</td>
<td>Not done</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>?carrier diagnosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Index</td>
<td>Severe</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Hemizygous for deletion removing exons 15-22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>?Carrier (Niece of Patient 9)</td>
<td>Severe</td>
<td>Not done</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>None found, suggestive of non-carriership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Index</td>
<td>Severe</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Hemizygous for deletion removing exons 24-25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Index</td>
<td>Severe</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Hemizygous for deletion removing exon 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Carrier</td>
<td>Severe</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Heterozygous for deletion of exon 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Index</td>
<td>Severe</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Hemizygous for deletion removing exons 7-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Index</td>
<td>Severe</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Hemizygous for deletion removing exons 7-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Index (Aunt of Patient 17)</td>
<td>Severe</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>None found</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Index</td>
<td>Severe</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>None found</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Index</td>
<td>Severe</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Hemizygous for c.5644_5657dup14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Carrier (Sister of Patient 18)</td>
<td>Severe</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Heterozygous for the c.5644_5657dup14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3.1 Mild haemophilia A patients with no causative mutation identified

Four patients had been diagnosed with mild haemophilia A. Routine sequencing of \textit{F8} had been previously performed and had failed to identify a candidate mutation, although it has been reported by (Bogdanova, Markoff et al. 2007) that 12% or more of cases classified as mild haemophilia A have no detectable mutation within \textit{F8}.

Patient 1 had a baseline FVIII:C level of 30 IU/dL. As there was no family history of bleeding disorders, it was considered to be a case of sporadic haemophilia. The possibility of type 2N VWD should have been investigated for by VWF-FVIII binding studies or type 2N VWD mutation screening, however no results were available. It was unclear whether FV:C levels had been measured in order to exclude the rare possibility of combined FV/FVIII deficiency.

Patient 2 had reduced FVIII:C levels of between 11-16 IU/dL. Investigations for possible type 2N VWD showed borderline low/normal results for VWF:Ag and VWF:RCo and normal VWF multimers. No FV:C level had been measured to exclude a combined FV/FVIII deficiency. Sequencing of exons 18-20 and 23-27 of \textit{VWF} had also been carried out and had failed to identify any mutations associated with type 2N VWD.

Patients 3 and 4 were brothers who both had baseline FVIII:C levels of 13 IU/dL. Their nephew had also been diagnosed with mild haemophilia A, however no candidate mutations in \textit{F8} had been found in him. Sequencing of exons 18-20 of \textit{VWF} in Patient 3 did not identify any candidate type 2N VWD mutations. Patient 4 had FV:C levels measured at 193 IU/dL, excluding the possibility of a FV/FVIII deficiency.

MLPA analysis carried out on this group of haemophilia patients gave normal results and did not identify any large deletions or duplications within \textit{F8}. The analysis was performed at least twice on different occasions for each patient, thereby confirming the initial result. The histograms show that the probes for each exon were amplified (see Figure 3.6), indicating that no large deletions were present. The heights of the internal reference probes (blue bars) were
compared to the height of the each test probe (green bars) to measure for possible duplications. No evidence for the presence of any duplications were identified. The only sample to repeatedly fail quality control was for Patient 1 (Figure 3.6a). The best standard deviation obtained for this sample gave a value of 0.147 (>0.1 is deemed to be poor quality, see Materials and Methods section 2.8). This increases the possibility of making an incorrect diagnosis, however it was clearly shown that no obvious major deletion was present in this sample.

Figure 3.6: MLPA Histograms for Haemophilia A Patients 1, 2, 3 and 4. The histograms for a) Patient 1, b) Patient 2, c) Patient 3 and d) Patient 4 illustrated normal dosage quotients for all exons of F8 (green bars). The histogram for Patient 1 illustrates why the sample gave a standard deviation of >0.1 due to the low peak height of one of the internal reference probes (blue bar indicated by an arrow).
3.3.2 Severe haemophilia A patients with large deletions and carrier relatives

Nine families were investigated for large deletion mutations. Those with suspected gene deletions had been discovered through routine screening by failure of one or more exons to amplify by PCR. Further mutation analysis had been performed for some of the families using primer pairs picked from the standard stock to amplify either side of the expected deletion breakpoint. These primer pairs were utilised in the ABgene Long PCR protocol to amplify across the breakpoint, with deletions being visible on gel electrophoresis as smaller than expected fragments. The TaKaRa protocol for Long PCR was also utilised to amplify fragments which were too large for the ABgene protocol (see Introduction section 1.19.1.4). MLPA analysis was performed on all nine families to confirm the presence or absence of a deletion or duplication. All MLPA results obtained from these families were of good quality (standard deviation of <0.1) and therefore could be reported reliably (see Materials and methods section 2.8).

3.3.2.1 Patients 5 and 6

Patient 5 is a severe haemophilia A affected male with an unreported FVIII:C level and a high titre FVIII inhibitor. He had also been reported to be normal for the intron 1 and intron 22 inversions. Mutation analysis had been previously carried out with the aim of identifying the underlying candidate mutation associated with haemophilia A in this family. Amplification of the essential regions of the gene from the genomic DNA had failed to amplify exons 16 to 21 (Figure 3.7a). Subsequent long PCR utilising a primer pair designed to amplify exons 15 through to 22 produced a ~3.25 kb fragment instead of the expected ~11 kb fragment indicating the presence of a partial deletion of F8 between introns 15-21. Limited DNA sequencing of the ~3.25 kb fragment across the breakpoint had confirmed the identity of this product and indicated that the deletion was likely to be a 7356bp fragment removing exons 16 to 21 (Figure 3.7b). This deletion was highly likely to account for the severe haemophilia A phenotype seen in the patient. Long PCR encompassing exons 15 and 22 could be applied to carrier diagnosis of female members of this family.
Figure 3.7: Results from previous mutation analysis of Patient 5.

a) Image of the agarose gel where exons 16-21 failed to amplify following standard PCR amplification (underlined in red) b) Sequence trace for the partial gene deletion (g.116547_123812del7356) showing the exon 15 breakpoint (indicated by the blue arrow).

Carrier diagnosis had also been carried out on the sister (Patient 6) of Patient 5 to investigate for the presence of this deletion by long PCR. Patient 6 was found to have only amplified the normal fragment (~11 kb compared to the ~3.25 kb fragment representing the deletion) and partial DNA sequencing confirmed the identity of the ~11 kb normal fragment. This genotype was consistent with a diagnosis of non-carriership.

MLPA analysis for both patients confirmed the results that had been obtained using long PCR and sequencing. For Patient 5 the large deletion of exons 16-21 can be clearly seen in the MLPA histogram (Figure 3.8a) where the peaks are absent for exons 16-21. The genotype is consistent with a diagnosis of severe haemophilia A. Patient 6 (Figure 3.8b) shows normal dosage quotients for all exons in that sample confirming non-carriership of the partial gene deletion.
Figure 3.8: MLPA Histograms for Patients 5 and 6. The histogram for a) Patient 5 illustrates the hemizygous deletion of exons 16-21 (indicated by the bracket) where the green bars representing these exons are absent. The histogram for b) Patient 6 shows normal dosage quotient data for all the exons of F8 indicating that the deletion is not present.

3.3.2.2 Patients 7 and 8
This family was initially investigated as the mother (Patient 8) of the index case (Patient 7) was pregnant. Patient 7 is a severe haemophiliac with a baseline FVIII:C level of 1.1 IU/dL and a FVIII inhibitor. Routine screening of F8 by sequencing had been normal apart from the inability to amplify exon 7. Repeat analysis had still failed to amplify exon 7 which provided indirect evidence that a partial gene deletion involving this region may be present. As attempts to
map this region failed a possible genotype of a suspected hemizygous deletion involving exon 7 was reported. As the precise nature of the mutation had not been mapped it was not possible to provide a female carrier diagnosis for the mother as the deletion would have been masked by the normal allele on the other chromosome. The mother later gave birth to a female.

MLPA analysis of both of these patients confirmed the suspected deletion involving exon 7 as the underlying genetic cause of the haemophilia. The histogram for Patient 7 (Figure 3.9a) shows that both peaks that should be amplified for exon 7 are completely missing indicating that this exon has been deleted. The histogram for Patient 8 (Figure 3.9b) shows that both peaks for exon 7 are half the height of the control peaks indicating that this is a heterozygous deletion involving exon 7, which confirms the carrier status of his mother.

**Figure 3.9: MLPA Histograms for Patients 7 and 8.** The histogram for **a)** Patient 7 illustrates the hemizygous deletion of exon 7 (indicated by the arrows) where the probes representing exon 7 are absent. The histogram for **b)** Patient 8 shows the presence of a heterozygous deletion of exon 7 where the probes representing exon 7 (indicated by arrows) are half the height of the internal reference probes (blue bars).
3.3.2.3 Patients 9 and 10

The index case for this family (Patient 9) had severe haemophilia A (FVIII:C level <1 IU/dL) and a FVIII inhibitor. This patient was previously found to be hemizygous for a large deletion spanning exons 15-22 following DNA sequencing. Long PCR had also been performed using primers for exons 14-23 which produced a 10 kb truncated fragment indicating a partial deletion, however the precise deletion boundaries had not been mapped. This exon 15-22 deletion has been reported, as would be expected, to be associated with a severe phenotype. It was suggested that further analysis should be performed in order to map the boundaries of this deletion breakpoint prior to developing a direct detection assay that could be used in female carrier studies within this family.

Carrier diagnosis had also been carried out on the niece (Patient 10) of Patient 9 to identify if she was heterozygous for the partial gene deletion. Long PCR had been performed using the same primer pair but did not detect the truncated product. This negative finding was suggestive of non-carriership, however the result needed to be corroborated by development of a direct screening assay for this test when the deletion was fully mapped.

MLPA analysis of both patients confirmed the results that had been obtained through sequencing and long PCR. The Haemophilia Centre in Sheffield had
previously confirmed these results using MLPA, thereby this was an independent validation of their results. It can be clearly seen in the histogram for Patient 9 (Figure 3.10a) that the peaks associated with exons 15-22 are completely absent indicating a partial gene deletion. The histogram for Patient 10 (Figure 3.10b) shows normal dosage quotients for all exons in that sample confirming non-carriership of the partial gene deletion.

**Figure 3.10: MLPA Histograms for Patients 9 and 10.** The histogram for a) Patient 9 illustrates the hemizygous deletion of exons 15-22 (indicated by the bracket) where the green bars representing these exons are absent. The histogram for b) Patient 10 shows normal dosage quotient data for all the exons of F8 indicating that the deletion is not present.
3.3.2.4 Patient 11

Patient 11 was the proband for this family with severe haemophilia A (FVIII:C <1 IU/dL) and a high titre FVIII inhibitor. Previous screening for the intron 1 and 22 inversions had shown normal results and standard PCR amplification of the essential regions of F8 failed to amplify exons 24-25. Therefore this patient was diagnosed to be hemizygous for a candidate deletion removing exons 24-25 of F8 which is consistent with severe haemophilia A phenotype. It was suggested that further analysis should be performed in order to map the boundaries of the deletion breakpoint to allow the development of direct detection assay for female carrier studies within this family.

MLPA analysis carried out on the same DNA sample from this patient confirmed the presence of a deletion involving exons 24-25. The MLPA histogram for this patient (Figure 3.11) shows the deletion encompassing exons 24-25, which is consistent with a severe haemophilia A phenotype.

**Figure 3.11: MLPA Histogram for Patient 11.** The histogram for Patient 11 illustrates the hemizygous deletion of exons 24-25 (indicated by the arrows) where the probes representing these exons (MRC-Holland exon 25-26) are absent.
3.3.2.5 Patient 12

Patient 12 was a severe haemophilia A affected male with a FVIII inhibitor. Routine screening for the intron 1 and intron 22 inversions showed normal results. Sequence analysis identified a deletion mutation removing exon 24 of F8. Subsequent deletion breakpoint analysis showed that the deletion encompassed 1328 bases of genomic DNA. The 5\' breakpoint lies within intron 23 of F8 and the 3\' breakpoint lies within intron 24 (c.6575-262_6724-192del). This deletion predicts a frame shift mutation affecting amino acid valine at position 2242 in the FVIII protein creating a downstream premature stop codon p.(Val2242Serfs*3). There is one entry on the HAMSTERs database describing a similar mutation (Nakaya, Hsu et al. 2004) in association with inhibitor development in severe haemophilia A. Therefore his genotype was reported as hemizygous for the c.6575-262_6724-192del mutation. A multiplex PCR was developed specifically to identify this mutation allowing genetic carrier diagnosis to be offered to female family members if required.

MLPA analysis confirmed the deletion of exon 24 (MRC-Holland exon 25) in this sample, which can be clearly seen in the MLPA histogram (Figure 3.12).

**Figure 3.12: MLPA Histogram for Patient 12.** The histogram for Patient 12 illustrates the hemizygous deletion of exon 24 (indicated by the arrow) where the probe representing this exon (MRC-Holland exon 25) is absent.
3.3.2.6 Patient 13

Patient 13 was a mother of a severe haemophiliac in whom a partial F8 deletion mutation has been identified. The index case had a FVIII:C level of <1 IU/dL and was normal for the intron 1 and intron 22 inversions. Mutation analysis had been previously carried out on the index case to identify the underlying candidate mutation associated with haemophilia A in the family. Classic PCR of the essential regions of F8 from the genomic DNA failed to amplify exon 5. Subsequent long PCR using a primer pair to amplify from exon 4 to 6 produced a truncated fragment of approx 6.5 kb, rather than the expected 8.5 kb product, consistent with a deletion of exon 5. Therefore the index case was found to be hemizygous for the exon 5 deletion which is consistent with a severe haemophilia A phenotype.

Specific analysis for the familial deletion mutation had been previously carried out on the mother who had a FVIII:C level of 72 IU/dL. Long PCR amplification of exons 4-6 (utilising the same primer pair which detected the ~6.5 kb truncated product) showed compound heterozygosity for the ~6.5 kb truncated product and the ~8.5 kb wild type product, which was consistent with carriersonship for the deletion. The deletion still remains to be fully mapped therefore it was suggested that the result should be further corroborated by the development of a direct screening assay for this test when this has been carried out.

MLPA analysis was only carried out on a DNA sample from the mother as the sample from the index case had been depleted. This confirmed the heterozygous deletion of exon 5 in the mother shown in the MLPA histogram (Figure 3.13) which is consistent with carriersonship.
3.3.2.7 Patient 14

Patient 14 was a severe haemophilia A affected male and had developed a FVIII inhibitor. His baseline FVIII:C level had not been reported. Mutation analysis had been previously carried out to determine the underlying candidate mutation associated with haemophilia in this family. Amplification of the essential regions of F8 from genomic DNA failed to amplify exons 7-10. Subsequent long PCR utilising a primer pair designed to amplify exons 6 through to 11 produced a ~5.5 kb fragment instead of the expected ~28 kb fragment, indicating the presence of a partial deletion of F8 between introns 6-10. Limited DNA sequencing of the ~5.5 kb fragment confirmed the identity of the product but did not map the precise deletion boundary. However the deletion removed exons 7 to 10 and was consistent with the haemophilia A phenotype seen in the patient. Therefore long PCR encompassing exons 6 to 11 could be applied to carrier diagnosis of female members of this family.

The results from MLPA analysis confirmed a large deletion of exons 7-10. This can be clearly seen in the MLPA histogram (Figure 3.14) where the peaks are absent for exons 7-10. The genotype is consistent with a diagnosis of severe haemophilia A.
Figure 3.14: MLPA Histogram for Patient 14. The histogram for Patient 14 illustrates the hemizygous deletion of exons 7-10 (indicated by the bracket) where the probe representing these exons are absent.

3.3.2.8 Patient 15
Patient 15 was a severe Haemophilia A affected male with a high titre FVIII inhibitor. He had an unreported FVIII:C baseline level and was normal for the intron 22 inversion. He was reported to have a deletion encompassing exons 7 to 9 of F8. Previous PCR amplification of the essential regions of F8 failed to amplify exons 7-9 inclusive which corroborated this earlier observation. A long PCR protocol using a primer pair designed to amplify exons 6 through to 10 produced a 14 kb fragment instead of the expected ~24 kb fragment, indicating that Patient 15 had a deletion of around 10 kb. The deletion removed exons 7 to 9 and was consistent with the haemophilia A phenotype seen in the patient.

MLPA analysis confirmed the deletion of exons 7-9 in this sample, shown in the MLPA histogram by absence of the respective peaks (Figure 3.15).
Figure 3.15: MLPA Histogram for Patient 15. The histogram for Patient 15 illustrates the hemizygous deletion of exons 7-9 (indicated by the bracket) where the probes representing these exons are absent.

3.3.2.9 Patients 16 and 17

Patient 16 was a deceased female haemophiliac with a FVIII:C level of 4% (with a phenotype similar to a severe haemophiliac) and normal intron 22 inversion results. Her father was a haemophiliac (now deceased) therefore she was an obligate carrier of haemophilia A which was probably inherited from the paternal side of the family. Her mother was also an obligate carrier as she had a brother who probably had severe haemophilia and died of a haemorrhage. The sister of Patient 16 also had a severe haemophilia son (Patient 17) (see Figure 3.16 for family tree). Therefore it is thought that Patient 16 may have also inherited a haemophilia associated allele from the maternal side of the family (of which there is a 50% chance) which would make her compound heterozygous for two haemophilia associated alleles. However there was no hard evidence to support this supposition, although it may have explained the low FVIII levels seen in Patient 16.

Patient 17 (now deceased) was the nephew of Patient 16 and was an affected male with severe haemophilia A, although there was no baseline level reported. He had also been reported to be normal for the intron 1 and intron 22 inversions. Sequence analysis within the coding regions of F8 failed to identify any mutations. MLPA analysis carried out by Newcastle Haemophilia Centre
failed to identify any duplications or deletions. Therefore the causative mutation in this patient remained unidentified.

**Figure 3.16: Family tree for Patients 16 and 17**

MLPA analysis for Patient 16 suggested a large duplication of exons 1-22 combined with a heterozygous deletion of exon 24. The sample analysed for this patient was very old and the data quality for individual probes was variable as can be seen in Figure 3.17a, however the internal reference probes in blue were fine. The duplication is illustrated in the MLPA histogram (Figure 3.17a) by the peak heights of the probes for exons 1-22 which are twice the height of the internal reference probes. The heterozygous deletion is illustrated by the reduced probe height for exon 24 which is half the height of the internal reference probes.

MLPA analysis for Patient 17 (Figure 3.17b) showed normal dosage quotients for all exons within F8, therefore the underlying genetic mechanism for the haemophilia within this patient remains unidentified. This also was an independent validation of the results obtained from Newcastle.
Figure 3.17: MLPA Histograms for Patients 16 and 17. The histogram for a) Patient 16 illustrates the presence of a possible combined duplication and deletion event. The duplication of exons 1-22 (underlined by the bracket) is indicated by the probes representing these exons which are twice the height of the internal reference probes (blue bars). The heterozygous deletion of exon 24 (indicated by the arrow) is half the height of the internal reference probes. The histogram for b) Patient 17 shows normal probe heights for all the exons of F8 indicating that neither the duplication nor deletion is present.
3.3.2.10 Patients 18 and 19

Patient 18 was a severe haemophilia affected male with a FVIII:C level of <1 IU/dL and a FVIII inhibitor. Mutation analysis of F8 had been previously carried out in this patient and had identified a DNA 14 base duplication c.5644_5657dup14 within exon 17. This nucleotide sequence duplication predicted a frame shift mutation affecting amino acid histidine at position 1886 in the FVIII protein, creating a downstream premature stop codon p.(Gly1887*). The c.5644_5657dup14 nucleotide duplication was not listed on the F8 mutation databases and its absence had not been confirmed in an unaffected male from the maternal side of the family. However, given the nature of the mutation it was highly likely to account for the haemophilia A phenotype present in the family. Patient 18 was hemizygous for the F8 c.5644_5657dup14 mutation which was consistent with his diagnosis of severe haemophilia A.

Carrier diagnosis had also been carried out on the sister (Patient 19) of Patient 18 to investigate for the presence of the familial duplication by means of direct DNA sequencing. Patient 17 had normal FVIII:C levels of 40 IU/dL. She was found to be heterozygous for the F8 c.5644_5657dup14 mutation which was consistent with a diagnosis of carriership for haemophilia A.

MLPA analysis for Patient 18 showed drop out of the probe for exon 17 due to the 14 bp duplication. This is illustrated in the MLPA histogram (Figure 3.18a) by complete absence of the peak for exon 17. MLPA analysis for Patient 19 (Figure 3.18b) showed the heterozygous 14 bp duplication by the reduced peak height of exon 17 which was half the height of the internal reference probes. The presence of a mutation or polymorphism in the sequence detected by a probe can cause a reduction in the relative peak height. Figure 3.19 shows the gene transcript for exon 17 and the location of the F8 MLPA probe highlighted in pink and green. The location of the c.5644_5657dup14 mutation is highlighted in purple which is present within the probe sequence. Therefore the presence of this mutation will cause a reduction in peak height of the probe.
Figure 3.18: MLPA Histograms for Patients 18 and 19. The histogram for a) Patient 18 illustrates the probe drop out for exon 17 (indicated by the arrow) due to the hemizygous 14 bp duplication. The histogram for b) Patient 19 shows a reduced probe height for exon 17 caused by the heterozygous 14 bp duplication.
**Figure 3.19:** F8 transcript for exon 17. The transcript shows the location of the exon 17 probe (highlighted in pink and green) and the location of the c.5644_5657dup14 mutation (highlighted in purple) which can lead to complete absence or reduction in height of the probe.

3.4 RESULTS OF MLPA ANALYSIS IN THE TYPE 3 VWD PATIENT GROUP

In total, ten patients were investigated for large deletion/duplications in VWF (see Table 3.4). These included seven type 3 VWD patients who had been previously identified to have the novel exon 4-5 deletion (c.221-977_532+7059del mutation) discovered in a type 3 VWD study in Manchester. Patients T3-1, T3-3 and T3-4 were previously found to be compound heterozygous for the exon 4-5 deletion and another mutation in exon 8, 37 and 42 respectively. The remaining three patients had been previously found to have either a small deletion or duplication, or a point mutation.
Table 3.4: Type 3 VWD patients investigated by MLPA analysis following screening for mutations within the *VWF*.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PATIENT</th>
<th>M/F</th>
<th>FVIII (U/DL)</th>
<th>VWF: AG (U/DL)</th>
<th>VWF:RCO (IU/DL)</th>
<th>MULTIMERS</th>
<th>RESULT PRIOR TO MLPA ANALYSIS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T3-1</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt;5</td>
<td></td>
<td>Compound heterozygous Exon 4-5 deletion and c.992_993delGCinsAA mutation in exon 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3-2</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>&lt;5</td>
<td>None detected</td>
<td>Heterozygous for Exon 4-5 deletion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3-3</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td>Compound heterozygous Exon 4-5 deletion and c.6397del14 mutation in exon 37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3-4</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>&lt;10</td>
<td>Reduced</td>
<td>Compound heterozygous Exon 4-5 deletion and c.7182T&gt;G mutation in exon 42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3-5</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt;20</td>
<td>None detected</td>
<td></td>
<td>Homozygous for Exon 4-5 deletion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3-6</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>&lt;5</td>
<td>&lt;5</td>
<td>None detected</td>
<td>Homozygous for Exon 4-5 deletion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3-7</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Not detected</td>
<td>Not detected</td>
<td>None detected</td>
<td>Homozygous for Exon 4-5 deletion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3-8</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>&lt;10</td>
<td>&lt;10</td>
<td>Markedly reduced</td>
<td>Heterozygous for c.5083delCTC mutation in exon 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3-9</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0-2</td>
<td>&lt;10</td>
<td>None detected</td>
<td>Compound heterozygous the c.5200C&gt;T and c.7730-3C&gt;G mutations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3-10</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>&lt;10</td>
<td></td>
<td>Heterozygous for c.1657dupT mutation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.4.1 Investigation of Type 3 VWD patients with the exon 4-5 deletion by MLPA

Seven patients were investigated for the presence of the exon 4-5 deletion which had been identified in a type 3 VWD study by Sutherland et al. (2009). In the initial study, patients T3-5, T3-7 and T3-8 (patients T3-7 and T3-8 are siblings) had demonstrated failure to amplify exons 4 and 5 using genomic DNA, which suggested that these exons had undergone a homozygous deletion. Sutherland et al. (2009) had employed the method of ‘primer walking’ to confirm the deletion and the approximate breakpoints by utilising primer sets which had been designed in overlapping segments. By using these primer sets a PCR product of 1788 bp was produced, rather than the expected product size of 10.4 kb. To be able to map the exact deletion breakpoint by DNA sequencing, a further set of deletion mapping (Delmap) primers were designed which produced a product of 1084 bp rather than the expected 9715 bp in the patients homozygous for the exon 4-5 deletion. A total in-frame deletion of 8631 bp from within intron 3 to a point within intron 5 was identified by sequencing of the 1084 bp product.

Sutherland et al. (2009), also identified four patients (T3-1, T3-2, T3-3 and T3-4) to be heterozygous for the exon 4-5 deletion. In these patients, sequencing of genomic DNA had failed to explain the type 3 VWD phenotype (either no mutation or heterozygosity for only one mutation in VWF). Initial PCR analysis of platelet derived VWF cDNA produced a truncated PCR product of 683 bp (instead of the expected wild type product of 995 bp) comprising VWF exons 2 to 7. Following sequencing analysis of the truncated product, the deletion of the entire coding sequence for exons 4 and 5 was identified (see Figure 3.20). Therefore at the genomic DNA level, the wild type sequence on the other VWF allele had masked the presence of the heterozygous deletion during PCR amplification. In all four patients the heterozygous nature of the deletion was confirmed by designing an assay containing two primer sets. One set of primers amplified across the breakpoint (1084 bp product) and the second set amplified across exons 4 and 5 (1694 bp product) as a control. Both products were amplified in all four patients.
As the presence of the exon 4-5 deletion had been identified by sequencing alone in the Sutherland et al. (2009) study, the MLPA method was used as an extra confirmation as it is specifically applicable to the identification of large deletions/duplications. This is especially pertinent for those mutations of a heterozygous nature which are often masked by the wild type allele during standard PCR amplification.

### 3.4.2 Confirmation of homozygosity for exon 4-5 deletion by MLPA

Mutation analysis had been previously performed with an aim to identify the underlying candidate mutation associated with the type 3 VWD in patients T3-5, T3-7 and T3-8. All three were identified to be homozygous for the exon 4-5 deletion of \( VWF \) which results in a deletion of 8631 bp from the \( VWF \) sequence. The region that is deleted contains the coding sequence for exons 4 and 5 and is located in the multimerisation domain of VWF. The mutation predicts a deletion of amino acids from aspartate at position 75 to glycine at position 178 inclusive. It is predicted that this mutation will result in either no functional or a truncated VWF protein. Given the nature of the exon 4-5 deletion mutation and the detection of the mutation in all three individuals with type 3 VWD, homozygosity for this mutation is highly likely to account for the type 3 VWD phenotypes seen in these patients.
MLPA analysis carried out on this group of three patients clearly identified the homozygous deletions of exon 4-5 within VWF. The analysis was performed at least twice on different occasions for each patient, thereby confirming the initial result. As VWF is so large, the MLPA method is split into two kits. The histograms in Figure 3.21 show both kits for VWF applied to a DNA sample from patient T3-5. The probes for each exon were amplified apart from exon 5 in kit 1 and exon 4 in kit 2, indicating the presence of a homozygous deletion of exons 4 and 5. Each of the samples for all three patients displayed the same complete absence of amplification of these probes, confirming the previous sequencing results. No evidence of any other large deletions or duplications was identified in any of the samples. The best results were obtained for patient T3-5 with both kits passing quality control. However for T3-7 and T3-8 only kit 1 passed quality control with kit 2 repeatedly failing because of an outlying internal reference probe. Although this increases the possibility of making an incorrect diagnosis, despite this the samples repeatedly showed absence of the exon 4 probe in kit 2, therefore it was clearly obvious that the exon 4-5 deletion was present in these samples.

**Figure 3.21: MLPA Histograms for Patient T3-5.** The histogram for a) Kit 1 shows complete absence of the probe for exon 5 (indicated by the arrow). There is also complete absence of the probe representing exon 4 in histogram b) Kit 2 (indicated by the arrow). Together they illustrate the presence of a homozygous deletion of exon 5 and exon 4 of VWF.
3.4.3 Confirmation of heterozygosity for exon 4-5 deletion by MLPA

Mutation analysis had been previously performed with an aim to identify the underlying candidate mutation associated with the type 3 VWD in patients T3-1, T3-2 and T3-3 and T3-4. All four were identified to be heterozygous for the exon 4-5 deletion (c.221-977_532+7059delGCinsAA) of VWF which results in a deletion of 8631 bp from the VWF sequence.

Patient T3-1 had been previously found to have compound heterozygosity for two mutations detected within exons 4-5 and exon 8 of the VWF sequence. The second mutation found was the c.992_993delGCinsAA nucleotide change in exon 8 which predicts an insertion-deletion mutation at amino acid 331 causing the deletion of a cysteine amino acid and the insertion of a premature stop codon p.(Cys331delins*). Given the nature of these mutations, compound heterozygosity involving these is highly likely to account for the type 3 VWD phenotype seen in this patient.

Patient T3-2 had been previously diagnosed to have type 3 VWD (FVIII 19 IU/dL, VWF:Ag 4 IU/dL and VWF:RCo <5 IU/dL) however as no other mutation was detected by DNA and RNA analysis in combination with the heterozygous exon 4-5 deletion, a diagnosis of type 3 VWD could not be confirmed by the genotype. Also the reported VWF:Ag level of 4 IU/dL for this patient is more indicative of a diagnosis of severe type 1 VWD rather than type 3 VWD. It is unlikely that heterozygosity for the exon 4-5 deletion alone would account for
the severe phenotype as other heterozygous carriers of this mutation have been seen in mild/moderate type 1 VWD.

Patient T3-3 had been previously found to be compound heterozygous for two mutations with exons 4-5 and exon 37 of the VWF sequence. The second mutation identified was the c.6397del14 deletion mutation in exon 37 which predicts a frame shift mutation at amino acid 2133 causing the amino acid valine to be replaced by proline and the insertion of a premature stop codon 12 codons downstream p.(Val2133Profs*12). It is predicted that this mutation will result in a null allele and so no mature VWF protein will be produced. Given the nature of the exon 4-5 deletion mutation and c.6397del14 mutations, compound heterozygosity for these mutations is highly likely to account for the severe phenotype seen in this patient.

Patient T3-4 had also been previously found to be compound heterozygous for the exon 4-5 mutation and a c.7182T>G nucleotide change in exon 42 which predicts a missense mutation at amino acid 2394 p.(Cys2394Trp). It is predicted that this removal of the cysteine amino acid may cause disruption to the tertiary structure of the mature VWF protein resulting in a dysfunctional protein. In this respect, it is worth noting that patient T3-4 has a reported VWF:Ag level of 3 IU/dL and a diagnosis of severe type 1 VWD rather than type 3 VWD cannot be excluded. Given the nature of the exon 4-5 deletion mutation and c.7182T>G mutations, compound heterozygosity for these mutations is highly likely to account for the severe type 1 VWD phenotype seen in this patient.

MLPA analysis carried out on this group of four patients clearly revealed the heterozygous deletions of exon 4-5 within VWF. Patient T3-1 was the only patient from this group who displayed good quality results for both kits (standard deviation of <0.1). The histograms in Figure 3.22 show both kits for VWF applied to a DNA sample from this patient. It can be seen that the probe heights for exon 5 in kit 1 and exon 4 in kit 2 are significantly reduced and when measured against the internal reference probes are half the height, indicating the presence of a heterozygous deletion of exons 4 and 5. This was also
observed in the other three patients, however at least one kit failed quality control on numerous occasions for each of these patients. With respect to patients T3-1, T3-3 and T3-4 who were shown to have compound heterozygosity by previous mutation analysis, this was not evident by MLPA. The insertion-deletion mutation (c.992_993delGCinsAA) in exon 8 identified in patient T3-1 did not have an effect on the peak height of the probe for exon 8. The small deletion mutation (c.6397del14) found in patient T3-3 which results in the deletion of 14 bases from exon 37 also was not found to have an effect on the peak height of the probe for exon 37 and therefore provided no evidence to the presence of this mutation. This was also the same for patient T3-4 who is heterozygous for the missense mutation c.7182T>G in exon 42 which results in a single amino acid substitution in the mature VWF protein. No evidence of a reduced peak height was seen for exon 42, which would indicate the presence of this mutation.

Although only 1 out of the 4 patient samples passed quality control, together with the initial results from mutation analysis the presence of the heterozygous exon 4-5 deletion was clearly identifiable. Following this confirmation in a diagnostic laboratory setting, this information could be used in future genetic family studies as required.
Figure 3.22: MLPA Histograms for Patient T3-1. The histogram for a) Kit 1 shows a reduced peak height of the probe for exon 5 (indicated by the arrow). There is also a reduced peak height of the probe representing exon 4 in histogram b) Kit 2 (indicated by the arrow). Together they illustrate the presence of a heterozygous deletion of exon 5 and exon 4 of VWF.

a) [MLPA Histogram for Patient T3-1 showing reduced peak heights for exons 4 and 5]

b) [MLPA Histogram for Patient T3-1 showing increased peak heights for exons 22 and 23]

3.4.4 Investigation of type 3 patients with no causative mutation by MLPA
The three remaining patients in the type 3 VWD group to be investigated had also previously had mutation analysis of VWF carried out in order to identify the underlying candidate mutation associated with their type 3 VWD diagnoses.

Patient T3-8 had previously been found to be heterozygous for a previously unreported c.5083delCTC deletion mutation within exon 29 which results in a deletion of 3 base pairs from the VWF sequence. As a result the amino acid leucine at position 1695 is deleted. It is predicted that this mutation may result
in an abnormal tertiary protein structure which may reduce the function of the mature VWF protein. No other mutation was detected by DNA or RNA analysis in combination with this mutation and therefore the diagnosis of type 3 VWD could not be confirmed by the genotype. As patient T3-8 had a reported VWF:Ag level of <10 IU/dL with detectable VWF multimers, a diagnosis of severe type 1 VWD rather than type 3 VWD may be more likely. It is not clear how heterozygosity for the identified p.Leu1695del mutation would alone produce a severe VWD phenotype.

Patient T3-9 was previously found to show compound heterozygosity for two DNA single base changes. The c.5200C>T base change within exon 30 was identified which predicts the nonsense mutation glutamine 1734X, or p.(Gln1734X), of the mature VWF protein. The second base change identified was the c.7730-3C>G base change which is likely to affect a splice site at the intron 45, exon 46 boundary. Although neither of these VWF mutations have been previously reported, given their nature they are highly likely to account for the severe VWD phenotype seen in this patient.

Patient T3-10 was previously diagnosed to have haemophilia A, however more recent phenotypic laboratory tests indicated a revised diagnosis of severe VWD. Previous mutation analysis of VWF had identified heterozygosity for a DNA single base duplication within exon 14 of the VWF sequence (c.1657dupT). This nucleotide duplication predicts the amino acid substitution tryptophan 553 to leucine, resulting in a frame shift mutation which introduces a premature stop signal 97 codons downstream p.(Trp553Leufs*97) in the VWF protein. There is a previous report of this mutation on the ISTH VWF database in association with type 3 VWD when inherited in compound heterozygosity with a second VWF mutation. It is unlikely that heterozygosity for this mutation would alone account for the severe VWD phenotype seen in this patient. A second VWF mutation was not identified, however it cannot be excluded that an additional mutation is present that cannot be detected using conventional DNA sequencing methodology.
MLPA analysis was performed on these three patients to try and identify whether a large deletion may be present which would account for their severe phenotype. Both patients T3-9 and T3-10 showed good quality results for both kits (standard deviation of <0.1), however for patient T3-8 VWF kit 2 was just over the 0.1 threshold. This was probably due to the fact that the DNA sample for patient T3-8 was much older than the DNA used for analysis for the other two patients. However it was still possible to obtain a clear picture of any mutations that may be responsible for the severe type 3 phenotype. Both T3-8 and T3-10 showed normal peak heights for all 52 exons within VWF. Although patient T3-8 had previously been identified to have a small deletion of 3 bp from exon 29 this was not identified by the MLPA kit. A similar result was found for patient T3-10 who had previously been identified to have a single base duplication within exon 14, which was not detected by the MLPA kit.

As described earlier, patient T3-9 had previously been found to be compound heterozygous for two different base changes. MLPA analysis showed a reduced peak height for the probe for exon 30 which coincided with the presence of the c.5200C>T base change within exon 30 that had been previously detected. This is illustrated in Figure 3.23 which shows the results for patient T3-9 using VWF kit 2 and the drop out of exon 30. There was no evidence in kit 1 of the second base change (c.7730-3C>G) affecting the peak heights of the probes for either 45 or 46. It is well known that the presence of a mutation or polymorphism in the sequence detected by a probe can cause a reduction in the relative peak height which had also been seen in a haemophilia family using the F8 kit (see section 3.3.2.10). Figure 3.24 shows the gene transcript for exon 30 and the location of the VWF MLPA probe highlighted in pink and green. The location of the c.5200C>T base change is highlighted in purple which is present within the probe sequence. Therefore if this base change is present it will cause the reduction in peak height of a probe, indicating a potential limitation of the MLPA method.
Figure 3.23: MLPA Histogram for Patient T3-9. The histogram for VWF Kit 2 shows a reduced peak height of the probe for exon 30 (indicated by the arrow) caused by the c.5200C>T base change within exon 30 in this patient.

Figure 3.24: VWF transcript for exon 30. The transcript shows the location of the exon 30 probe (highlighted in pink and green) and the location of the c.5200C>T base change (highlighted in purple) which leads to a reduction in height of the probe.

3.5 RESULTS OF MLPA ANALYSIS IN THE TYPE 1 VWD PATIENT GROUP

In total, sixteen patients were investigated for large deletion/duplications in VWF who had originally been recruited into a UK national study (Cumming, Grundy et al. 2006). In the original study, genomic DNA from thirty-two index cases and their families was analysed for mutations in VWF which may account for the type 1 VWD bleeding phenotype. Mutations had not been found in all
patients and families studied therefore RNA work was undertaken by Sutherland et al. (2009) to search for mutations which could not be detected using the conventional DNA PCR techniques. This also included the aim of investigating these patients for the presence of the large heterozygous exon 4-5 deletion which had been detected at a high frequency in the type 3 VWD patient cohort. Of the initial 32 index cases, only 16 had DNA samples available which could be used for MLPA analysis. Phenotypic data for the sixteen patients in whom MLPA analysis was completed are shown in table 3.5. Of the sixteen cases, two index type 1 VWD patients were included who had been previously identified by Sutherland et al. (2009) to be heterozygous for the novel exon 4-5 deletion (c.221-977_532+7059del mutation). The remaining fourteen patients had been previously found to either have no mutation found or putative for mutations which did not co-segregate with their VWD phenotype.
Table 3.5: Type 1 VWD index patients investigated by MLPA analysis following screening for mutations within VWF. The phenotypic laboratory data were provided by the referring centre and by the central testing laboratory.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PATIENT</th>
<th>M/F</th>
<th>VWF: AG (IU/DL)</th>
<th>VWF:RCO (IU/DL)</th>
<th>VWF:CB (IU/DL)</th>
<th>BLOOD GROUP</th>
<th>RESULT PRIOR TO MLPA ANALYSIS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1-2</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>30, 22, 76</td>
<td>33, 37 (70)</td>
<td>(77)</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1-3</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>13, 16, 13, 21</td>
<td>11, 10, 18, 10, 13</td>
<td>12, 9</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>p.Tyr1584Cys Ex 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>18, 54, 56, 87</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>Heterozygous for Exon 4-5 deletion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1-5</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>33, 51, 59, 69</td>
<td>115, 53, 28, 87, 22, &lt;10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>Heterozygous for Exon 4-5 deletion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1-8</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>35, 76</td>
<td>41, 63</td>
<td>30, 106</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1-10</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>30, 27, 40</td>
<td>23, 24, 22</td>
<td>46, 55</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>p.Arg924Gln Ex 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1-12</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>27, 31, 37, 46</td>
<td>33, 35, 27,68</td>
<td>35, 27,68 (49)</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1-14</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>81, 54, 60, 66, 48</td>
<td>41, 56, 71, 50 (43)</td>
<td>(84)</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>p.Gly2705Arg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1-15</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>31, 44</td>
<td>25 (56)</td>
<td>(36)</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>p.Arg924Gln Ex 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>25, 39, 41, 73</td>
<td>(50)</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>p.Tyr1584Cys Ex 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1-16</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>36, 38</td>
<td>14 (44)</td>
<td>(50)</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>c.Tyr1584Cys Ex 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1-18</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>34, 19, 66</td>
<td>32, 25, 72</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>c.5170+10C&gt;T Int 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1-19</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>48, 61, 57, 51</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>23, 59, 41, 73</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>c.Tyr1584Cys Ex 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1-20</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>46, 87</td>
<td>33, 78</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1-23</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>20, 27, 13, 26</td>
<td>115, 53, 28, 87, 22, &lt;10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>Heterozygous for Exon 4-5 deletion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1-28</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>36, 38, 40</td>
<td>36, 39, 42</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>p.Aspl141Gly Ex 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1-30</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>39, 36, 22, 23, 40, 16, 21, 21, 41, 61, 70, 55, 59, 92, 63</td>
<td>28, 23, 42, 28, 23, 42, 16, 21, 21, 41, 61, 70, 55, 59, 92, 63</td>
<td>Not tested</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>p.Thr2647Met</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.5.1 Investigation of Type 1 VWD index patients with exon 4-5 deletion by MLPA

In order to corroborate the work by Sutherland et al. (2009), two index cases (T1-3 and T1-23) that had been identified to be heterozygous for the exon 4-5 deletion were investigated by MLPA analysis. They had previously been analysed for the exon 4-5 deletion using the Delmap primers at the genomic DNA level, with confirmation by a multiplex assay. No candidate VWF mutation had been previously identified in the study carried out by Cumming, Grundy et al. (2006). Sequencing of the exon 4-5 deletion PCR products from the Delmap primers confirmed that the deletion carried exactly the same breakpoints that had been identified in the type 3 VWD patients with the mutation (c.221-977_532+7059del). Previous haplotype analysis carried out in family members in both families indicated that the mutation segregated with the same common haplotype and therefore was causative of the type 1 VWD. The VWF polymorphism p.Tyr1584Cys also found in patient T1-3 did not segregate with the disease phenotype.

MLPA analysis carried out on these two index patients clearly revealed the heterozygous deletions of exon 4-5 within VWF. Patients T1-3 and T1-23 displayed good quality results for both VWF kits (standard deviation of <0.1). The histograms in Figure 3.25 show both kits for VWF applied to a DNA sample from patient T1-3. It can be seen that the probe heights for exon 5 in kit 1 and exon 4 in kit 2 are significantly reduced and when measured against the internal reference probes are half the height, indicating the presence of a heterozygous deletion of exons 4 and 5. The same was observed in the DNA sample for patient T1-23.

The VWF polymorphism p.Tyr1584Cys found in patient T1-3 which is a missense mutation c.4751A>G in exon 28 was not found to have an effect on the peak height of the probe for exon 28, and therefore its presence was not evident by MLPA.

Following this confirmation in a diagnostic laboratory setting, this information could be used in future genetic family studies as required.
Figure 3.25: MLPA Histograms for Patient T1-3. The histogram for a) Kit 1 shows a reduced peak height of the probe for exon 5 (indicated by the arrow). There is also a reduced peak height of the probe representing exon 4 in histogram b) Kit 2 (indicated by the arrow). Together they illustrate the presence of a heterozygous deletion of exon 5 and exon 4 of VWF.

3.5.2 Investigation of type 1 VWD index patients with no causative mutation by MLPA
The fourteen remaining index patients in the type 1 VWD group to be investigated had previously had mutation analysis of VWF carried out in order to identify the underlying candidate mutation associated with their type 1 VWD diagnoses. These patients were either found to have no putative mutations or the identified putative mutation did not co-segregate with the VWD phenotype. Therefore in an attempt to ascertain whether a large deletion may be present
which may be responsible for the type 1 VWD phenotype, MLPA analysis was carried out.

MLPA analysis carried out on this group of type 1 VWD patients failed to identify any large deletions within \textit{VWF}. In this group there was a high failure rate with respect to samples passing quality control. Even though analysis was performed at least three times for each kit, samples repeatedly failed. Only four out of the fourteen patient samples analysed passed quality control for both kits 1 and 2 for \textit{VWF}. These four patients (T1-2, T1-8, T1-14, T1-19) produced normal results with no evidence of large deletions which may be responsible for their phenotype.

Three of the fourteen patients (T1-10, T1-15 and T1-16) completely failed quality control for both kits and therefore could not be analysed. On many occasions probes failed to ligate to target DNA sequences which was made apparent by the complete lack of probe amplification. Figure 3.26 shows the histograms for patient T1-16 where for both kits the internal reference probes failed together with inadequate amplification of probes for each exon. Figure 3.26a is an example of how this result could lead to an incorrect diagnosis of a large deletion if the standard deviation is not taken into account as several of the probes for individual exons have failed to amplify. When MLPA analysis was repeated on this sample, all the probes were amplified although the sample still failed quality control. The remaining seven patients could only partially be analysed as only kit 1 passed quality control and kit 2 repeatedly failed, therefore a complete diagnosis by MLPA was not obtained for these patients.

It was difficult to ascertain whether some of the putative \textit{VWF} polymorphisms identified by DNA sequencing in some of the patients had an effect on probe height. This was due to the fact the majority of the exons in which they were present were part of the \textit{VWF} kit 2 which consistently failed for many patients.
Figure 3.26: MLPA Histograms for Patient T1-16. The histograms for both a) Kit 1 and b) Kit 2 illustrate irregular probe amplification for the internal reference probes (blue bars) and individual exons (green bars). This results in sample failure as the standard deviation will be >0.1.
4.1 INTRODUCTION

Haemophilia A is caused by a broad spectrum of mutations which are spread throughout the 26 exons of \( F8 \). These mutations can be identified through mutation screening which facilitates carrier detection in female family members and can be helpful in determining the risk of complications such as inhibitor formation in affected males. Several techniques are used for mutation screening including long-range and/or inverse PCR for detection of the inversions of introns 1 and 22 which account for 45-50% of severe haemophilia A patients, and sequencing of the coding regions of \( F8 \) to identify point mutations, deletions or splice-site mutations in the majority of remaining cases. However, a small proportion of haemophilia patients do not have a mutation that can be identified using these techniques. Duplications of part of \( F8 \) are not easily detected by these means as gene dosage is not established. It is also difficult to determine carrier status in female relatives of males with large \( F8 \) deletions using simple targeted PCR as they are masked by amplification of the normal X chromosome.

The diagnosis of VWD is primarily based on clinical and phenotypic information, however more recently genetic analysis has become available to confirm or support the initial diagnosis and provide information for family studies and prenatal diagnosis which is particularly important in type 3 VWD. Genetic analysis is useful in the differential diagnosis of VWD type 2N and mild haemophilia A, or VWD type 2B and platelet type pseudo-VWD. Genetic investigation is not routinely used in type 1 VWD as it has been shown to be complicated due to a causative mutation not always being detectable (Cumming, Grundy et al. 2006; Goodeve 2007; James, Notley et al. 2007). A large range of mutations have been reported to be associated with VWD including missense, nonsense and splice site mutations, small deletions/insertions and large deletions. Large deletions responsible for VWD are relatively uncommon, however they usually result in a complete deficiency of VWF protein (Schneppenheim, Castaman et al. 2007). To date, twelve large deletions have been reported for type 3 VWD, ranging in size from a single
exon to the entire gene. Large deletions are difficult to detect in autosomal conditions as amplification of the normal allele masks the failure of the other allele to amplify. Therefore, false-negative results may be obtained for carriers of heterozygous large deletions.

MLPA is a method which has the potential to overcome the above limitations. It has recently been employed to identify large deletions and duplications within $F_8$ and $VWF$ (Rost, Loffler et al. 2008; Lannoy, Abinet et al. 2009; Zimmermann, Oldenburg et al. 2010; Cabrera, Casana et al. 2011; Rafati, Ravanbod et al. 2011; Theophilus, Baugh et al. 2011; Yadegari, Driesen et al. 2011). The method is used to screen for the presence of deletions or duplications by quantitatively comparing the copy numbers of a set of DNA sequences in a patient sample to those in a control sample.

The aim of this study was to apply MLPA to investigate the molecular basis of disease in patients with haemophilia A and VWD where no causative mutation had been identified using the ‘gold standard’ method of direct sequencing. In order to do this, it was essential to first develop, optimise and validate the MLPA assays for $F_8$ and $VWF$ in order to identify large deletions/duplications. The methodology was then applied to a selected cohort of patients with Haemophilia A and VWD to further investigate the underlying cause of their disease.

### 4.2 MLPA METHOD EVALUATION

When MLPA was selected as the method to detect large deletions and duplications it was important to take into account a number of considerations before starting such as available resources, ease of method implementation in the laboratory, experimental set-up, sample treatment and interpretation of results.

The necessary equipment for MLPA consists of a thermocycler and capillary sequence equipment which was already available in the laboratory, therefore the initial investments costs were low. An important part of the initial experimental set-up was to test the thermocycler to be used for excessive
evaporation as this can affect MLPA results. Excessive evaporation can be caused by a particular type of tube, the pressure of the heated lid on the tube or whether the heated lid is working properly. The plastic of the tubes can be weak at high temperatures and lead to deformation of the tubes when the pressure of the lid is too high which results in tube leaks and excessive evaporation. A test for excessive evaporation was carried out on the thermocycler using two different brands of tubes. One brand of tube was found to have less evaporation than the other and was used in all further experiments. The other brand had warped overnight in the thermocycler and caused more evaporation which was probably due to a weaker plastic used in tube manufacture.

MLPA kits contain everything that is required for an assay (probemix, buffers, ligase, polymerase, dNTP’s and labelled PCR primers) without the need to buy additional reagents. An advantage of MLPA is that it can be used for many different applications and the only difference between MLPA assays is the probemix specific to each target region of DNA. This was of particular value for this study as the method could be evaluated for both Haemophilia A and VWD at the same time with the same conditions.

An important factor that was taken into account was the sensitivity of the MLPA method as this can often be a limitation. MLPA literature states that it is a very sensitive technique where only 20 ng of human DNA is required in an assay and results do not vary depending on the amount of sample DNA used. It can distinguish sequences differing in only a single nucleotide, if a specific probe has been designed for this purpose and is able to detect small copy number variations in a DNA sample. It can also detect deletions or duplications of a single exon as it detects sequences of only ~60 nt (evidence of this is described in section 4.3.1).

MLPA assays for $F_8$ and $VWF$ were first performed on control DNA samples from healthy individuals which provided good initial results. It is necessary to include reference samples in each experiment as minor differences between different experiments may affect the MLPA peak pattern. As recommended the
control samples were derived from the same type of tissue and extracted using the same protocol as the test samples. Although it is recommended that at least five control samples should be included in each run, it was decided that seven controls should be used. This proved to be advantageous as having two extra controls covered for any inter assay control failures which may occur, meaning that the whole run would not have to be repeated. It is not essential to include positive controls, therefore this was not incorporated into the final protocol for MLPA.

4.2.1 Sample treatment
The starting material for analysis was of particular importance for MLPA. The treatment of DNA (storage and extraction method) may affect MLPA results. Although special DNA extraction methods are not required for MLPA analysis, the extraction method should not leave behind a high concentration of contaminants such as salt. A high salt concentration can compromise MLPA as it prevents complete denaturation of the CG rich parts of the sample DNA (CpG) islands. Incomplete denaturation can lead to false positive MLPA results, including an apparent deletion of several probes. It is also not recommended to use heparinised blood as traces of heparin can still be present in DNA preparations which can lead to distortion of the MLPA PCR reaction. Fortunately all DNA samples used in the study had been previously extracted from peripheral blood samples in EDTA by an ammonium acetate method, therefore this did not pose an initial problem. However it is also recommended that for best results the DNA should be extracted from fresh samples and that a concentration of between 50-250 ng of DNA in 5 μl should be used for each MLPA reaction. As the samples used in this study were from patients who had already had previous genetic studies carried out, they were obtained from stocks that had been frozen for a number of years. Therefore DNA degradation had occurred and the concentration was often low. This led to consistently poor results for some patients with very old samples where only a fresh sample would give results that could be reliably reported. Impurities in the extracted DNA which have an effect on MLPA results can also be lowered by reducing the amount of sample DNA, therefore any impure samples were diluted to a working stock of 10-20 ng/μl. This was found to be beneficial in a few
circumstances but generally led to ligation and amplification failure. RNA contamination of the DNA samples can also affect the results of a small number of probes that detect sequences in genes that are highly expressed e.g. globin α and β. This is due to RNA molecules reducing the effective probe concentration by binding to the probe or by competing with the probes for binding to the same target sequence on the genomic DNA. The amount of RNA also differs from sample to sample, which results in a high variability of certain probes. Although F8 and VWF are not transcribed in abundance, it was necessary to test whether the addition of a RNase treatment would be of benefit to those samples with consistently poor results. Similarly to reducing the DNA concentration to reduce impurities, the addition of the RNase treatment was advantageous for some failed samples but not all.

Following these attempts to optimise sample treatment it was concluded that the best results were obtained from DNA extracted from fresh peripheral blood samples in EDTA. In the general setting of a routine genetic service, MLPA analysis will potentially be included as part of the initial diagnostic algorithm and therefore fresh samples will be analysed. However in cases where retrospective analysis needs to be carried out on older samples such as in this study, this may pose a problem in generating reliable results for reporting. Lowering the concentration of an impure stock DNA sample did not have any major beneficial effect and if possible a new sample should be obtained. However the implementation of the RNase treatment as a standard part of the sample treatment is deemed to be useful as it can only have a positive effect and not a negative one.

4.2.2 Method Optimisation
Attempts were made to optimise the MLPA protocol in order to achieve the most consistent results. A standard protocol is supplied by MRC-Holland but slight changes to this may result in minor improvements to data quality. Initial experiments were all tested according to the standard protocol, however for those samples that consistently failed quality control it was decided that a slightly different protocol optimised by Edinburgh Royal Infirmary should be tested to establish whether better quality results could be obtained. The main
difference between the two protocols was the number of PCR cycles for the PCR reaction. The standard protocol uses 35 PCR cycles however the Edinburgh protocol had reduced the number of cycles to 33 which can slightly improve the linearity of relative probe signal with target sequence copy number. Samples were tested in parallel using the two protocols and data quality proved to be better using the standard protocol with better peak amplification and morphology. Therefore it was decided that the standard protocol would be adopted as the routine method for all future samples.

4.2.3 Data analysis
The correct evaluation of data is crucial for the reliable implementation of MLPA analysis. Firstly, the peaks generated by fragment analysis need to be visually evaluated in order to prevent false positive results. Based upon this evaluation the MLPA procedure may need to be repeated, e.g. samples may need to be tested again on the capillary sequencer when peaks are either above the fluorescence maximum of the sequencer or when they are very low. Other problems may be identified through visual examination of the peak patterns of the size-called data, including the size standard, such as the use of deteriorated capillary electrophoresis gel matrix, old capillaries or low quality formamide. It is also important to assess the control fragments with amplification products between 64 nt and 105 nt and the ‘no DNA control’ reaction. The four DNA quantity control fragments (Q-fragments) and one ligation-dependant control fragment should be evaluated to ensure that sufficient sample DNA was present and that the ligation reaction was successful. The two DNA denaturation fragments (D-fragments) should also be assessed for incomplete denaturation together with the X-chromosome specific and Y-chromosome specific control fragments. The ‘no DNA control’ reaction should only generate a probe signal for the Q-fragments as they do not require a ligation reaction or the presence of sample DNA to be amplified. However non-specific peaks may be seen in the ‘no DNA control’ due to the MLPA PCR reaction which includes a high number of long MLPA probe oligonucleotides that each contain an exact copy of one of the PCR primers. However, in most cases, the non-specific peaks do not have an effect on the MLPA results of
normal samples as they are outcompeted by genuine MLPA probe amplification products.

Non-specific fragments also occur in the region of the control fragments. A non-specific fragment was often seen at ~88 nt. This was due to the use of the ABI POP7 gel matrix for capillary electrophoresis and it could be ignored as it represents non-specific amplification of a long primer-dimer that has the same mobility as one of the quality fragments. If the non-specific peak affected the analysis of the 88 nt D-fragment then only the 96 nt D-fragment peak was used.

4.2.4 Result interpretation

Data for both F8 and VWF were normalised using spreadsheets obtained from the NGRL Manchester. In order to verify whether the calculated ratios are reliable, it is essential to be familiar with the MLPA technique and the gene it is being applied to. When interpreting the data a number of considerations need to be taken into account before a final conclusion can be made. False positive results can be produced by sequence changes including single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) or point mutations in the target sequence detected by a probe. The probe signal can be inhibited by mutations/SNPs in close proximity to the ligation site (1-5 nt) as they can prevent ligation of the two probe oligonucleotides. Mutations/SNPs that are further away from the probe ligation site (at least 20 nt) can produce a lower probe signal by unbalancing the binding of the probe oligonucleotide to the sample DNA. Although the assays have been designed to avoid SNPs if possible, the increasing number of described SNPs shows it is likely that in some individuals rare SNPs may interfere with probe binding. With this in mind, confirmation by another method is always required for copy number changes that are detected by a single probe only. Sequencing is usually the method of choice for determining whether there is a polymorphism or mutation present in the probe target sequence whereas long range PCR and qPCR are often used to determine exon deletions (see section 4.3). The frequency of single exon deletions is generally higher in genes with large introns than in small genes with very short introns which was worth noting in this study as both F8 and VWF are large genes. The pathogenic nature of any deletions or duplications detected by MLPA also
needs to be determined as not all result in disease. Partial gene duplications within the gene may disrupt that copy of the gene resulting in a pathogenic outcome, while a duplication of the complete gene at a different chromosomal location might not. In the majority of diseases the underlying genetic defect is due to a small point mutation which will most probably not be detected using the MLPA approach, unless a probe has been designed specifically to detect these. Also MLPA will not pick up most inversions, translocations or copy number changes which are not within the sequence detected by the probes. This was an important factor to consider when using MLPA to investigate haemophilia A and VWD and section 4.5 describes how MLPA has been incorporated into the mutation detection strategies for both diseases.

4.2.5 Advantages and Limitations of MLPA
The application of MLPA for copy number detection offers many advantages over other techniques. Methods such as sequencing which were mainly developed for detection of point mutations, small deletions and insertions, usually fail to detect copy number changes. Depending on the size, not all deletions can be amplified by sequencing if the primers from neighbouring exons are too far apart, particularly if the deletion has not been mapped. This is why MLPA offers an advantage as an indirect screening assay in a diagnostic context when the presence of a deletion or duplication has not yet been identified. It offers a faster alternative to developing bespoke direct assays for the detection of deletions and it is a standardised, robust method covering an entire gene or locus. By introducing MLPA to initially screen for a deletion/duplication a direct assay can then be designed when the location of the deletion/duplication has been determined, if required. However, although the approach of designing a long PCR reaction followed by sequencing may detect fewer deletions than MLPA, it is the 'gold standard' method as it gives direct confirmation of the nature of the deletion. In this study, MLPA was used to support the identification of large deletions/duplications initially discovered through direct assays, for example the novel exon 4-5 deletion (c.221-977_532+7059del mutation) found in type 1 and type 3 VWD patients.
MLPA is used mainly to detect genomic deletions/duplications and is not suitable for identifying unknown point mutations. However probes can be designed so that the ligation site is located exactly at the position of a known (point) mutation. Therefore, ligation will only occur when the mutation is not present and in the case of a mutation will result in a decreased fluorescent signal.

As discussed in section 4.2.4, MLPA is sensitive to small deletions, insertions and mismatches which could affect the probe signal. Therefore a non-pathogenic polymorphism could be mistaken for a deletion due to a decreased probe signal. The latest databases are used to avoid SNPs when designing MLPA probes, however it is impossible to exclude all cases. This is why MLPA findings should be confirmed by another method. In this study, a reduced probe signal (caused by mutations in the sequence detected by the MLPA probe) was observed in two haemophilia cases (Patients 18 and 19) and one type 3 VWD case (patient T3-9). Patient 18 was a severe haemophiliac who had previously been found to have a small 14 bp duplication within exon 17 of F8. His sister (Patient 19) had also been investigated and was found to be a carrier of the same small duplication mutation. When MLPA analysis was carried out on samples from these patients a reduction in the relative peak height was clearly seen for exon 17 due to the presence of the mutation within the sequence detected by the probe. In the case of patient T3-9, previous mutation analysis had identified compound heterozygosity for two base changes. One of the base changes within exon 30 of VWF (c.5200C>T) caused a reduction in the peak height for exon 30 due to the presence of the mutation within the sequence detected by the probe. In these three cases, the reduction of the peak height could be misinterpreted as a deletion, however the presence of these mutations had already been confirmed by other methods before MLPA was carried out. In a normal routine diagnostic setting, indirect screening for deletions/duplications using MLPA would initially be carried out followed by the design of a direct assay.

Although MLPA has proved to be a sensitive and robust method when performed to a high standard, it does have some limitations. Compared to
conventional PCR, MLPA reactions are more sensitive to contaminants such as phenol, ethanol, heparin and guanidinium salts. However the presence of contaminants will be readily detected as strongly reduced probe signals will be seen for the longer probes. To overcome this problem it is possible to clean contaminated samples by ethanol precipitation or use smaller amounts of DNA in the MLPA reaction to reduce the number of impurities.

Currently MLPA probe sets are available from MRC-Holland and to develop in-house probe sets would be complicated, expensive and time-consuming. Each probe requires primer design and preparation of a phage M13 clone, purification of its single-stranded DNA and subsequent digestion with expensive restriction endonucleases. However it is possible to send in requests to MRC-Holland for new probe mixes.

MLPA does not have the ability to analyse single cells, such as in the case of FISH. MLPA analysis will give the average copy number per cell in a DNA sample with a mixed cell population. Therefore if DNA was extracted from a sample that contained less than 50% cancer cells, it would be difficult to detect deletions of a certain gene, which would be the case in tumour analysis.

4.3 HAEMOPHILIA A PATIENTS
In the present study, large deletions were confirmed by MLPA analysis in seven of the fourteen index cases investigated. All of the large deletions had been previously identified through routine screening, however not all of the cases had direct assays designed to determine the breakpoints of the deletions identified. MLPA was also applied to the definition of carrier status in five female patients (four were relatives of the index cases investigated). Two females (Patients 8 and 13) were confirmed to be carriers of the large deletion found in the index case, while the remaining three (Patients 6, 10, 19) were found to be negative for any large deletions/duplications. One severe female haemophiliac (Patient 16) was found to have a possible combined duplication and deletion event whereas her severe haemophiliac nephew (Patient 17) was found to be mutation-negative, however, there were issues with the sample quality in these cases as they were old (see section 4.3.1.3). A small
duplication mutation previously found in one severe index case (Patient 18) and his sister (Patient 19) showed how this caused dropout of the MLPA probe signal for one exon (see section 4.2.5). All four of the mutation-negative mild haemophilia A cases investigated showed normal gene dosage results by MLPA analysis and failed to identify the presence of any large deletions or duplications.

4.3.1 Severe Haemophilia A patients
In seven of the severe patients, deletions of 1 to 8 exons of F8 were identified. MLPA confirmed deletions of exons 16-22, 7, 15-22, 24-25, 24, 7-10, and 7-9 in patients 5, 7, 9, 11, 12, 14 and 15 respectively. All of these deletions have been previously associated with a severe phenotype according to the HAMSTERs database, although not all of the patients in this study previously had the breakpoints of their mutations determined therefore it is not known whether some of them are exactly the same as those previously reported.

4.3.1.1 Application of direct assays
Prior to the introduction of MLPA, the mapping of breakpoints of large deletions allowed the development of direct screening assays to determine the carrier status of female relatives. Patient 5 is an example of an index case who had previously had the breakpoints of his large deletion mapped which allowed carriersonship to be determined in his sister (see Results section 3.3.2.1). Initial amplification of the essential regions of the gene had failed to amplify exons 16 to 21. A long PCR was then designed utilising a primer pair which amplified exons 15 through to 22. This produced a much smaller fragment than expected which indicated the presence of a partial deletion between introns 15-21. DNA sequencing was performed on the smaller fragment across the breakpoint which confirmed the identity of the product and indicated that the deletion removed exons 16 to 21. Long PCR encompassing exons 15 and 22 was then applied to his sister (Patient 6) which amplified the normal fragment and confirmed non-carriersonship of the large deletion. MLPA analysis confirmed both of the previous results in these patients.
In the case of Patient 7, it had not been previously possible to confirm the carrier status of his mother (Patient 8) using routine screening methods. Initial sequencing of F8 had failed to amplify exon 7 in Patient 7. Repeat sequencing analysis indirectly confirmed this but as attempts to map this region failed a possible genotype of a suspected hemizygous deletion involving exon 7 was reported. Carrier diagnosis for the mother was therefore not possible as the precise nature of the mutation had not been confirmed and the deletion would have been masked by the normal allele on the other chromosome. MLPA analysis was able to confirm the exon 7 deletion originally identified by routine screening in Patient 7 and demonstrate its heterozygous presence in his carrier mother (see Results section 3.3.2.2).

This was also the case for Patient 9 who had a large deletion spanning exons 15-22. A long PCR was performed using primers for exons 14-23 which produced a smaller truncated fragment than expected. The boundaries of the deletion breakpoint were never mapped but the carrier diagnosis of his niece (Patient 10) was performed using the same primer pair. The truncated product was not detected which was suggestive of non-carriership but this needed to be corroborated by a direct screening assay. MLPA analysis confirmed the previous results for both patients and was an independent validation of MLPA results already obtained by the Sheffield Haemophilia service (see Results section 3.3.2.3).

4.3.1.2 Determination of carrier status
MLPA can be used to determine the carrier status in females when there is no index case available. An example of this is Patient 13 who was the mother of a severe haemophiliac. A deletion of exon 5 had been previously reported in her severe haemophiliac son. Specific analysis had been previously carried out on Patient 13 and she was shown to be potential carrier for the familial deletion but this required corroboration by a direct assay (see Results section 3.3.2.6). In this study, MLPA analysis was only performed on the mother as the sample for the son had been depleted. The heterozygous deletion of exon 5 was demonstrated in the mother, consistent with carriership. Disregarding the fact that the specific familial deletion had been previously determined, this
demonstrates that MLPA can reliably identify a large heterozygous deletion in a carrier in the absence of an index case. It can also be used to identify sporadic haemophilia carriers where ‘de novo’ mutations arise in the male germ cells. This was illustrated in a study by Lannoy, Abinet et al. (2009) where two girls with isolated FVIII deficiency and no history of familial haemophilia A were found to carry two different large gene deletions. They concluded that, in patients where evidence of inversion mutations involving intron 22 and 1 and point mutations have been eliminated, the presence of a $F8$ deletion should be investigated by MLPA analysis.

4.3.1.3 Identification of large duplications

Until recently, large duplications had been rarely identified as the underlying cause of haemophilia A. This may have been due to the fact that whole-exon duplications were difficult to detect by PCR-based methods, but now with the development of MLPA, the presence of these rearrangements can be readily detected. In this study, MLPA data obtained for Patient 16 were suggestive of the presence of a large novel duplication of exon 1-22 combined with a single deletion of exon 25. Patient 16 (now deceased) was a severe female haemophiliac who may have been compound heterozygous for two haemophilia associated alleles which would correspond with the results obtained by MLPA. Her father was a haemophiliac and her mother was an obligate carrier of haemophilia A, however the mutation mechanisms in both had never been investigated. Interestingly, MLPA analysis for her severe haemophilia nephew (Patient 17, also deceased) showed normal dosage quotients for all exons within $F8$, which confirmed the results previously obtained from the Newcastle haemophilia service (see Results section 3.3.2.9). Therefore the underlying genetic mechanism for the haemophilia phenotype within this patient was never identified. In this case, the MLPA results obtained for Patient 16 were undermined by the MLPA results in the index case (Patient 17). Although the samples for both patients passed quality control, they had been taken more than 10 years before so the sample quality would have to be questioned. The only way to resolve this case would be to repeat analysis on fresh samples, however as both patients were deceased this is not possible.
Samples obtained from living family members may possibly uncover the genetic mechanism within this family.

It is predicted that many duplications will result in a frame-shift of the \textit{F8} mRNA and protein sequence if located in tandem orientation which is consistent with the severe phenotype of the disease (Rost, Loffler et al. 2008). In the study by Rost et al. (2008), they detected seven novel large duplications and one recently described duplication of exon 13 within \textit{F8}. Large duplications have been reported for other genes and unequal crossing-over between Alu repeats had been described for the Duchenne/Becker muscular dystrophies (DMD/BMD) (Hu, Ray et al. 1991). The intronic sequences of \textit{F8} are very rich in Alu repeats, especially introns 22 and 25. It has now been illustrated by Zimmerman et al. (2010), that repetitive elements such as LINEs and SINEs are usually located close to the breakpoint of \textit{F8} duplications.

4.3.1.4 Presence of large deletions and link with development of inhibitors
Inhibitor development to the FVIII protein represents the major complication in patient care and can render classical substitution therapy ineffective. Inhibitor formation occurs at a frequency of 20-30\% in severe haemophilia A, but is seen less frequently in mild and moderate cases. The evaluation of inhibitor risk and management of individuals is vital to lower morbidity and mortality rates of haemophilia A. Genetic factors such as particular types of mutations have been associated with a higher risk of developing an inhibitor e.g. intron 1 and 22 inversions and a small percentage of large deletions which are estimated to occur in \textasciitilde 50\% of severe haemophilia A patients (Miller, Benson et al. 2012) .

The inhibitor status was determined for each index case in this study (apart from one deceased case which was unknown). All of the severe haemophilia A patients had developed an inhibitor whilst the mild cases had not. The prevalence of an inhibitor was 100\% in those with a large deletion (7/7). Therefore results from this study corroborate the observation that the presence of a large deletion is a highly significant risk factor for the development of an inhibitor in severe haemophilia A (Oldenburg, El-Maarri et al. 2002). This is because mutations such as large deletions result in the absence or severe truncation of the FVIII protein which indicates that a key motivator in inhibitor
development is the presentation of a novel antigen to the patient’s immune system (Oldenburg, Schroder et al. 2004).

The only patient found to have a possible large duplication was a severe female haemophiliac with no history of inhibitor development. It has been previously reported that patients with large duplications were also inhibitor-negative (Rost, Loffler et al. 2008). In this study, inhibitor risk in patients with no mutation was 0%, which is in agreement with a previous study which found a low inhibitor risk (~5%) in those without a mutation identifiable (Goodeve 2003).

4.3.2 Mild Haemophilia A cases
In all four mild haemophilia A cases investigated, FVIII:C levels had been reported as >5%, which occurs in 30-40% of cases of haemophilia A. The fact that MLPA analysis did not detect any large deletions or duplications was to be expected, as it has been shown that large deletions are not generally responsible for the mild form of the disease. A study by Bogdanova et al. (2007) investigated the spectrum of mutations and mutation detection rate in patients with mild and moderate haemophilia. Through sequence analysis they found that the vast majority of mutations within mild/moderate cases of haemophilia A are represented by missense mutations. In the mildly affected patients they accounted for ~76% of all cases, although other studies have shown that they can account for up to 86% (Schwaab, Oldenburg et al. 1995; Margaglione, Castaman et al. 2008; Castaman, Mancuso et al. 2009). These mutations result in the production of an abnormal FVIII protein or its reduced synthesis and/or release into the circulation (Jacquemin, De Maeyer et al. 2003). Although the mutations are spread throughout the entire sequence of F8, they are predominantly found in the A2 (mainly exon 11 and the A2/B boundary) and C1 (mainly exon 23) domains. Splicing errors were also found to be the cause of 9% of mild haemophilia A cases. The mutation detection rate in the mild cases investigated in this study was ~88% compared to mutation detection rate in severely affected males which was >95% in the study by Bogdanova, Markoff et al. (2005). Therefore analysis on the genomic level fails to detect the underlying molecular defect in up to 12% of mildly affected patients. Other studies have been published recently which report similar

Specific variants of coagulation proteins that directly interact with FVIII such as VWF, FII, FIX and FX may affect the amount and function of FVIII. In some cases mutations in VWF associated with the VWD variant type 2N, have an impact on the level of FVIII in the circulation and are responsible for the bleeding phenotype seen in these patients, indistinguishable from the one dependent upon mutations in F8 itself. Both disorders display reduced levels of FVIII:C (~5-40 IU/dL) and normal-to-borderline-low levels of VWF. Three of the four mild haemophilia A patients investigated in this study had also previously been screened for type 2N associated mutations. All three were found to not to have any mutations associated with type 2N VWD therefore this theory could be excluded. However for the fourth patient (Patient 1) this could possibly be a second line of investigation.

In addition, variations in other proteins involved in folding, secretion, trafficking or stability of FVIII can lead to inherited bleeding disorders which could be mistaken for mild haemophilia A, such as F5F8D (see Introduction section 1.4.3.2). The combined F5F8D exhibits a mild to moderate bleeding tendency (Zhang and Ginsburg 2004). It is completely independent of FV deficiency and FVIII deficiency and arises because of mutations in two genes (LMAN-1 and MCFD2). F5F8D is extremely rare but has an increased frequency in populations where there is a high incidence of consanguineous marriages. Only one of the four mild haemophilia A patients investigated in this study (Patient 4) had FV:C levels measured which may have been carried out in relation to his ethnic origin. Patient 4 had a FV:C level of 193 IU/dL which excluded the possibility of a F5F8D. His brother (Patient 3) had no recorded FV:C level and this may have been based on the test results of patient 4. However this is another area for investigation to consider for patients with no detectable mutation.

The fact that haemophilia A patients exist with no identifiable F8, VWF, or known loci involved in combined defects such as F5F8D indicates that there
are other unidentified loci that may be involved in the disease phenotype. The four mutation-negative patients were all male, suggesting X-chromosomal inheritance. Therefore the underlying genetic defect may be associated with the $F8$ locus itself or in some kind of localised interaction with $F8$ or the FVIII protein. The location of these mutations could possibly be in regions which are not routinely scanned or that may be undetectable by current methods, in the patients in this study this encompasses both DNA sequencing of the essential regions of $F8$ and MLPA analysis. One theory is that some patients with no mutation identifiable in the coding sequence and proximal intronic regions could be affected by either distant intronic variations impacting on splicing efficiency or duplications of certain exons which may be detectable at the RNA level. A mRNA-based approach has been adopted in studies attempting to uncover the mutations in severe haemophilia A patients with no detectable mutation (El-Maarri, Herbiniaux et al. 2005; El-Maarri, Singer et al. 2006). Apart from the discovery of rare mutations resulting in a lack of mRNA production, these attempts have shown disappointing results and this method has rarely been implemented in patients with mild haemophilia A (Castaman, Giacomelli et al. 2010). A recent study by Castaman and Tosetto (2011) investigated a number of mild haemophilia A patients in whom no $F8$ mutations had been identified and who also had a reduced biologic response to the infusion of desmopressin. In five of the six patients investigated, three different intronic mutations were identified after sequencing the introns associated with the observed $F8$ mRNA abnormality. The mild phenotype was explained by the fact that mRNA evaluation indicated the presence of a normal mRNA transcript as well as the aberrant mRNA. These variations were not identified in normal controls and were always present as heterozygous traits in the carrier female relatives of the patients. The study showed that alternative pathologic mRNA splicing in mild haemophilia A may be caused by deep intronic point variations which are probably responsible for abnormal mRNA processing forming the basis of disease in these patients. Therefore this should be considered for the small number of patients in whom no mutation can be identified although these aberrations need to be further characterised before they can be used in genetic diagnosis.
In these cases, MLPA would not be expected to detect the mutation as these different mutation mechanisms are not suited to the MLPA approach that has been adopted in this current study.

4.4 VWD PATIENTS

In total, twenty-six VWD patients were investigated by MLPA analysis in this study. Ten of the twenty-six patients had been diagnosed with type 3 VWD and had undergone genetic investigation as part of a type 3 VWD study at the MDC. Seven of the ten type 3 VWD patients had been previously found to have the novel exon 4-5 deletion (c.221-977_532+7059del mutation) discovered in the study. Three of the seven were also previously found to be compound heterozygous for the exon 4-5 deletion and another mutation. MLPA confirmed the presence of the large deletion in all seven patients. The remaining three patients without the large deletion had been previously found to have a small deletion, duplication, or point mutation. MLPA analysis eliminated the presence of a large deletion in these three cases, however a small point mutation previously found in one patient (T3-9) illustrated how this caused dropout of the MLPA probe signal for one exon (see section 4.2.5). Patient T3-9 had been previously found to show compound heterozygosity for two DNA single base changes (c.5200C>T and c.7730-3C>G). Although neither of these VWF mutations have been previously reported, due to their nature they are highly likely to account for the severe VWD phenotype seen in this patient. Therefore this patient would not be considered suitable for MLPA analysis, however they were included in the study to illustrate how a mutation underneath the MLPA probe can affect the probe signal.

The remaining sixteen patients had been diagnosed with type 1 VWD and had been previously recruited into a UK national study of type 1 VWD for genetic investigation. Two of the sixteen type 1 VWD patients had previously been identified to be heterozygous for the exon 4-5 deletion as part of the type 3 VWD study. This was confirmed by MLPA analysis in this study. The remaining fourteen type 1 VWD patients had previously been found to have no causative mutation responsible for their phenotype. No large deletions were identified by MLPA analysis in this group of patients.
4.4.1 Confirmation of the Exon 4-5 deletion in VWD patients

Large deletions are considered to be a rare cause of VWD, which generally result in a complete absence of VWF protein (Schneppenheim, Castaman et al. 2007). So far, only twelve large deletions have been reported in association with type 3 VWD, varying in size from a single exon to the entire gene. An additional large deletion has been described for type 2A, which spans all VWF A domains (www.vwf.group.shef.ac.uk). The exon 4-5 deletion was first discovered by Sutherland et al. (2009) in a group of patients from the North West of England using direct sequencing of VWF at the genomic DNA level and of VWF mRNA derived cDNA. In this study, MLPA analysis confirmed the presence of the exon 4-5 deletion in the same cohort of patients originally investigated in the type 3 study.

4.4.2 Confirmation of heterozygosity for the exon 4-5 deletion

Large deletions in VWF are easily identified in homozygous VWD patients by an absence of PCR products of the deleted fragment. However conventional PCR methods cannot identify heterozygous large deletions in relatives due to the amplification of exons present in the normal chromosome. Of the seven type 3 VWD patients found to have the deletion, three were found to be homozygous for the mutation, and the remaining four patients were heterozygous for the deletion. Three of the four patients heterozygous for the deletion were also compound heterozygous for a second VWF mutation, which explained their type 3 VWD phenotype. MLPA was clearly able to confirm the homozygous or heterozygous nature of the deletion in all of these individuals but did not identify compound heterozygosity for the second VWF mutation seen in some patients. This validates one of the limitations of MLPA in that it is not suitable for identifying unknown point mutations. Therefore in the case of compound heterozygosity for a large deletion and a point mutation, both direct sequencing and MLPA analysis would be required in order to determine the underlying genetic defect in a patient.

4.4.3 Confirmation of the exon 4-5 deletion in type 1 VWD patients

Sutherland et al. (2009) had investigated the possibility of the occurrence of the exon 4-5 deletion in type 1 VWD. This was due to the high overall frequency of
the deletion mutation in the type 3 VWD cohort, and the fact that heterozygosity for this mutation may not be identified by conventional analysis at the genomic DNA level. The two index type 1 cases (T1-3 and T1-23) identified as being heterozygous for the exon 4-5 deletion were chosen for investigation by MLPA in this study. Of the two cases one was heterozygous for the mutation (T1-23) whilst the other was compound heterozygous for a second VWF mutation (T1-3). MLPA confirmed the heterozygous nature of the deletion in both individuals but did not identify compound heterozygosity for the second VWF mutation seen in patient T1-3.

The fact that the exon 4-5 deletion was identified in both type 1 and type 3 VWD patients is unusual as both types have different inheritance patterns and genetics. Type 3 is inherited in an autosomal recessive manner and VWF mutations are usually present in the homozygous or compound heterozygous state in individuals with the disease phenotype. Individuals with heterozygous mutations are usually asymptomatic. However it has been reported that when certain mutations associated with type 3 VWD are inherited in the heterozygous state, they have the ability to reduce plasma VWF levels to those consistent with a type 1 VWD phenotype (Anvret, Blomback et al. 1992; Schneppenheim, Krey et al. 1994; Zhang, Blomback et al. 1994; Lethagen, Isaksson et al. 2002). Expression studies (performed by Mackenzie Bowman, Queen's University, Kingston, Canada) indicate that heterozygosity for the exon 4-5 deletion leads to defective multimerisation and decreased secretion of the mutant VWF protein produced, resulting in a marked reduction in normal VWF multimers present in the circulation. This would be consistent with the phenotype seen in the two type 1 VWD index cases studied and supports the theory of a dominant-negative effect of the deletion and its association with type 1 VWD (Sutherland et al. 2009).

4.4.4 Overview of the exon 4-5 deletion

All of the individuals found to have the exon 4-5 deletion were of British Caucasian origin. Haplotype analysis by Sutherland et al. (2009) demonstrated that in the majority of cases the deletion originated from a single founder event which originated in Britain. However there was evidence for at least one
independent occurrence or a possible recombination event. Therefore combined with the proposed mechanism for the deletion (see Introduction section 1.14.3), it is possible that the exon 4-5 deletion may not be confined to British Caucasians (Sutherland et al. 2009). A recent study by Bowman et al. (2013) investigated the mutational spectrum of a cohort of Canadian type 3 VWD patients. They identified one index case as being homozygous for the exon 4-5 deletion, which they confirmed using the deletion-specific PCR described by Sutherland et al. (2009) and MLPA. They also found that two family members enrolled in the study, a sibling and mother, diagnosed with type 1 VWD were heterozygous for the exon 4-5 deletion. Analysis of the haplotype of these individuals was found to be different than the common haplotype reported in the UK population (Sutherland et al. 2009). Likewise, in the Canadian and European type 1 VWD studies, no common haplotype was found between individuals with the same mutations (Goodeve 2007; James, Notley et al. 2007). Another founder mutation which has been identified in type 3 VWD is the single cytosine deletion in exon 18 of \( VWF \) (c.2435delC) which has been shown to be prevalent in the Swedish and Dutch populations due to its mechanism (Eikenboom, Ploos van Amstel et al. 1992; Zhang, Falk et al. 1992; Zhang, Blomback et al. 1993; Zhang, Blomback et al. 1994).

MLPA is ideally suited to the detection of large deletions such as the exon 4-5 deletion, once point mutations have been eliminated, however mutations such as the single cytosine deletion will be unsuitable for detection by MLPA. The current probe kit for \( VWF \) does not distinguish it, therefore a specific MLPA probe would have to be developed in order to identify the mutation.

**4.4.5 Type 1 VWD with no causative mutation**

MLPA analysis of the fourteen remaining type 1 VWD patients failed to identify any large deletions within \( VWF \) that may have been responsible for the molecular pathogenesis of their disease. This was to be expected as large deletions are considered to be a rare cause of VWD and are more usually associated with an autosomal recessive mode of inheritance, meaning that individuals heterozygous for such deletions are likely to be asymptomatic. This
meant that overall no causative \textit{VWF} mutation had been found to account for the type 1 VWD phenotype present in these patients.

Previous DNA sequencing studies had identified \textit{VWF} polymorphisms in nine of the fourteen type 1 VWD patients. The highly polymorphic nature of \textit{VWF} could potentially lead to defective binding of one or more MLPA probes to their target sequences, causing a reduction in probe peak height which could be misinterpreted as a deletion (see section 4.2.5). The \textit{VWF} polymorphism p.Tyr1584Cys, a missense mutation c.4751A>G in exon 28, had been previously identified in four of the nine patients. This was not found to have an effect on the peak height of the probe for exon 28 and therefore its presence was not evident by MLPA. In the remaining five patients it was difficult to ascertain whether some of the putative \textit{VWF} polymorphisms identified by DNA sequencing in some of the patients had an effect on probe height. This was due to the fact the majority of the exons in which they were present were part of the \textit{VWF} kit 2 which consistently failed for these patients.

In type 1 VWD, approximately 75% of mutations are missense, some of which may result in single amino acid substitutions with a dominant negative effect that may interfere with the intracellular transport of \textit{VWF} subunits, leading to a reduction in \textit{VWF} secretion (\cite{Haberichter, Castaman et al. 2008}). Recent studies have identified other mutations that result in the rapid clearance of \textit{VWF} from the circulation. In the case of these mutations, \textit{VWF} is synthesised and secreted normally but is removed from the circulation more quickly than expected (\cite{Sztukowska, Gallinaro et al. 2008; Sadler 2009}). The impaired secretion and increased clearance are most likely the common molecular mechanisms that lead to type 1 VWD.

As indicated above, the majority of point mutations would not be routinely detected by MLPA and the application of the method should only be employed after elimination of point mutations by DNA sequencing. Exceptions may include the application of MLPA to the detection of known deletions prevalent in local populations, such as the exon 4-5 deletion discussed.
Type 1 VWD accounts for more than 70% of VWD cases and is regarded as the most frequent form of VWD. However due to a number of factors, it is not unusual that in many cases a causative VWF mutation is not found to account for the type 1 VWD diagnosis. A number of environmental factors such as age, stress and pregnancy can lead to variations in VWF levels as well as genetic modifiers at loci away from VWF, such as ABO blood group (Ginsburg and Bowie 1992; Ginsburg 1999; Keightley, Lam et al. 1999; Levy and Ginsburg 2001; Laffan, Brown et al. 2004). In this study, eleven of the fourteen patients with no causative mutation identified were of blood group O (see Results, Table 3.5). If individuals are blood group O with the polymorphism p.Tyr1584Cys as in the case of patients T1-16, T1-19 and T1-25, this may lead to decreased VWF levels and increased susceptibility to bleeding (Bowen 2003; O'Brien, James et al. 2003; Bowen, Collins et al. 2005; Bowen and Collins 2006). The other polymorphisms previously identified in the type 1 VWD patients (see Results, Table 3.5) including p.Arg924Gln, c.5834-8C>G, p.Gly2705Arg, p.Val1850Met, c.5170+10C>T, p.Asp141Gly and p.Thr2647Met are not thought likely to directly cause the disease phenotype in these patients as they did not segregate with the disease in the families in the initial study (Cumming, Grundy et al. 2006; Hickson, Hampshire et al. 2010). Although, it has been reported that the presence of the polymorphism p.Arg924Gln will result in a reduction in VWF levels, especially if in association with blood group O, however single inheritance of this polymorphism may be insufficient for VWD diagnosis (Hickson, Hampshire et al. 2010).

Therefore in conclusion, type 1 VWD is a disorder that is likely to be influenced by genetic modifiers for which the current MLPA approach is not suited. MLPA analysis has not made a significant contribution to identifying the underlying genetic defect within this group of type 1 VWD patients, and further investigations would need to be carried out to reveal the pathogenic mechanisms associated with their disease. Genome wide linkage could possibly be used to identify genetic loci away from VWF itself that influence VWF:Ag levels.
4.5 MUTATION DETECTION STRATEGIES – THE ROLE OF MLPA

The molecular diagnosis of both haemophilia A and VWD follow practice guidelines that have been written by the UKHCDO. MLPA is a technique which has been recommended to be used in addition to gold standard techniques already employed to overcome any limitations they may have. This study was carried out in order to assess how MLPA will fit into the currently used mutation screening protocols for both haemophilia A and VWD within the MDC.

4.5.1 Proposed Mutation Screening Algorithm incorporating MLPA for Haemophilia A and VWD

4.5.1.1 Haemophilia A

The severity of the haemophilia A in the family determines the diagnostic strategy which is applied. Severe haemophiliacs are first screened for the $F8$ intron 22 inversion mutation followed by the $F8$ intron 1 inversion mutation which should identify the underlying mutation in 45-50% of patients. The remaining severe haemophilia A families should then have full mutation analysis of $F8$ carried out. As a common mutational mechanism is not associated with mild or moderate haemophilia A, full mutation analysis is required in all cases.

The gold standard for mutation detection in affected males, or in obligate carrier females where an affected male is not available, is DNA sequencing. Although DNA sequencing has a very high level of sensitivity, a small proportion of patients have a mutation which lies outside of the regions being analysed which will go undetected. The current DNA sequencing strategies have been shown to detect mutations or candidate mutations in 98% of severe haemophilia A males (Klopp, Oldenburg et al. 2002). However, approximately 2-18% of patients overall have not been found to have a causative mutation (Oldenburg, Ivasekevicius et al. 2001; Jayandharan, Shaji et al. 2005; Bogdanova, Markoff et al. 2007). Some of these cases may have mutations which are located deep within introns and therefore may only be detectable at the RNA level (Bagnall, Waseem et al. 1999) or be mediated by mutation mechanisms yet to be explained (El-Maarri, Herbiniaux et al. 2005). DNA sequencing may also miss mutation events such as sequence duplications (Acquila, Pasino et al. 2004;
Rost, Loffler et al. 2008) and heterozygous large deletions where a female carrier is used for initial mutation screening. Therefore if no mutation is identified through sequencing, MLPA should be performed in order to detect the presence of possible large deletions/duplications responsible for the disease (see Figure 4.1). Large deletions are associated with an increased risk for the development of inhibitors, therefore the introduction of MLPA will also help to classify a higher proportion of those at high risk, should it identify deletion mutations that were masked previously. Following positive identification of a large deletion/duplication, results from the initial assay should always be confirmed by repeat testing with an independent method where this is possible. For those with no mutation identified, further investigations such as mRNA analysis may be carried out.

Figure 4.1: Mutation screening algorithm incorporating MLPA for haemophilia A patients
4.5.1.2 VWD

The classification of VWD is initially based on clinical and phenotypic data, which is fundamental to the investigation of the disorder. Genetic testing is not always required in VWD and varies for the different VWD subtypes e.g. Type 2 requires screening of specific functional domains represented by exons 18-20 and exon 28. In type 3 VWD, genetic testing is beneficial due to the severe bleeding phenotype and autosomal recessive pattern of inheritance. No universal mutation hotspots have been identified in type 3 VWD, therefore mutation analysis is carried out by direct DNA sequencing of the essential regions of VWF. Mutation pre-screening methods are not useful in VWD analysis due to the highly polymorphic nature of VWF which can result in unnecessary sequencing of amplicons (Hashemi et al. 2007). If no mutations are identified through sequencing, or if a patient appears to be homozygous for a given mutation, the prospect of an insertion, rearrangement or whole or partial gene deletion on the other VWF allele should be taken into account. As in the case of haemophilia A, MLPA should then be performed in order to detect the presence of possible large deletions, with positive results confirmed by an independent method, where possible. Further studies may be required for mutation-negative cases (see Figure 4.2).
4.6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The results of this study show that MLPA, once it has been optimised within the laboratory, can be applied to the investigation of large deletions/duplications in haemophilia A and VWD patients and that the method can be easily incorporated into a diagnostic genetic screening service. MLPA provides a streamlined approach to the identification of genetic variants which previously were either difficult to detect or were masked and allows for a more comprehensive explanation of the molecular pathogenesis of the disease in a greater number of index cases. However some cases still remain unexplained following extensive mutation analysis which suggests that there may be undetermined mechanisms underlying a small number of cases or possible misdiagnosis.

In haemophilia A, for the small number of cases in whom no mutation can be identified, the bleeding phenotype may be explained by mutations in \( \text{VWF} \) that affects the level of FVIII in these patients (type 2N VWD), which produces a disease phenotype which is very similar to the one reliant on mutations in \( F8 \).
itself. Also mutations within the LMAN1 and MCFD2 genes result in combined FVIII and FV deficiency and produce a FVIII deficiency phenotype (Zhang, McGee et al. 2006). However in haemophilia A cases where no relevant mutations can be identified in F8, or implicated loci including VWF, LMAN1 and MCFD2, suggests that the underlying genetic mutations or modifiers are either located in regions that are yet to be identified or are of a type that has not been identified. It has been shown that deep intronic point variations which are probably responsible for abnormal mRNA processing may form the basis of disease in a proportion of these patients. Therefore future work should consider mRNA studies in these patients or potentially using next generation sequencing techniques to sequence all intronic and exonic regions for mutations that might lie deep within the introns or to identify further loci which may modify FVIII levels in these individuals. This would require further characterisation before being considered for genetic diagnosis.

MLPA kits are also available for the factor 9 gene (F9) and therefore would be useful for identifying deletions/duplications responsible for haemophilia B. The number of haemophilia B investigations performed by the MDC is lower and to date no patients investigated for the presence of F9 mutations have had unexplained phenotype at the genetic level. If there was a requirement for this within the genetic service at the MDC it would be very easy to set up this assay as the only difference would be the probemix and therefore would only require validation of results.

Carrier and prenatal diagnosis are often requested in families of haemophilia A and type 3 VWD. Once a large deletion/duplication has been characterised in an individual by MLPA, a direct assay can be designed in most cases, if the breakpoints of the mutation have been established. Further work is required for some haemophilia A patients in this study to characterise their deletions by breakpoint mapping and develop specific assays for use within their families. If the mutation has not been characterised in a particular family, by all methods available then segregation analysis using polymorphic markers may be considered (Hallden, Knobe et al. 2012). However, these assume linkage to the gene and cannot be employed in sporadic cases.
In type 3 VWD, a causative VWF mutation(s) can be identified in the majority of cases to account for the bleeding phenotype, however there are cases when the phenotype cannot be fully explained by the genotype using conventional DNA screening methods. It has been shown by Sutherland et al. (2009) that RNA analysis methods may be used to identify aberrant splicing events or large heterozygous deletions which are masked during DNA analysis. The novel exon 4-5 deletion mutation was identified and found to cause type 3 VWD, when inherited in homozygosity or compound heterozygosity, and type 1 VWD when inherited in heterozygosity (Sutherland et al. 2009). The MLPA technique was successfully employed to detect this large deletion in both VWD subtypes. However, there are cases of type 3 VWD where the genetic cause remains unclear. This could point to unexplained underlying mechanisms such as apparently silent sequence variations in VWF located outside of consensus splice sites that disrupt the normal VWF mRNA splicing, deep intronic mutations or distant regulatory elements outside of VWF. In some cases it may even suggest a revision of diagnoses based on historical phenotypic data which may be inaccurate. Future work involving expression studies or whole gene sequencing in these individuals may enable the fully comprehensive understanding of the molecular basis of type 3 VWD.

The causative molecular defect in type 1 VWD underlying the disorder is unknown in a significant number of cases and even in those cases where a causative VWF mutation is known, the associated molecular pathology is not necessarily understood. MLPA analysis did not detect the presence of heterozygous large deletions in this cohort of patients (apart from the exon 4-5 deletion previously identified in 2 index cases), therefore failing to further elucidate the underlying genetic defect in these individuals. This supports the principle that there is limited clinical use for genetic diagnosis in type 1 VWD (Keeney and Cumming 2001; Keeney, Bowen et al. 2008). Future work to further understand the molecular basis of type 1 VWD may involve genome wide linkage analysis to search for modifying genes or factors away from the VWF locus that affect VWF levels.
This project has evaluated the application of MLPA in a diagnostic setting for the bleeding disorder service covering the North West (NW) of England. This has shown that it can be considered to be a useful diagnostic tool when conventional mutation screening has failed to identify a causative mutation, as long as its limitations are understood and where possible it is not relied upon solely.
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# Appendix 1: SALSA MLPA P178-B1 F8 Probemix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length</th>
<th>SALSA MLPA probe</th>
<th>Chromosomal position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>64-70-76-82</td>
<td>Q-fragments: DNA quantity; only visible with less than 100 ng sample DNA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88-92-96</td>
<td>D-fragments: Low signal of 88 or 96 nt fragment indicates incomplete denaturation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>X-fragment: Specific for the X chromosome</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td>Y-fragment: Specific for the Y chromosome</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>136</td>
<td>Reference probe 07103-L14743</td>
<td>Xp22.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142</td>
<td>F8 probe 05610-L05060</td>
<td>Exon 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>148</td>
<td>F8 probe 05618-L0568</td>
<td>Exon 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>154</td>
<td>F8 probe 05627-L06055</td>
<td>Exon 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>F8 probe 05633-L05083</td>
<td>Exon 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>166</td>
<td>Reference probe 02927-L03721</td>
<td>Xq27.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>172</td>
<td>F8 probe 05612-L05062</td>
<td>Exon 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>179</td>
<td>F8 probe 05619-L14947</td>
<td>Exon 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>186</td>
<td>F8 probe 06290-L17545</td>
<td>Exon 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>191</td>
<td>F8 probe 05626-L17546</td>
<td>Exon 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>197</td>
<td>F8 probe 05634-L17547</td>
<td>Exon 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>202</td>
<td>Reference probe 13203-L14524</td>
<td>Xq13.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>209</td>
<td>F8 probe 05611-L17548</td>
<td>Exon 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>215</td>
<td>F8 probe 05620-L17549</td>
<td>Exon 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>221</td>
<td>F8 probe 06288-L05892</td>
<td>Exon 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>229</td>
<td>F8 probe 05641-L05091</td>
<td>Exon 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>238</td>
<td>Reference probe 06910-L06490</td>
<td>Xq22.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>247</td>
<td>F8 probe 05617-L05067</td>
<td>Exon 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>F8 probe 05621-L05071</td>
<td>Exon 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>265</td>
<td>F8 probe 05628-L05078</td>
<td>Exon 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>274</td>
<td>F8 probe 07044-L05899</td>
<td>Exon 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>283</td>
<td>Reference probe 06035-L05490</td>
<td>Xq13.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>292</td>
<td>Reference probe 02920-L02314</td>
<td>Xp21.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>298</td>
<td>F8 probe 05614-L05891</td>
<td>Exon 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>305</td>
<td>F8 probe 06287-L06058</td>
<td>Exon 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>313</td>
<td>F8 probe 06506-L08340</td>
<td>Exon 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>319</td>
<td>F8 probe 05629-L05079</td>
<td>Exon 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>328</td>
<td>F8 probe 05637-L05087</td>
<td>Exon 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>337</td>
<td>Reference probe 02932-L02323</td>
<td>Xq28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>346</td>
<td>Reference probe 05125-L04515</td>
<td>Xq26.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>355</td>
<td>F8 probe 05623-L05893</td>
<td>Exon 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>364</td>
<td>F8 probe 05630-L05080</td>
<td>Exon 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>372</td>
<td>F8 probe 14164-L15766</td>
<td>Exon 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>382</td>
<td>Reference probe 02908-L02302</td>
<td>Xq23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>391</td>
<td>F8 probe 07045-L05898</td>
<td>Exon 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>F8 probe 05624-L05074</td>
<td>Exon 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>409</td>
<td>F8 probe 05631-L05081</td>
<td>Exon 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>418</td>
<td>F8 probe 13707-L15181</td>
<td>Exon 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reference probe</td>
<td>Locus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>426</td>
<td>13207-L14528</td>
<td>Xp11.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>434</td>
<td>13118-L15558</td>
<td>Xq21.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>444</td>
<td>F8 probe 05613-L14948</td>
<td>Exon 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>452</td>
<td>F8 probe 05625-L14949</td>
<td>Exon 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>460</td>
<td>F8 probe 05632-L14950</td>
<td>Exon 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>468</td>
<td>F8 probe 13708-L15182</td>
<td>Exon 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>476</td>
<td>Reference probe 01391-L01039</td>
<td>Xp21.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Appendix 2a: SALSA MLPA P011-B1 (Kit 1) VWF Probemix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length</th>
<th>SALSA MLPA probe</th>
<th>Chromosomal position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>64-70-76-82</td>
<td>Q-fragments: DNA quantity; only visible with less than 100 ng sample DNA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88-92-96</td>
<td>D-fragments: Low signal of 88 or 96 nt fragment indicates incomplete denaturation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>X-fragment: Specific for the X chromosome</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td>Y-fragment: Specific for the Y chromosome</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>124</td>
<td>Reference probe 09176-L09350</td>
<td>17q11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>VWF probe 11314-L12040</td>
<td>Exon 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>136</td>
<td>VWF probe 11332-L12057</td>
<td>Exon 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>141</td>
<td>Reference probe 10301-L10813</td>
<td>11q14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>148</td>
<td>VWF probe 11335-L12060</td>
<td>Exon 45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>154</td>
<td>VWF probe 11325-L12050</td>
<td>Exon 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>VWF probe 11330-L12055</td>
<td>Exon 36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>169</td>
<td>VWF probe 11321-L12046</td>
<td>Exon 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>178</td>
<td>VWF probe 11339-L12064</td>
<td>Exon 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>185</td>
<td>VWF probe 11328-L12053</td>
<td>Exon 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>195</td>
<td>Reference probe 10375-L12864</td>
<td>9q34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>202</td>
<td>VWF probe 11320-L12045</td>
<td>Exon 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>208</td>
<td>VWF probe 11331-L13985</td>
<td>Exon 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>214</td>
<td>VWF probe 11319-L12044</td>
<td>Exon 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>226</td>
<td>VWF probe 11324-L12049</td>
<td>Exon 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>232</td>
<td>VWF probe 11338-L12063</td>
<td>Exon 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>238</td>
<td>Reference probe 10137-L10599</td>
<td>18q11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>247</td>
<td>VWF probe 113228-L12051</td>
<td>Exon 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>VWF probe 11334-L14242</td>
<td>Exon 43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>265</td>
<td>VWF probe 13422-L14877</td>
<td>Exon 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>274</td>
<td>VWF probe 11336-L12061</td>
<td>Exon 46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>283</td>
<td>VWF probe 11329-L12054</td>
<td>Exon 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>301</td>
<td>Reference probe 09986-L10445</td>
<td>7q22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>310</td>
<td>VWF probe 11316-L12042</td>
<td>Exon 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>319</td>
<td>VWF probe 11333-L12058</td>
<td>Exon 42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>337</td>
<td>VWF probe 13423-L14878</td>
<td>Exon 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>346</td>
<td>VWF probe 11322-L12047</td>
<td>Exon 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>355</td>
<td>VWF probe 11318-L12043</td>
<td>Exon 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>364</td>
<td>VWF probe 11323-L12048</td>
<td>Exon 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>373</td>
<td>Reference probe 10718-L11300</td>
<td>6p12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>383</td>
<td>VWF probe 11327-L12052</td>
<td>Exon 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>391</td>
<td>VWF probe 13426-L14881</td>
<td>Exon 47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>Reference probe 08949-L09044</td>
<td>4q32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>409</td>
<td>Reference probe 10053-L10477</td>
<td>8q22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>418</td>
<td>VWF probe 11340-L12065</td>
<td>Exon 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>426</td>
<td>VWF probe 11315-L12041</td>
<td>Exon 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>434</td>
<td>Reference probe 10876-L11546</td>
<td>15q12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Appendix 2b: SALSA MLPA P012-B1 (Kit 2) VWF Probemix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length</th>
<th>SALSA MLPA probe</th>
<th>Chromosomal position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>64-70-76-82</td>
<td>Q-fragments: DNA quantity; only visible with less than 100 ng sample DNA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88-92-96</td>
<td>D-fragments: Low signal of 88 or 96 nt fragment indicates incomplete denaturation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>X-fragment: Specific for the X chromosome</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td>Y-fragment: Specific for the Y chromosome</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>124</td>
<td>Reference probe 09176-L09350</td>
<td>17q11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>VWF probe 11346-L12071</td>
<td>Exon 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>136</td>
<td>VWF probe 11362-L12087</td>
<td>Exon 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>148</td>
<td>VWF probe 11355-L12080</td>
<td>Exon 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>154</td>
<td>VWF probe 11356-L12081</td>
<td>Exon 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>VWF probe 11359-L12084</td>
<td>Exon 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>172</td>
<td>VWF probe 11352-L12077</td>
<td>Exon 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>178</td>
<td>VWF probe 11354-L12079</td>
<td>Exon 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>184</td>
<td>VWF probe 11350-L12075</td>
<td>Exon 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>193</td>
<td>Reference probe 03861-L03244</td>
<td>3p24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>202</td>
<td>VWF probe 11366-L12091</td>
<td>Exon 51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>208</td>
<td>VWF probe 11363-L12088</td>
<td>Exon 41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>215</td>
<td>VWF probe 11342-L12067</td>
<td>Exon 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>223</td>
<td>VWF probe 12799-L14243</td>
<td>Exon 37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>232</td>
<td>VWF probe 11341-L12066</td>
<td>Exon 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>238</td>
<td>Reference probe 08951-L09046</td>
<td>4q32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>247</td>
<td>VWF probe 11351-L12076</td>
<td>Exon 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>VWF probe 11349-L12074</td>
<td>Exon 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>265</td>
<td>Reference probe 08345-L08277</td>
<td>17q21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>274</td>
<td>VWF probe 11358-L12083</td>
<td>Exon 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>283</td>
<td>VWF probe 11364-L12089</td>
<td>Exon 44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>292</td>
<td>VWF probe 13425-L14880</td>
<td>Exon 47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>301</td>
<td>Reference probe 09986-L10445</td>
<td>7q22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>310</td>
<td>VWF probe 11344-L12069</td>
<td>Exon 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>322</td>
<td>VWF probe 11353-L12078</td>
<td>Exon 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>328</td>
<td>VWF probe 11348-L12073</td>
<td>Exon 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>337</td>
<td>Reference probe 10376-L10928</td>
<td>9q34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>346</td>
<td>VWF probe 11360-L12085</td>
<td>Exon 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>355</td>
<td>VWF probe 11365-L12090</td>
<td>Exon 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>364</td>
<td>VWF probe 11347-L12072</td>
<td>Exon 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>373</td>
<td>Reference probe 06745-L06349</td>
<td>8q12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>382</td>
<td>VWF probe 11343-L12068</td>
<td>Exon 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>391</td>
<td>VWF probe 11357-L12082</td>
<td>Exon 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>Reference probe 10174-L10922</td>
<td>18p11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>409</td>
<td>Reference probe 09893-L10306</td>
<td>16p13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>418</td>
<td>VWF probe 11345-L12070</td>
<td>Exon 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>427</td>
<td>VWF probe 06683-L06261</td>
<td>Exon 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>434</td>
<td>Reference probe 11665-L12432</td>
<td>14q24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix 3: VWF sequence with probe locations

Partial sequence (20 nt adjacent to ligation site) of the VWF MLPA probes are indicated for the 52 exons of VWF.

Key
Exons – red text
MLPA probes adjacent to ligation site – highlighted in green and pink

E1

CTCAACTTCC CTGGAGTCCA GCCCTGGAAG CTGGATCAGG AAGCTGTGTT GTTCTACTGT
GATTCCTACC TCAGTCCGTT AATATTAAAG GTTCTTGCCA TTTACTCTTG
CAGGGAGGTC AGGAAGTTGC TTGAGTGCAT TCCCTGGTCA GCCACAGGT
AGCAGGCTGA GAGCTCGAGG CAATGGGCAG AAGCTGTGTT TTACTCTCTC
TGGGGGGGCA GAGCTCTGGG CTAGCTGCGT ACACTTCTCT
E2

TGAGGCCCAAG CCGGCTGGA GAGAAGCGA CGTTTTCTCTCTGTTCTCAGG CCTGGGACTG
CTGCTGCTGAA AAGGGTCGCC ACAGTGGGCG GCTCAAGGCA TTTGGGGTGC TGGGGTGC
CAGGATCAAAG TCTTTTTTCGC TGGTCTGACTT GCTACCTCTC TTGGGCTGCT
TGCGCAACATT AGCAGGCGCG TACCTGGGCAC GCAATGCAAG GCTCACTGC TTTGCTCTCT
CCCGGCTAGCTA CACGTTGACAT GTTCCATCGC CTCGCTGCTCC GAGCTGCTG
E3

CAGGCGAAGTCTC TCTACATCTA CAGGCTGGGAG CACGGCAGG CAGGCTGGGAG CAGCTGAGCTAT
GGAACCTCTCT GAGAGCTGGG CAGCAGGGTC CAGGCTGGGAG CAGCTGAGCTAT
TTGGGCTGCTG CAGCTGAGCTAT CAGGCTGGGAG CAGCAGGGTC CAGGCTGGGAG CAGCTGAGCTAT
E8
GGGGGCACG TGGCTCAGTG GGGTGAGAAA GGACCTGGAA GCCTAAAGAC AGAGGGGAGC
AGTCAGAGTG GGCACAGAGA CTCAGGCTTG TGGCATGGCT GGGGTGAGAT TGGACCTGGG
GGACCCTGCCC TGGTGAGAGG CTTTATGGTG TCTTCCCTCA GCCACAGTGTG CCCCAGGCTC
E9
CCTTCCTTAT ATTGATCTTG ACGAAGAGTA AACACCACAG ACAAAGTTCT TTGAGCTTCC
GGAAAGAAC CCAACCAGTG TCCCTGGGGA TTTTAGAATG TTCGGAATAT TGCACCGGTG
E10
CACATCCCCC CTGGCTCCTT CAGAAGACCG CAGACCAACCG GTGAAAGATA AACACCAGAG AAGGGAGCC
GCACCTCGGG CAGAGCCTGT CAGAACCACC AATGACCTGT GCTTTTTCCC TCCAACAGCC
E11
GGTTTGACCG AAGGACGTCC ATGCAGTTTT GGGGAAGGGC ACCCTGCTTG CATATGCATT
CCACCTGCCC CACCCCGAGC AGATCGCCTT CACCTCCCAT CCTCAAGGCT TGGGCAGTG
E12
TTATGAGAAG GCCGACAGCT CTCGGGTTGA GGCCTTTCTC TGATTAAGAG GGTCCTGGGC
GGGGAGCTG GATAGGCAGG GGGTGCAGCA CTTTATGGTG TCTTCCCTCA GCCACAGTGTG
E13

CCTCATGGCC ACCCATCTG CCCCTAAGTC ATTGCTCTTC AGTGCTACCA TCTTTTGAG
ACACCCCATTT TCTCCAAA TACATTCGCC TGGCCACACC CTGTCCCTCCT CCCACCTCTG
CTGAGTCTCT GTCTGCTGTT GGCTCAGGTG ACCTCCGCAAT CCAACTACA GTGAGGCGCT
CCGTGCGGCT CAGCTACGGGC GAGACCTGCG AGATGGGTCG GAGCTGCTCCCT
TGCTGTAAGGT AGGTGCCCTTC AGGGGGAATT TGCAGACTCC GTGAGGGCGCC
CCCTTGTCGC TCTGTTGAGT ATGGCTCTTC GTGCTCTGAGG AAGAATTCCT TCTCCTCCT

E14

CAGGGATGGA GCTGGTAAAT TTACACTGCA GTTCTACCTTC CCCGCCCCC CTTTTGGCAG
CCTAGCTTCTTATT AcATCTACGC TCATACCCAG GAGCTCCTTC TCACACCCGG AAATTTTTTT
TTTTTATTATT AAAACATCTG ACCATGCTAA CAAACTTGCC GCTGCTTCCCG CAGCATACCA
TAAAGGCCA GCAGGTGACCT TGGAGGAGCC TGAAGGACTT CGAGGAGCTT CTCCATGAG

E15

CGTTAGATGA TTGTAAGATA AATGGACTTG TGGGTGGGGG TGGCATTTGC AGATTTCTCTG
GCTGACCTTT CACAGCTACA AGGGTGCCAG TCGTGACCTT GCAGCCCTCT ATTAGCAGCA
CTGGGCTATT CGCCAGGGC TCGGCTTTTC TCTTCTAG

E16

GATCTTTCTG CATTACTTCT TGTAGTATGG AAGAAGCTTA AGCAAGTCTA CAAATATCTC TATAAATATT
TATAATTACTTAT CAGGGGATCA AAGGTTGGAG AGTCTACCTA AGTCCAGGAA CCACGCTCCT
TGCTGTCCCA TATCCCGCTG GAGGTGCTAC TCTTCTCTCT CTTCTAGA CTCACCAGTCC
CGGAAGGGCA GGTGTACCAG CAGTGGCTTAC CCGCCCTGCA CCTGAGTGTG TTCCTCTCT
CTTACCAGGA TGGAGTCTTG ATGTGGTGGG GTCTGTGTCC CTTCTCTCT
CTTACATGGA TGAGAGGGG AGTGCTGCTG CTGGGGCTC TCCACAGCTG CAGCCACAGC
TACCTGAGGA GCACCATTTCT CAGTGCTCTT GAGCAGAACTG CTGGGATTTG GTCCAGGTCT
CTGACTTCTT CCAGGTCGTA AGGACAGGGG AAGATGCTTA AGTGGGGAGG AAGCACTATT
E22

GACTAATTGT CAATAAAATA CTCGTCATT GGTTCATAG TACTTTAATT TCATAATCAT
GATTTTCTGT CTACCTCTGT TACCGTCTCT TGGTCAATAA GGCTCGAGGA TGTGTTGGTG
TGAGATGGTC ACGACATAGT CCGCTGAGGC GCTGGGTGGC CGCAAGGGTG AGTGCAAGGT
GGGGTCCTTG AGGGGTGAGC CTCGTCAGCG TACGAGCAAT TGGGACAGTG
TAGAGTGGAG GGAGATCTGG GCCTGGGACT CTCGTCAGTG TCTTTCTGCT
GGATTGCTGC GCTGCTGCGA GGTGTCATGG TGGGATTTGT GCTGCTGCGA
TGTCCTCCCT CAGTGTGCT TCTGCGAGGC GCTGCTTGCT TCAGGAGGTG
ACTTCTTTTA TGAATCCAGC TCTTCCTCTG TTTGGTGCA

E23/24

TCTCAGGGCC AAGGCTGCCG GCTGACGTGG CATTCCAGCT TCTTCTTCTT GCTGACGTGG
AGTGTGTGCT CTCTGAGGGA TATGCTTAAA TATAATAGGG CACCAAGAGA AGCTCAGGAA
TGTTGCTGCT CAATGGCAGG TCTGCTGAGC TGCTGCTTGC CTCTCCTCGT CAGTAGGCTC
ATCCGTGAA AGTTGCTGGC ATGTGGTGGG ATTTTCTGATG CACTGACAGA AATGTCATCA
CCAGACGCCA CTCCTCGAATG GGGAGGAGCG TCTGGGACCT CGGAGGACC
AGTGGCAGGT AGTGGGAGCC GCCTGGAAATG AGGCGGAGCC GCCTGGAAATG
GGAGTTGGAA TCAGAGTCTA GGCCCTATTG TCCTGCATAC CTGCCCCATA

E25

GGATTGTGGA TGACAGTCTA GGGCCTATTT TGCTGCAATT CTTGCCCAATA GCACCTGAGT
GAGGGTCTG AAGGCTCTTG GATTTCTCTT CATTCTCTTT GCTGATTAGG GGGAGGAAA
GACAGTGGC AGCAGTCTGC TGCTGGTATT TTTTGAAAA AGCACTCCCC GTGGCATTAC
GCTAACAGGT GGCTGTGAGG TACAGGGAGG GCTGGGAGGC GAGGGACAGC GAGGGACAGC
GGGAGAATGG CTGGAGGAAA ATCTGAGCTG ATTTCTCTTT CTAGGAGGCA AGGAGCAGC
TGCATTATAC AAGGTGAGGC AGTGGGAGGC AGGTGAGGCA CTTGGGACCT
CTGAGAATAG TGAACCTGAGA GAAATCTCTTG TATGGAGACT GACAGGCTCA
TTAATTGGGC TATGACAGAG GTAGTACTT GGTTGCTTAC GGTGAGGAGG
CATAGCTGGA GGTGCTGTCT GAGGTGAGGC GGCAGGAGGC AGGTGAGGAGG
GCCCCTATGT CTTGGTCTGC CTTGGTATTG AGGTGAGGAGG GGCAGGAGGC
TTATACACCG ATGTAGGAGG ATAGGAGGAG GAGGAGGAGG
AGTGGTCTGA AGCTGAGAGG GCTGAGGAGG AGTTGAGACT GACAGGCTCA
AGGTGAGGTG GGTGAGGAGG CTTGAGCTCA GGCAGGAGGC GGCAGGAGGC
TGTGCTGCTC TAGAGACTTG TGGGCTGGAG GGTGAGGAGG GGCAGGAGGC
AGTGGTCTGA AGCTGAGAGG GCTGAGGAGG AGTTGAGACT GACAGGCTCA
AGGTGAGGTG GGTGAGGAGG CTTGAGCTCA GGCAGGAGGC GGCAGGAGGC

182
E26 - Ligation site is 367 nt before exon 26
(Probe sequence: TAGAATCTTG-CTTCTTTGGA)

CTTCAACAAT CCAGAAGCTCT CTAATATTGG TGACGCCCAT AGTCCCTTAG TTCCCAAACA
TTATCTCCAG ATGGCAGGCA CCATCACCAC ATGGGTCTGC AGTCCCTTAG GCTTTGCTTG
TTGGTGGCCAC AGGCCCTTGA CCTGCTACTA CAGGCTTGAC AAGCTCTTCGG
GGAGAAGCG ATAGATGCTTG GATGGGCGCT ATAAAGCTTG TGGATGGAGT GGAATGAGGAT
GATGTGGAAG CTCCGAGGCA CTCGAGCTGG TGGTGGACTG TGGTGGAGGG TGCAATGGCC
ACTGCCCCTCC AGTGGAGGCA TCTATCTTGG GGGTGCAAGC TGGTGGAGAT TGGAATGAGGAT
GATGGGGAAG AGTTTCTTCA AGTGGAGGCA TTCTTTTCTG TGGATGGATG GGAATGAGGAT

E27

CCCGGAGATTA AGATTCTCTTGT GCCGACTCCA GCTTTGCAAG TGGATCAATC AAGGCACAAG
CCCCTCTCCA GCTTTGCAAG TGGATCAATC AAGGCACAAG CAGGAGAGAT GCTCCTTAGG
TGATGAGTTGT GAGTGCGCGT ATAAAGCTTG TGGATGGAGT GGAATGAGGAT
TGCTCCTAATG GAGCTCTCTGT CTCAGGAGCA AATCCCTGAGT GAGCTCTCTG AGACCTCTGT
TGACCTTGAA GACCTTGACG TGGTGTAGAG TGGTGCCAGG CTGTTTCTCT CAGGAAAGAA
AGTCCACTTG ATCCCCAGTG ACCCTGAGCA TGGCAGGATG TGGAATGAGGAT

E28

TAGGATGGGCC TAAAGCTTTG GTTTCTAGAA TCAAAGGAAG TCGGCTATGT GTGTGTTTGG
AAGTGTTGGGC GCATGCTATTT TGGGAGCAGA TGGTAAACAA TGACATCTCA CTTGGATGTG
GAATGGTCCA TGGGATCTCA AGTTCAGGTG GAACAGAGGA GATTCTGTGG GAATATGGAA
GTCATTGTAC ACTGTAGGGC TCCCATCAAC CTTGGCTCCT CCAGGCTGAG TTTGAAGTGC

CGGGGAGGGC CTGTTGCTTG GTCGAGCTGT GACTCTGTAG TCCCTTTCTC CAGGAGGGC
GGAGAACATC GCAGAAGGCC GTGGACAGCA TGGTTACTTG AGCAGGCTAC TGGGATCTTG
CTGCTCCTGTG GATGGCTCTG CCAAGGCTTG TGGATGGAGT GGAATGAGGAT
TGCTGTTGAGCT ATGATGGTGG CAGAGCTCAT CTTGGCTCAG GACCTGGAGC GACCTGGAGC
GCGCTTGGGC GATGGAGATC GACTGTACAG TGGGATCTTG AGCAGGCTAC TGGGATCTTG
GGAAGAGATGG TCACAGGGGC GACAGGTGGC TACCTGGAGC TGGGATCTTG AGCAGGCTAC
GCTGCAGTAG TGGATGGAGT GGAATGAGGAT

GTCATTGTAC ACTGTAGGGC TCCCATCAAC CTTGGCTCCT CCAGGCTGAG TTTGAAGTGC
CGGGGAGGGC CTGTTGCTTG GTCGAGCTGT GACTCTGTAG TCCCTTTCTC CAGGAGGGC
GGAGAACATC GCAGAAGGCC GTGGACAGCA TGGTTACTTG AGCAGGCTAC TGGGATCTTG
CTGCTCCTGTG GATGGCTCTG CCAAGGCTTG TGGATGGAGT GGAATGAGGAT
TGCTGTTGAGCT ATGATGGTGG CAGAGCTCAT CTTGGCTCAG GACCTGGAGC GACCTGGAGC
GCGCTTGGGC GATGGAGATC GACTGTACAG TGGGATCTTG AGCAGGCTAC TGGGATCTTG
GGAAGAGATGG TCACAGGGGC GACAGGTGGC TACCTGGAGC TGGGATCTTG AGCAGGCTAC
GCTGCAGTAG TGGATGGAGT GGAATGAGGAT

183
E45

CCACTCATCC CCTCCGTGGG CCCTACCCCTG TGGTGGGACT TACATGTTAA GCCAGGCTTC
AGTCTAGAA ACCACCTTCC TGAGAGAAGA GCACATTCCC AATGGGACCC TGGGCTCCA
CCCTGCCCCA GCTGTGTTGA CTAACCTTGG TGCCCCTGAC GTGGTCTCCC AGTGGCCCTC
CCCGGAGAAC CCCCCTCTCA TCAATGAGTG TGTCGGCTCCC AGTGGGCCTC
CCCGGAGAAC CCCCCTCTCA TCAATGAGTG TGTCCGAGTG AAGGA GGAGGGG
TCTTT
ATACA
ACAAA
GGGAC GT
CTCCTGCC CCCAGCT
GGA
GGTCCCTGTC TGCCCCTCGG GCTTTCAGCT
GAGCTGTAAG ACCTCAGGC GCTGGCCCAAG CTGTCGCTGT G GAGCTGTAAG GCAGGCTGGG
GCTGGGCTGG ACCGGGCACC ACCTTTAAGC
CTCTCTTTCC ACTTTTGGCT CCTGAATTCT
TTGCCTTTTT AGCAACTTATG GGAATGGAT AGGACCGAAA TCTCTCCCCTC TGCTCTACT

E46/47

GGAGGCGGCT GTGGGCTCCA GCAGTAGGAC CCCCACGGCT GGGTTGTGGG GTGGGGGGAA
AGGGCAGACC GATAACAGGA GGAGGCGCAG ACAGGAGAGA GAGAGGACAC AAAAAAGC
CTGGCTCGCG GTCTCAGCAG GGTTGTTTTT GCCCACTCTC ACTCTGCACT
CCAGACGCA TGGAGGCTCTG CACGTCTCTT GAGGGGGG
TTTGAGTTGAG GTGGGGGGCT

E48

CTACCTAGGG GACTGAGAAC TGACAAAAGC TGGTTGGAGT TGGATGTTGA CTTTCCGAAAT
TCTAGGGTTA ACTACTCTAGA GAGAGAGAGA AGAGGCTCCAA AAAATCAGCC TACTT
TGGGATGTTT TAAGGAGGTT

188
Appendix 4: F8 sequence with probe locations

Partial sequence (20 nt adjacent to ligation site) of the F8 MLPA probes are indicated for the 26 exons of F8.

NM_000132.3 (ENST00000360256) NP_000123.1 (ENSP00000353393) This transcript is a product of gene ENSG00000185010. This transcript is a member of the Human CCDS set: CCDS35457. This transcript corresponds to the following database identifiers: Transcript having exact match between ENSEMBL and HAVANA: OTTHUMT00000058869

Key
- Exons alternating text colour – blue/black
- Codons – alternating background colour
- Synonymous SNP – highlighted in green
- Non–synonymous SNP – highlighted in yellow
- MLPA probes adjacent to ligation site – highlighted in purple and blue
- Ambiguity code – underlined letter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exon 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 GCTTAGTGCTGACACCATCCAGTGGTAAAGTTCTTTAAAAATGCTCTGCAAAAGAAATTGG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61 GACTTTTCAATACAGAAATTTTTACTTTTTCCCCCTCTGGGAGCTAAAGATATTTTA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>121 GAGAAGAATTACCTTTTGCTTCTCCAGTTGAACATTTGTAGCAATAAGTGAGTCAGAATA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181 GAGCTCTCCACCTGCTTCTTTCTGTGCCTTTTGCGATTCTGCTTTAGTGCCACCAGAAGA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>241 TACCTACCTGGGTGCACTGGGAACCTGTCATGCGACGCAAACGACTCTGGGAGCTG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>301 GAGCTGACACCCGCAAGTTTCTCTCTAGATCTGCAAA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>361 GTGTAACAAAAAGACTCTGTCTTTGATAGATCACCTTTTCACATGCAATGCTAAGCCA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exon 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 GAGCTCTCCACCTGCTTCTTTCTGTGCCTTTTGCGATTCTGCTTTAGTGCCACCAGAAGA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130 CCTGTGGACGCAAACGACTCTGGGAGCTG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>190 GAGCTGACACCCGCAAGTTTCTCTCTAGATCTGCAAA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>301 GAGCTGACACCCGCAAGTTTCTCTCTAGATCTGCAAA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>361 GTGTAACAAAAAGACTCTGTCTTTGATAGATCACCTTTTCACATGCAATGCTAAGCCA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>